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l\bstract

The polarl-sation behavLour of silver in I moL tcg-l ron solution
over the temperature range 295-475 K was studied using cyclic vol.Larnmetry,

potentiostatic, galvanostatic and a.c. impedance techniques.
Thermodynamic data for the siJ-ver/water system at temperatures up

to 573 K is presented in the form of potential-pll diagrams rr'hj-ch assist
j.n the interpretation of results at elevated tenperatures.

The cyci-ic voltanmograms antl galrranostatic charg-ing curves

indicate the principaL changes to be the appearance oi- a.lCitional peaks

and arrests, resSrectively, as the tempera'ture is increasecl, followed by

their disappea::ance at higher tenrperatures. The data obtained from

cyclic voltanunetry and also potentiostatic poJ.arisation are analysed
Ln terms of previously-derived reLations for limit.ing rate control,
in particular that due to diffusion.

The impedance data are examined u.sJ.ng equivalent circuit nrodels

from which it is shown that surface roughness of the electrodes has a
sigrnificant effect on the reaction kinetics over the temperature range

studied. It is proposed that substantial changes in the electrochernistry
of sil,ver at 478 K are associated with extensive surface roughness

evident from electron micrographs. The impedance data also indicates
that a change in the kinetics of growth of the AgrO multilayer takes
place at elevated temperatures with the rate of nucleation of AgrO

growth centres becoming nore important in relatLon to the rate of
solid-state diffusion.
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CHAPTER I rI{TRODIJCTION

1.1 THE srcNrrrcANcE or poLARrsATrcN STUDTES rN AQIIEous sysrEr,:s

AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

1.L.t General Behaviour of Metals

The behaviour of metals in such an environment has attracted
considerabLe interest over recent years (129). Alloys containing copper,
nickel and iron as the major components are used industrially at elevateci
temperatures, often up to 573 K und,er which conditions most of these alloys
are thermodynamically unstabLe.

The behaviour of various alloys and steels at temperatures greater
than 373 K is of practical interest in electrical energy-producing
industries since several types of nuclear and fossi:L-fue1ed, power statiorrs
employ dilute hydroxide soLutions as heat transport medj.a. The netture

of the eJ.ectrolyte is a dominant factor in deterrri;ining the behaviour of
metals under such conditions. A plr of 7-9 at 4'13 K (neutral point = 5.?)
:'.n the case of nickeL for example, corresponds to a ninim'.rm in the
soLubility of nickel o:cldes at this temperature U4) .

The products formed by corrosion reactions can accumulate, thereby
reducing the effectiveness of heat transfer processes and in the case of
water-cooLed nuclear reactors, they ttuty cause a build-up of radioactivity.
In practice, the use of alloys is clearly restricted by the reactions Laking
place at the surfacer and their continued exposure to high temperature

environments depends on the extent to which the rate of corrosion can be

suppressed. This is normally achieved by maintaining conditions such that
the metaL or alloy spontaneously passivates. tience, the effects of
temperature on the formation of oxides or hydroxides are very important
in these circumstances.

While some aLlolsr especially of the copper-nlckel-iron type,
have low corrosion rates, scale fornration does occur part:1cularJ-y itr the

Ptesence of oxygen (20r3L?105). Studies of the structure and conpositj.on

of these scales (105r1431199) in relation to properties such as tempereLure'

PH, oxygen or hydrogerr concentrations, give useful information which enables

oxide formation to be mini:rulsed in practical systems. Often, howet'er, the
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electrochernical factors invol.ve.f are not silorrn by such studies. Since

,the potentiaL difference across the metal,/solution j-nterface strongly
infLuences the kinetic and tlrermodynamic behaviour of corroding sysrems,
the control and measurement of this parameter is very important.

Electrochernical studies have been undertaken for particular rnetals
such as copper (1271, nickel (41,L34,157) and iron (18,133,158) but the
arnount of research at temperatures above 373 K is small courpared with
that at room tenrperature. rn this work, the behaviour of silver is
investigated using electrochemical techniques since they possess the
advantage of either controlU-ng the potential and thereby determining
specific reactions to be exannined,or ccntrolling the rate of charge

transferred across the netaL,/solution interface and hence the rate of
the electrochemical reaction.

1.1.2 The Use of Silver

Considerable effort has been devoted to examining the anodic

behaviour of silver at room temperature, stimulated largely by applications
of the nglagtO electrode in batteries of high energy-to-mass ratio. The

silver oxides possess high positive equil-ibrium potentials (see Table 5.2)

and relatively high electrical conductivities (Agz.O, 10-6 S m-I;
-lAgZaZ, 7 S m - (120)). Both factors offer significanl advantages

in lightweight alkaline storage batteries which are capable of producing

high discharge rates
Industrial and academic interest has grown also in applications

of controlled electrosynthesis (195). Silver in the AS(I) state has

been used (54) for the oxidation of organic compounds, and higher valency

states appear to be the cause of the cabalytic effect of silver in
persul-phate oxidation (11) .

The electrochemical formation and reductlon of silver oxides have

aroused interest as a resuLt of the use of these substances as cathode

materials in battery systems (61) r and also because the various stages of
surface oxidation of silver are well separated (34,L77,LB2l which is not

comnon arnongst other metals, in particular Pt (178) and Pd (43). Nrrrnerous

theories (for example 79, 88, I77, 182) have been advanced to ercplain

various featires of the oxidation and reduction kinetics of siLver.



L.2 PAST WORI(

1.2.I Room Temperature

The oxidation of silver ln I mor drn-3 rog was first studied by

Luther and Pokorney (L261 using a galvanostatic technique, and Dirkse
and De Vries (64) using a potential-sweep technique. Since this initial
work, there have been extensive irrvestigations of the polarisation
behaviour of silver which are well reviewed (96,98r104). The following
is a brief, essentially bibJ.iographical sunnary of work included in and

subsequent, to these reviews in rel-ation to the electrochemical reactions
of sj-Iver. A critical discussion of past work is presented in later
chapters as required.

Formation of AgrO. This wilL be considered j-n two stages:
(i) Fonnati.on of a monolayer. At potentials negative to the

egrOleg potential*, that is, prior to the formaticn of solid
phase AgrO at, tbe electrode, Giles, Harrison and Thirsk (BB)

showed from a faradaic itpedance study of single c:rystal

electrodes that dissolution of silver occurs as the Ag(OIl),

ion. The rate of this reaction is fast enough to rnaintain

an equilibrium concentration at the electrode surface
-,(exchange current density, io t I A cm -) so that the overall

process is controlJ-ed by the rate of diffusion of AgO- Lnto

the bulk soLution as demonstrated by potentiodynamic and

potentiostatic measurements (182). At -8 rnV (A92olAS),

a rnonolayer of A92O forms (87,88) whj.ch is the result of a

dissolution-precipitation mechanism as indicated by a chrono-
' ellipsometric study (118). It was shown from a rotating

ring-disc electroCe study (141) that silver dissolution
produces a super-saturated solution of AgO- at the electrode

. surface which is followed by precipitation of a layer
of AgrO.

,, 0.342 V, SI-XE (95)
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(ii) Fornation of a mui+:-r l a'er, At more anodic potentiars, the
single lal's3 of AgrO thickcns proclucinq an Ag2O nultilayer
whlch v.ras found from electron optica.L and electron and x-ray
diffraction measurements (24) to consist of a dense primary
layer formed initialry, covered by a much thicker porous
layer. Ka.banov et aI (1Ilrl2l,l.B9) using impedance techniques
concluded that the multilayer formation involved the transport
of silver ions through the dense prirnarl, layer to form the
porous J-ayer of Agro. subseguent studies invorving
potentiodynamic (rB2) and potentiostatic (29) rnethods
demonstrated clearry that the rate of growth of the Agro
multilayer is controrred by sorid state criffusion.

Formation of Agnor. Fleischrnann et al (24,80) showed that oxidation
of Agro to Agro, involves the progressive nucreation of A9ro,
centres, j.nitiarry at Agro/eleetroryte interface. The formation
of Agro, proceeds by three-dinensj-onal grrowth on these centresrrore of
whlch are subsequently nucleated in the AgrO 1ayer.

Reduction of Agf.r. Miller (I4I) for.:nrl in his rotating ring_dj.sc eLectrode
study that on reduction of ASrOr, the surface is almost irnmediately
covered with AgrO. The results showed a supersaturation of the
solution indicating a mechanisn of dissolution-precipitation.

Reduction of Agr9. Electron rnicrographs (241 inclicate that the reduction
of Ag.,O occurs by the progressive nucleation and growth of silverz
on two dimensional centres in the oxide layer. sr:bsequent
potentiostatic measurements (79) were shown to be consistent with
the electrochernical reaction at the surface of the centres as the
rate determining step.

1.2.2 Elevated Ternperatures

Little work has been done at elevated temperatures. The exchange
current clensity and the charge transfer coefficient for AgrO forma,tion
have been obtained up to 333 K from galvanostatic measurements (34), while



the cycric voltamrnograrn and potenti.ostatic cun'e for siLver at 333 K
have been presented (42) for compar;tt.ive purposes in a study of oxide
forrnation on a rrickel electrode.

I..3 PROPOSED RESEARCH

L.3.I The Choice of Si.Iver

The electrochemical behaviour of silver has been well studied and is
wel-l understood at 298 K and this forms a useful basis for an extension
to el-evated temperatures, rn particurar, sjLver .is chosen since l-t
has been shown at rocm f-emperature that

(i) the different stages of surface oxidaticn are qr:-ite distinct
(ii) it e:<tribits an active-to-passive transition which is typical

of many corrosion-resistant industrial alloys.

The aim of ttris research then is to examine the temperature
dependence of oxidation and reduction processes on silver, particularly
ano&ic metal d.issolution and the growth of oride phases on the electrode
surface. The study was performed using I npl kg-l fOH solution over the
temperature range 295-478 K.

1.3.2 Techniques

Four electrochemicaL technLques were employed. Cyclic voltanmetry

which is one of several rnethods enabJ-ing transient phenomena at electrodes
to be exq,minedrwas used initially. This technique provides firstly, an

indlcation of charge-transfer reactions whLch sllver wiLL tlrdergo over

a r€rnge of potentials at a given temperature and the chosen hydroxide

concentration, and secondly, information on the kinetics of these Processes
particul-arly with regarcl to mass transport. Following cyclic voltarnmetry,

application of a potentiostatic technigue allows further information to
be obtained r+'here possible, with rega.rd to the kineti.cs of oxide nucleation

and growth, and permits the detection of active-to-passlve transitions.
A gal.vanostatic charging teclrnJ-que was also used which in this study was



intended to provicle, s1:ecificalll', furbher informatlon on charge transfer
processes over the range of temperatures.

The above techniques involve changes in current and potential with
tLme. However, the use of the frequency dcmain enables the variation in
impedance, with freguency, to be studied. The wide continuous frequency
range which is availabLe means that surface processes having substantially
different relaxation times may be examined.. The time-domain techniques
then, were suppLemented with an a.c. impedance method in which the
frequency dJ.spersion of the electrode inpedance under potentiostatic
conditions was investigated. In principle, the irnpedance method provides
inunediate er4lerimental evidence of the state of the electrode surface, the
concentration of dissoLving species, doubre-layer capacity and the
presence of an oxide flltn. The distinct form of the cyclic voltamrogram
of silver at room temperature suggests that it would be suitable to use

in the application of an impedance technigue at elevated tenperatures.
Consequently, a secondary purpose of this research was to demonstrate the
usefulness of this technique in yielding info:mation on the kinetics of
filn formatLon which is comparable, if not more detailed than that obtained
jointly from cycl-ic volta.urmetry and potentiostatic polarisation.

Wtril-e it is desirable in some er4periments to control the hydro-
dynamic conditions in order to examine rnass'transfer processes, the
extension of such studies to elevated temtrleratures presents significant
technical problems. These problems may be overcome but this is achieveC

by the use of often complicated systems. In view of this fact, it was

dlecided to apply the above techniques independent of hydrodynarnic

control. Consequently, e>qreriments involving rotating disc or other
controlled solution-stirring rnethods were not introduced Lnto the
present work.

The electrochemical techniques were complemented by studies of
the electrode surface, after polarisation, using X-ray diffraction and

electron microscopy.

In order to define better the electrochemistry of the oxidation
products in alkaline soLutLons at elevated temperatures and thereby assist
Ln the interpretation of e:<perlmental results, the effect of temperature

on the equilibrium behaviour of the silver/r.,'ater system was determined

over the temperature range 298-573 K. The following chapter is devoLed

to a thermodynamic study of this system in a high temperature environment.
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2.I INTRODUCTION

The vali4ity of the predicted thermodynamic behavi-our of a

metal in an agueous high temperature environrnerrt rlepends on the
accuracy with which free ertergy data t'or its rear:tions at a partJ-cul.ar
temperature are known. potential-pH diagrams which present thermo-
dynamic data for metaL-r,trater-oxide systems are generar)-y used to
tepresent corosion equilibria. riowever, previously published
potential-pH iliagrams for the silver-water system (50,L59) have

been restricted to 296 K due to a lack of thernodlmanric data at
other temperatures.

Electrochenical deterrninations of free energy changes for
reactions in aqueous systems at erevated ternperatures have had

little success, mainly because most reference electrod.es no longer
act reversibly above 423 R (I09). en alternative approach is to
evaluate free energies of formation for species at elevated
ternperatures using a knovlledge of the free energies of formation
and the entropies of these substances at 298'K (147r148),with
empirical expressions for the variation of heat capacity with
tenperature (112,196). The equiliJcrium relationships between a

metal and its oxidation products obtained from the free energry

calculations, nay then be summarised in potentiaL-pH diagrarns

over the appropriate ternperature range.

2.2 THEORY

2.2.L CalcuLation of Free Energy C:hanges of Reactions from

Isothermal Free Energies of Formation

The conventional method

for a reaction at a temperature
the free energiy of formation of
at the appropriate temperaturer

of evaluating the free energy change

T (equation 2.1) involves deterrnining

each conpound, O r€ in that reaction



AG; = tnurAeoi - rovoa, cf (2. 1)

vp and vR are the stoichiometric coefficients for the produets and

reactants respectively.
The standard Gibbs free energy of a substance at temperature T,

€)
G*,can be expressed in terms of the standard enLropy and standard free
energv at rI' the reference temperature (defined to be 2gB K),and the
heat capacity of the system over the temperature intervar T, to T

(equation 2.2).

€ = *in, - €r, (r-2e8) - r IJ* * iir, "i ur (2.21

By deflnition, the standard free energy of formation of a compound

is equal to the change in the standard free energy for the hypothetical
reaction in which the compound is formed from the conponent elements in
their standard states at the temperature of interest. The standard free
energy of formation at temperature T, can then be written as

cejar
T

Ar"i = or€r, - (r-2ee)or{r, - t /l* S.-
* Jl9, arf ar (2.3)

rt shourd be noted that if a phase transition occurs in the range
298-T K, a term allowing for the changes in entropy and enthalpy must be

incLuded. Also, the appropriate heat capacity for the temperature
range following the transition should be used.

The free energy change for a particular reaction nay then be

calculated by substitution of values ot a6efr into equation 2.1.
The use of isobaric data to evaluate Acf for reactions in aqueous

solutions over a range of temperatures is not Jarr"ary vaLid since the
changing vapour pressure of the solvent in a closed system causes a
pressure change. The chemical equilibrium is affected by the pressure
in three ways:

(i) The activity of water will change and this introduces an

additional free energy change glven by

ac=fvar (2.41
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r where P is the vapour prcs$ure of waLer at temperature T.

(ff) Changes of the partial molal voLurnes of the srrbstances involved
in the reaction cause a free energ!- change descr5.bed by

AGi = f oor*

(iii) tfre Pressure change will also affect the activity coefficients
of dissoLved species by

(2. s)

(2.6)
Ernv - 

u"-ui
8p 2R[

whereV- is the partJ.al molal voltune of sone component B at aE
given concentration.

Cohble (36) has shown that although these effects are sig'nificant, they
can be S.gmored up to 573 K since the uragrnJ.tude of the errors Lntrorluced
are wlthj-n the liurited aecuracy of the data used in derivl.ng the
correspondence principle for ionic species (see section 2.2.3).

2.2.2 An Alternative Method to Evaluate Free Energy Oranges of
Beactions

In order to reduce the number of calculations required to
evaluate the free energy change of a reaction, MacDonald et at (135)

suggested that the equation

ne,€, = or€r, - {,r(r-2ee) - r L*r, ? ur * If,rr.i ur e.7,,

be used to evaluate guantities, t €' , from which values of A{ rnaf

be obtained dlrectly through

Ac;=E"ur'n;'-[*u*'ni (2. e)
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The use of the spnbor, ,ti, j.ir tr,is; eootext is however, a.mbiguous
in the sense that it. bl' defirrrt.j.on, refers {:o the free energy of a

species obtained by integrating the fu,rclaruenLal differential equation 2.9
from 298 to T K, and not free energy changes as indicated by l4acdonald.

d.G=VdP-SdT (2. e)

oonseguently, it is proposed here to represent the free energv changes
so specified by Macdonald, by the notation, OLrr,f Gt', which replaces

{ tormerly used for these quantities.
rt shourd be emphasised that tlre fzee energiy changes proposed

by Macdonard are not conventional free energies of formation, or€,
that is, for an isothermal reaction of the compo:tent elements to form
the product but represent free energies of formation of the compound

at tenperature T from its components at 298 K.

Equation 2.7 is norv written

o'rr",f G* = or"?r, - {rr(r-298)

Substitution of Or"in, from eguation
that the free energy changes used by

2.10 into equation 2.3 deronstrates
Macdonald are reLated to Orai Ot

(2. 11)

-TfT'298

ce
far+ rr'298

ce dt
P

(2. r0)

or"F = olrr,f c* - t*u*"i (erements)

* This notation was chosen so as to have the same form as that cornnpnly used

for the change in a therrmdl'namic function which acconpanies a change of
phase of a pure substance, nanely ABX. In the present case, the notation
indicates that the change of free energy is over the tenperature interval,
298'T Kand sincethe free energy change is associated with the formation of
a compound from its eJ.ements, the operator is rnoilified by the sr:bscript, f.
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The free energy change for the reaction is then given by

^^o_ 
T a -. T -eaGr = lpup aige,fG - ]J*v* lior,rC" (2.r2]

In sunmary, by the conventional definition, the free energ:y

of formation of a sr:bstance MX is given by

Ar"i=cfitr',r:<l - tcftur +G;(x)l (2. r3)

Ilowever, l4acdonald proposed using ,cftuxl r, now represented as

O]rrrtce(ux), directly to evaluate the overall free energy change for a

reaction involving l4X. The advantage of Macdonalcl's iechnique is that
it is a computational aid sj-nce it is not necessary to calculate values
of nrefr for every compound at each temperature. It has therefore been

adopted for the following thermodynamic calculations.

2.2.3 Evaluation or Alrr,rce

For non-dissolved substances, accurate heat capacity
functions of the form

Ce=A+BT+CT-2 (2.I4)
p

are available, and ATrrr,gG* ""r, be calculated directly from equation 2.10.

Heat capacity data for ionic (dissolved) species are generally
not available and consequently, free energy changes for each specics must

be estinated. The calculations are approached more easily by considering
the integral containing the temperature-depende"a a; functions in terrns

of entropy. If the following approximation is used (135):

i qu" € (r-rr) =ffi ,f - {r, (2'r5)
Tt

where f ana {' ur. absolute entropies of the ion at temperatures T

and Tlrrespectiiely, then equation 2"10 may be transformed

into equation 2.16 for an ion with an error generally
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less than one percent (132).

o]rr,rc* -- or€r, - (r{ - :oe €rr) - #.,##il (s; - %r) (2.16)

The absolute entropies of ions at elevated temperatures can be

estinated using the correspondence principle of Criss and Cobble (45).
They obtained an equation (2.I7) relating the entropies of an ion at
elevated temperatures to the corresponding errtropy at 298 K:

S= " + b SI (2. I?)

where a and b are constants which are unique for a given temperature
and class of ion. These constani.s were found to vary
approxinately rinearry with temperature over the range 3?3-423 K. rn
nany cases, further evidence allorvs the errtropy parameters above 473 K

to be estimated by extrapolation from the rower temperature range.

A reference state which was chosen by Criss and Cobble for each

tenperature such that only two terms were required to relate the
respective entropies, corresponds to an ionic entropy of -20.9 J K-l ,*1-l
for H* at 298 K. This falts within the range of values (-8.8 to

-1 -1-26.4 iI K - mol -) suggested by others (92,119) for the 'rabsolutefl
ionic entropy of tt+. Consequently, for consistency the values of ionic
entropy associated with the corresponderrce principle are assumed to
be on the absolute scale. Entropies of ions, based on the
conventional scale where the entropy of the hydrogen ion at 298 K

is defined, as zero, may be converted to the absolute scale using
equation 2.18 (45):

ss -f>;ialsotute) =ti.orr.runtional) -2o'92 (2'rg)

where z is the ionic charge.

2.2.4 Evaluation of Reduction potentials

An electrochemical reaction occurring in aqueous solution can be

represented in half-celL form
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aA+xH++ne=bB+cH^o
z

where A and B may be a solid or an ionic species. The harf-cell
reduction potential, ET, for this reaction is gil'en by

(2. Ie)

(2.23)

t* = { * $ r" [ {""b-."rot)/{.ot."rro*) I (2. 20)

where a represents the activity of the particular species at the
temperature T. By definition, -1og arr+ = pHr ancl AG = -fiFE, and if u"^o
is assigmeil unity, equation 2.2O can be written to pernit substitutionz
of Acs_T

Er
-A^€-"T 2.303RT - r 2.303 xRT= nr - _F-_- lblog a"- alog aoJ - -;# pH (2-2Ll

In the present case, reduction potentials are referrecl to the standard
hydrogen electrode (SIIE, p"^= I at-m) at the temperature of interest and

thereforera{.ts the standu#d rr"" energy change for the whole cerl
reaction 2.22.

aA + (x-n)tt+ * ?r= bB * cHrO (2,22)

If reaction 2.19 does not invoLve electron transfer, n=0. rn this case,
equation 2.21 is expressed in the form, nFET = -AG*r which then yields
equation 2.23 frorn which the effect of temperature and pH on soluJrility
and hydrolysis reactions may be predicted.

rn the general case where nt'O, the activity of a sorubJ-e species can

be obtained from the free energy change for the whole cell reaction 2.22

in rshich the sorid B dissolves to give the soluble species A. Hence

pH = - * t;$ + btos a"- alog aoJ

AG:
toe ao = *#ilf * (-a)pH - # los pH2 (2.241
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2.2.5 Potential--pII (I,ourbai.x) Diagrams

A ful-l description of thc genexal nature of potential-pH diagrams,
in association with a discussion of the diaqrams for a nurnber of specific
cases, is provided by Pourbaix (159) . EsserrtiaLly, the value of these
diagrams lies in the fact that they may be used to indicate the therno-
dynaruic linits of the stability of a metal in rel-ation to its ions and to
reaction products such as hydroxides and oxides as a function of solution
pH and of the electrode potential. In effect, they dispJ-ay the equilibrirmr
potentials of the electrochemical reactions and the relationship of these
reactions to each other.

2.3 TEST CA,LCT'IJ\TIONS

2. 3.1 Electrode Potential

l,Iacdonal-d has tested his method of evaluating free energy changes

at elevated temperatures by calculating the standard electrode potentials
of siLver-silver halide cells over the range '298-573 K (132). These cells
are particularly suitable for several reasons. They have been shown to
be reversible at elevated tenperatures, accur.ate standard electrode
potentials are available in the literature (11.5 rL22,184), and no correction
of the experimental electrode potentials for J.iquid juncticn potentials
is required. The calculated and e:rperimental standard free energy changes

were shown (132) to agree to within tl, kJ mol-I at aII terperatures where

cornpari-son was possible.

2.3.2 Solubility

ifhis method of free energy calculation was further tested by

determining the solubilities of A9CI and AgBr as a function of temperature

using values of Afgg,rce calculated for ng+, and the corresponding data (132)

for AgX and X
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AgX=lg++X-

At equilibrium

(2.2s)

Ac; = -Rr tn [a (ag+) a (x-) I t 2.26,)

The solubility of AgX (rro1 k9-11, So = rn(Ag*) = rn(X-)

.'. log so = -Ac!,/(4.606RT) - log y* (2.271

where Y.,- is the nean ionic activi-ty coefficient of the ions, Ag*
and X-. Af, is obtained from the lndivi<lual vatues of Alrr,rce,

AG; = Alrr,fce(As+) * frrr,rce{x-) - fr,rr,rce{esx) (2.2s)

It is important to note that for the silver halide species, as has

been pointed out previously (4S1, it is dtfficult to accor:rrt

quantitatively for the hydrolysis of eg+ at these tenlgeratures
trrder the e:qperimentaL cond:itions.

llhe calculated and e:rperimentaL (70) values of the soh:l:illtles
of AgCI and AgBr are plotted in Figure 2.I.

For AgCl, the differences between experimental and calculated
varues of J.og so are ress than 0.02 over the tenrperature range, except
at 523 K, which is equivalent to a discrepancy of ress than lt in the
values of ACfr for the two sets of data at these teq)eratures. At 573 K,

for exampLe, the difference in log so corresponds to a difference of
O.O2 kJ between the two vatues of ACfr.

The differences between the two sets of data for AgBr are

considerably J.arger. Such differences at 4?3 K and above might have

been expected since at these temperatures, it is necessary to use

extrapolated Criss and Cobble pararneters. Va1ues of ACfi for reaction
2.25 have an uncertainty of I kJ at 573 K which is equivalent to an

uncertainty of 0.36 in 1o9 So.
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2.4 TIIERI'IODYNAMIC DATA FOR THE SIL\IER/WATER SYSTEI,I

2.4.I Introduction

The equiJ.ibrium behaviour of silver under hydrothernral conditions is
presented in the form of potential-pH diagrams over the temperature range

298-573 K. A1I thermodynamic calculations were performed by conq:uter

(Burroughs 6700). The program used is listedl in appendix 1. It should be

noted that the approximate quantity obtained for ionic species in equation

2.15 is .rn average value of the partial nplar quantity (45) over the range

298-T K, and these averages are not the same orrer ttre temperature interval
if the latter becomes too great (45). val-ues of Cl nevertheless, hterep
calculated over the above temperature range using equation 2.L5. The sizes
of the temperature intervals were justified by the uncertainties in the

T/K
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available data for the ionic s1.,ecies ani the fact tirat only above 423 K,
night discrepancj-cs -in thc a.verage values require corrsideration (45) .

The program is also capable of calculating the half-cell reduction
potential of a reaction and the solubilities of metals and metal oxides
as a function of temperature and pH. A full caleulation of the reduction
potentiar of a selected half-celr reaction is given (appendix 2) in order
to denonstrate the use of the r:eguired thernodynamic data.

The range of sil-ver species available for which therrncdynanic data
at elevated temperatures could be determined,, is restricted mainly due to
a lack of initial data. However, it is possible to represent all essentlal
e:qperimental equilibrl"a with regard to the present, work. From this poirrt
of view, various eLectro-active silver species wLll be discussed in the
foJ.lowing two sections.

2.4.2 Oxides of Silver

(i) Ag.O. The existence of this oxide as .rn anodic oxidation product
z

is well establ"ished (24,193).
(ii) A9oo.. This oxide is relatively stabLe when clry and when in contactzz

with alkaLine solutions. The crysta1 structure is for:nd to extribit
two distinct Ag-O distances (93,168) and in addition magrretic

susceptibility measurements (155) show that AgZOZ is diamagnretic.
Ilence this oxide, often represented as AgO, is considered to exist
as A9(I)Ag(rrr1o, and in this work wiLl be descri5ed by the formula,
OgrOZ._.,tn. reLatively high electrical conductivity of AVrO,
(7 s m - (1101120)) couLd also be accounted forby such a mixed

oxidation state structure.
(tii) Ag.O.. This higher oxide of silver has been shown to exist whenz5

stabilised by ox1'anions (138), although there is good evidence

for its anodic fornation at lower temperatures (182).
(iv) odgoa. This oxide is relatively unstable existing only in the

presence of o>qzanions (136) also, and wiLL not be considered further.
(v) Ag,O. There is conflicting evidence for such a suboxide (75,193)-4

and it is now generally agreed that Lhe evidence is better
interpreted in terms of chernisorbed oxygen (153). This species
also wilL not be considered further.

No data was available for the heat capacity of A9rOr, and the
only data for the heat capacity of AgZOZ as a function of terperature
referred to the gaseous state (112). However, the heat capacity of an

i.norganic compound, if it is a coordination Lattice, nury be estirnated
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by summing tlre heat capacities ,:f arl atoms in the norecule (rl?).
Since the heat caPacities of botir Ag ar;d Ag2o as a function of ternperatrrre
(112) are known, the heat capac:.ty of an oxygen atom bound in an Agro
crystal lattLce can be obtainecl . Hence,using the expressions for Ce as
a function of temperatuxe (in ,r r-1 rot-I1 , 

p

cfr(esro) :

2"clhgl 
'

.'.cf,tol '

3. O2xrO5

3. O2x1o5

(2.2e1

(2.30)

(2.3U

(2.32)

(2. 33)

46.57 + 64.77xL0-3 r

42.60 + IT.OBxlO-3 t +

3.97+ 47.6gxlo-3r-

T-2

f2

{2

T-2

Assrxring this varuc ot f,(o) rernains approxinately the same in the
higher varence siLver oxide lattices, then it rnay be used to obtain
enpressions for the heat capacities of Agro2 ard Agzog (equations 2.32
and 2.33).

{tesrorl: 50.s4 + l-L2.45xIo-3

fesror) : 54.51 + L6o.lsxlo-3

T-

T-

3. O2x 105

e. oax Io5

dtaVror) at 298 K is quoted in the NBS rabtes (t4g) as B7.g 
" 

*-1 ,*I-1*
conpared with 80.7 J K-l nol-I obtained from the above e:pression which

iurplies an uncertainty in the value of d(aVror) of at ieast 7.2 J tr-l nol-l-
Similar catculations for CurO and CuO using appropriate data (117)

give f (o,soJ-id),respectively,as 20.42 and 20.25 J K-l mol-l compared withY -r -]L7.O? J K -mol - fron equation 2.31. The fact that the values for CurO and CuO

are similar tends to support the assumption of constancy in Cf,tOl values

in differeirt oxides of the same metal. The difference between the values

ot cf,tO) obtained from CurO and AgrO is significant but corresponding values

from other metal oxides (Nio and Feo) lie between the range fron the

copper oxides to A9rO. Hence,tbe value of {tO,solid) from AgrO is
regarded as a satisfactory estimate fron which to obtain expressions
for the heat capacities of AgrO, and A9rOr.

* Oonverted fron the value in cal r-1 *or-1..
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2.4.3 Ionic Species of Sii"cr

Three ionic speeies were consi<lered for the silver/water system:

J.(i) A9'. It is recognised (108,1-59) that this ion exists under acid
conditions.

(ii) eg(oH)Z The existence of this anion in alkaline solutions, in
equilibri.un rvith both Asro and A9ror, is welJ- estabrished (3,06,791 .

(iii) eg(oH) S This species has been proposed (67) but uactrillan (136),

by measurement of the maginetic properties of solutions resulting
fron AgrO, dissolution, showed that no silver(lt) species was

present.
(iv) Ag(oH),, . The fornation of a relativeJ-y soluble A9(III) species by+-t

high curent density (70 mA crn -) anodisation of a silver sheet
has been reported, (38). The ion was id.entified (38) es A9(OH)4

However, from ring-disc electrode e:<periments (I4l), it was

concl,uded thaL there is no apprecJ-able solubility of an A9(III)
species from a strongly oxidised sih'er disc. The e:cperimental

discrepancy would appear to be stil1 unresolved.

Pourbaix (159) considered three other species, Ago+, Ag++ and

AgOH, for the potential-pH diagram of Ag at 298 K. There Ls a lack of
thenrodynarric data for the two ions but it appears from his diagram that

++Agtt is likely to exist only in solutions of low pH*, and Ago+ at highly
anod,ic potentials. Hence, neither species is regarded as important for
the present work in view of past studies of silver ln alkaline solutions
(see section 1.2). The third species, AgoH, was proposed to e>cplain

an anomalous observation in potentiodynamic enperiments (see section 5.2.2)
but its existence as a definite conrpor:nC is dor:btful and, therefore, it
was not considered.

AgO and AgO2 are considered in these forms rather tiran Ag(Ott)r-
and Ag(on)a respectively, since firstly, the entropy equation (2.36)

of Connick and Powell (39) applies only to or<yanions, Xon-' (see comments

below on the use of this equation, particuJ.arly in regard to hydroxy-

cornplexes) and secondly, difficulty arises in defining the class of ion
with regard to the assiginment of Criss and Cobble coefficients. Frce

energlt changes for reactions involving AgO or AgO. are not altered by

using these forms.
It nO ,s^ - -1ofc2gg tor AgO (-23.1kJ rpl -) rvas rletermined fron the value

t Pleskov (155), in fact, has shown that divalent silver ions are

urstabLe in alkaline solutions.
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for Ag (oH) 2 G26O "2

or€r, (Aso-) =

This val-ue for AgO rnay be compareil with
-'lF22.97 kJ mol -) from the dissociation

-'l ?(K" = 7.9x10 -- (108) ) for the reaction

ko nol-l (148)) by cc.rrsidering equati.on 2.34.

or%, (uro) (2.34)

that obtained by pourbaix

consLant of the species A9OHr

A9OH=AgO-+H+ (2. 3s)

Althougtr the existence of AgO2 is dor:btful, thernodynarnic data
at elevated temperatures were calculated (but are not included in the
potential-pli diagrarns) using the value of l{n' for Ag(OH); estimated

by l4acMilJ.an (136) . This estinate was based on a value of ar{n, for
AS(OH)3 atd the corresponding value for Ag(OH)2-,and should therefore
be regarded as tentative. Nevertheless, it was used to obtain
Ar"?rr(ASor-) from an equation analogous to 2.34.

No entropy data for AgO- or AgO2 were available. However,

connick and PowelL (39) proposed that the entropies of oxyanions, xorr-z,
would be controlled by the ionic charge and charge distribution. From an

anal"ysis of experimental data, they obtained an errpirical equation 2.36

relating the entropy of an aqueous oxyanion to the number of negative

charges t zt pgr ion and the nurnber of oxygen atomsrnorsurrounding the

centraL ion (excluding those in hydroxyl groups).

se = 182.0 - 194 .O(lzl - 0.28 no) (2. 36)

The average discrepancy between experimental and estimated values was

15.5 J r-1 *or-1 (39). These workers observed that each hydroxyl grouP

makes a negligible contribution to the entropy of ions and it was

suggested that this would possibly be the case for other hydro4y-complex

'Lionsrl'l (ott)*o-. However, there are few entropy data to substantiate this
suggestionrand the data that were available to Connick anrl Powell, indicated

that such calculated entropy values should be regarr3ed as very approxj.mate.
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Val.ues or nlnr,gco f..r, li{- aL el.cvated temperatures were initially
derived by Macdonald and Dutler (f32) using the teclrrique described in
section 2.2.2. These valtres were combined with the correspondir^g data for
the hydroxyl ion to calculate the ionisation cor,stant of water at elevaied
temperatures. Ilowever, discrepancies of up to 5* became apparent when

experimental data ('l7 rl6L) for ifu $tere compared with the calculated values.
Macdonald and Butler assunred that Lna.ccurate val.ues of the free energy of
the hydrogen ion weLe responsible for the differences although it was not
possible to determine if these differences were due to the anomalous

behaviour often exhibited by ttre hydrogen ion in aqueous solution. They
'preferred to use the e4perintental data for r1U which are now accurate to
withln t0.2t (128), and values of Alrr,lG* fo" the hydroxyl ion obtained
from the correspondence principle to evaluate the coiresponding data for

I

H' (equation 2.3?).

olrr,reetn+) = Afrr,rcetirro) - o]nr,rc+{on-) - Rrrn 5,, (2.371

2.4.4 Standard States

The yalues of the thermodynamic properties of the pure substances
given in Table 2.I are for the substances j:r their starrdard states
(indicated by the superscript + on the the::nodynarnic symboJ..) These

standard states are defined as follows:
For a pure solid or liquid, the standard state is that of the

substance in the condensed phase under a pressure of 1 atmosphere.*

For a gas, the standard state is the hlpothetical ideaL gas at
unit fugacity in which state the enthalpy is that of the real gas at
the sarne temperature and at zero pressure.

The standard state for an Lon is specified by stipulating that,
at any temperature and pressure, the activity coefficient of this species

shall tend to unity as infinite Crilution is approached. The standard
state thus defined is a hypothetical solution ln which the concentration
and activity coefficient of this ion are unity and in which, by virtue
of the above stipulation, there are no interactions between solute particles.

Each value of Arclgg given in Tabl-e 2.1 represents the change in
free energy when one mole of the substance in its standard state is formed,

t I atmosphere pressure is malntained as the
a numerical factor must be introduced into
such as in equation 2.24.

standard state, othenrlse

terms involving log P
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isothermal"Iy, from the clements, each in its appropriate standard
reference state. The standarcl refererrce state at 298 K for each

element has been chosen to be the standard state tl'rat is thermodynarnically

stabLe at a pressure of I atmosphere.

Each value of s!r, represents the absolute entropy of a substance

in its standard state at 298 K.

The entropy and Or6n, values tabulated for the Lndividual
ions are based on the usuaL conventLon that the values of Arclr, and Se

for H+ are zero.

2.4.5 Uncertainties

The majority of the data for Ar{n, and SlrU are Crawn from the
NBS tables (147,148). Values are tabulated in these tables "such that
the overall rrncertainty lies between 2 and 20 r:nits of the iast flgr:re" (unir:s

of calories) . However, these values are g5.ven so that the experinental
data from which they are derived rray be recovered, with an accuracy equal

to that of the original quantities. Hence,the nunlcer of significant
figures does not necessarily represent, the absolute accuracy of a

particuJ-ar value. The values of Se with associated uncertainties for
Ag and Ag+ are taken from recently pr:blished CODATA tabLes (37).

Other specific cases such as Sl* f"r A9O- and AgO2 ha'ze already
been mentioned with respect to the uncertainty (section 2.4.3').

In the case of heat capacity data, the precision for Ag and AgrO

is taken as 0.3t and O.2t,respectively (112). The errors in d functlons
fot AgrQ, and A9rO, were estimated from the discrefancy noted (9t) for
A9ZOZ at 298 K (section 2.4.2). It is assuned a similar error would

arise with AgrO, fron the same origin, that is, the uncertainty in the

heat, capacity for "soLid oxygen".

The renaining heat capacity gata was taken from buLletins of the

U.S. Bureau of t{ines (LL2,196).
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Sabf,e 2.L Thernodlmam.i,c Data for the SiJ-verfl{ater System

s'rrbsta$ce ar{rrfm mot--f t}u{, r<-l,o,or-tr cp,r r-ltrrr-r

Ag O 4A.S5t0"21 A'tr.80+g.54xlo-3r+t.SlxtO,\-2

t 
AgZo -1L21 121.3 46,5?+64. ZZXfg-3r

ev*z 2-7.6

egZOg tr21.3

lg+

lgO- -213.X. 41.9 t15.5

Ago^ -1.4 95.4 115.5-t

ozo
flzo -237,183

0

0

lI+

nz 130.5?4 27,28.hg.26:cJ.0-3r+o,.goxloSr-2

204.999 29.g6+4.tgx1o-3t-l.67xlo5r-2

69.92 ?5.291

rl.7 51.+l12!r10-3t-:rnto.5r'2

77.124 ?3.38+0.40

2.4.6 Reactl,ons ln ttre Sllrrcrfiater System

![he folls!*Lng set of reactl,ons Le used €o derive tlre potential-pH
di,agranp f,lor the silvery'water systern at elevated telperatures. sheee

cllagrratns are based on the corre6Fortding potential-FE gguatLons El,ven

rrt{:h the atrlpropriate reaction. llhe values of ufr are gLven in Table ?.2'
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Reaction
f,r*b";" Reaction Fotentiatr-pts Equation

ltmo gotruble species (relative stablltty of cti,ssolvect eubstarices)

t ego-*2trr{' = ag++lrro pH = a;A;L + 0.S1og[a(asor,l,/a(es+)J

Er=nfr*&pL"sla(as+1.1

z esor-ien+*Ze = Aso-+Bzo 
"" = 4-'t.#r.ogla(A@:),1a(Agor-11 -?:ls pr

B agor-ian++ze = As*+zsuo ", = u3-ffir"gla(ng+)/a(Aso2-) 1- c.fs 
eu

trrco soLld gubstanc.es (relative statility of rg and l.te o:eides)

4 Agro+2tt++ze = 2Ag+Ezo Er = Ei - t'i* n"

5 Agnon**r*+e" e Agro+HrO 
"r = 4 - Sn"

6 aSrgr**r**2e = AgrO z*HZa "r = Ei - 2'# 
fn

One eo,U.d and one ssluble sFe1eteE, (golubility- of eilver and ite oxldes)

- AsZo+zH+ - 2As++xro n" = ,lli, - rogla(Af) I

I zeso-+ztt+ = Agro+Hro n" =7.1R-+ los [a(Ago-)l

9 2A9o ,-+ztt* = Agror*aro p" = 1$. + tog [ahsor-)l

l,O Ag++e = Ag

lL AEto-+an+.+e = AgtHro

LZ egOr-+4n++3e = Ag+2INrO

"r = { * &ffl.oela(aeo-)I - l'f$ 
nu

Er = Efr * ffirosla(egon-) l- H *"

13 esnor+4n++ae = 2sg++2firo Er = Ei - 
=FEbs 

la {ag+) 1 - S nrr

14 asro2+2e=2A@- 
"r=4-3 togta(agO-lJ
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Reaction
Number

15

16

L7

Reaction

Avror+6H+ +4e = 2ag++:t.iro

agrOr+2H+*4e = 2AgO-rH2O

2AqO r- +4H*+2e = AS 
rO r+2H rO

PotentiaL-pH Equation

u, = "i - Sr.sla(As+)t- !p et

"r = { - 
ffir"gla(Aeo-)l- !snn

", = { + {Sgrosla(asor-ll- 
a'FRr rn

O:rygen evolution

18 Or+4tt++4e = 2tro

Hydrogen evolution

19 2H*+2e = H2

t, = { r' }f,ron no, - 3:3Ir 
pH

Er=O-ffir.nnn, 2. 3RT
-FPlt

Table 2.2

Reaction EeNo. -zga

I pH=12.01

2 L.342

3 2.05

4 1.171

5 1.430

6 I.7r5
7rt pH=J_2.29

8* pH=II.73

9* pH= 3.91

to 0.799
11 2,2L9

L2 1.63

13 1.802

14 0.382

15 I.758
15 1.049

17 2.30

L8 L.229

190

CalcuLated Va1ues "f {

E€-333

pH=LJ-.09

1.32

2.O5

l. 154

1.42

L. 7I
pH=1I.90

pH=LO.28

pH= 2.90

0.76

2.23

L.62

t .81

0. 35

1.76

1.03

2.30

1.200

0

-{} _c)o3z3 o423

pH=IO.40 pH=9.83

L.29 L.26

2.06 2.08

r.135 I.112
L.41 1.40

1.70 1.69

pH=J.l.58 pH=IJ..27

pH= 9.22 pH= B.4O

pH= 2.18 pH= 1.64

o.72 0.67 '

2.26 2.32

t.62 1.6I
t.82 1. 84

0.28 0.I9
L.76 L.76

0.99 0.94

2.30 2.33

I.167 L.L27

00

T.9-473

pH=9.58

L.22

2.L2

1.090

1. 38

1.68

pH=1I.05

pH= 8.12

pH= 1.46

0.62

2.4L

L.62

1.86

0.06

L.?7

0. 87

2.3e

1.088

0

Fe'523
pH=9.53

1.18

2.L?

1..058

L.37

I.67
pH=10.88

pH= 8.16

pH= )..53

0.56

2.54

1.63

1.88

-0.10
1.78

0. 79

2.45

1..050

o

".o"573

pH=9.68

1.13

2.23

L.O47

1.36

L.67

pH=IO.82

pH= 8.53

pH= 1.81

0.50

2.70

1.65

1,91

-0.29
1. 79

0.59

2.55

1.0r3

o

* pH values for an ion molality = 10-6 nrol kg-l.
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2.4.7 Uncertainties in DaLa at Elevated Temperatures

The uncertainty ln the value or acfi and hence efr (ana solubitity)
for a particular reaction (substance) depends on the uncertainties in
-T|doigg,rG" for the various species involved in the reaction. The latter
are in turn deternined by the uncertainties of the initial data used
for each species,and on the subseguent nethod used to evaluate the free
energy changes.

At ei.evated tenperatures, the free energies of formation of
species for which precise heat capacity data are available, wirr also
have a high precision. For species depending on the use of estirnated
entropy data, the accuracy of the a|rr,gct.,ul,res is reduced compared with
that of the values of .lr{rr. The accuracy of entropies obtained by the use of
the correspondence principre is t2 J K-I *ot-r for si:npre ions up to
423 K (45). This corresponds to an uncertainty in ofrr,rce of tr.5 kJ ,,lcr-1

+for Ag' up to 423 K. Since less experimental data was available for
or<yanions, the accuracy of the correspondence principre is e:cpected to
be ress for Ago- and Agor- whicir arso have a large r:ncertainty in Alrrrroo
from use of the Oonnick and Powell equation. r'or aLl- classes of ions,
the correspondence principle becomes less reliable above 473 K.

Values of nfr and solubility are tabulated such that the number

of sig,nificant figures is dependent on the specLes appearing in the
reaction which has the highest uncertainty in Ofrr,r"*. However, as

in Table 2.1, this number does not necessarily represent the absolute
accuracy of that value. For nrcst reactions, the hydrogen ion is
involved and the error
important contribution

1n

to
olrr,rG*(s+) (1r.5 k.l mol'-I at 473 K) is an

the overalL rmcertai.nty in a{ for the reaction.
If either AgZOZ or Ag2O3 are present, the uncertainties in the

- -.Fvalues of' [|rr,rce for these substances due to those in both the heat
capacity ana s]rr, arso determine the overall uncertainty.The error in
Ol'rr,fct fo:.,either oxide at 573 K is 13.8 kJ mol-l .o*p.t.d r.rith
10.2 kJ mol - for Ag and AgrO at this temperature. The uncertainty
t" { is further increased by the inclusion of ionic silver species
in the reaction.
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2.5 DISCUSSION

2.5.1 Potential-pH DiaErarns

Potential-pH diagrams (Figure 2.2) for the silver/water system
at temperatures up to 573 K have been constructed fron the thermodynanic
properties of the pure components. These diagrams are valid olly when

there are no substances present with which silver can form an insoluble
saLt or a soluble complex.

Where there is onJ.y one soluble species in a reaction, the
activity of ttrat species is defined to characterise the conditions of
"practical existence" of this species, that is, the conditions of
equilibrium in the presence of appreciable concentrations of that
species. rn these diagrarns, the lines bounding regions of solubre
species are defined to represent activities*of lo-3 nol kg-I except
for Rgo.. at 298 K for which a = 10-6 not kg-l. The soLid lines indicate
the coexistence between the silver species whil-e the vertical broken
Line distinguishes the regions of relative predoruinance of the dissolved
speciesi at low varues of pH, eg+ is the najor ion present whereas Ago-

is the domj"nant species in solutions of high pH.

The diagonal broken lines in the diagrams represent the
thernodynan-ic stability of water. The lower line represents the
equili-brium potentials for the evolution of hydrogen (pH^= I atm) as a

fr:nction of pH. over the temperature range considered, €he lower linit
of stability of water lies wel-t into the dornain of thermodynarnJ-c stability
of silver metal, while the upper linit of water stability, that is, the

equiliJrrium between water and o><ygen (p,", = I atm) moves into this
region only at higher temperatures. "2

In agreement with the diagrams, silver will dissolve in acid
oxidising solutions to give Ag+. In neutral or noderately acidic medla,

strong oxidising actj-on on solutions of ag+ produces A9rO, and A9ror.
The positions of these oxides above the upper i.init of water characterises
them as substances which are expected to be very unstable in the presence

a=Io-6 nol kg-I, for clarity
for the appropriate lines was

one exceptiorr stated above,

* Although in Table 2.2,
the minimum value of a

10-3 mol kg-l wi.th the

in the diagrams'

taken as
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of wa-ter decomposing to release oxygen. For arkaline sorutions, Ago

and the oxide phases that sirver can form, successively become the
stable species as the poEential becomes more positive. As the
temperature increases, the diagrams show that the region of stability
of Ago- becomes streater, so that it is thermodynanicarly possible
for higher concentrations of AgO- to be present at a given pH.

The diagrams show two other sigmificant changes which occur
as a result of increasj.ng temperature. Firstly, the region of
stability of sirver metar effectively decreases but, as mentioned
above, the lower limit for the stability of water stirl lies in this
donain. secondly, the equilibriurn line for the evolution of o>rygen

is l-owered relative to the changes in the domairrs of stability of
the oxide phases so that at 573 K, it appears at more negative
potential.s than the Asrolag equilibrium line. At these temperatures
therefore, A92O is unstable in the presence of water, and o:cygen

wiLL be produced.

The theoretical conditions of corrosion, immunity and passivation
of silver can be deduced from the potential-pH diagrarns. Any strong
oxidising actlon can cause silver to be corroded except at high potentials
where the oxide AgZOI is stable. ASZO and A9rO, are too solrrble to
protect silver by passivation. According to Figure 2.2, t},e corrosion
of silver by an oxidising action shcuLd be at a minimurn (neither soluble
species predorninate) at a pH of L2 at 298 K decreasing to 9.G at 573 K.

2.5.2 Further Comnents on the Therrnodynanic Data

Tbe reliability of the correspondence principle at higher
temperatures becomes drrbious, as already indicated. Evidence that it
may become less dependable was provided by a comparison of calculated
data with standard partial molar entropies obtained from measurements of the
vapour pressures of sodiun chloride soLutions at temperatures up to
573 K (L24). Differences between e>perimental data and values calculated
using equation 2.17 have been found (128) and these are ascribed to errors
arising from the extrapolation of the Criss and Cobble coefficients above

473 K (see section ?.2.3)
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An alternative exprcssicn (2.38) for estimating the s-uandard free
energy change for reactions in aqueous syslems up to 473 K, particularly
when ccntplex ions are involved, has been suggestecl by Hej.geson (100):

acfr = o"; - a{tr, - } tr-.*[e:cp(b+ar)-c +?, t, (2. 38)

where r designates the reference state (298 K) and 0r ulr 6lr b and c are
temperature-independent. constants characteristic of the dielectric
properties of the solvent. This equaticn is usefur for reactions
lnvolving Lhose complex ions which are not easiJ.y cLassified in terms
of the appropriate Criss and Cobb1e coeffieients. Since high temperature
thermodynanic data were availabl.e for the sol.uble sirver species
(equation 2.L71 which became doubtful onJ-y above 473 K, the method of
caLculati"g ACi descriSed in section 2.2 was prefened.

2.5.3 HaLf-Cell Potentials

Some reference to the measurement of the equilibriun potentials
of silver oxide electrodes is worthwhile in view of the considerable
industrial and scientific interest in them (see section I.I.2).

Early determinations of E^^^for the agrOlag electrode gave
2gg -z i

erratic and wrstable values (83r126), possibly caused by adsorbed

and/or absorbed oxygen. llamer and Craig (95) prepared stable, reproducibte
egZOlAg electrodes which were superior to those previously constructed.
Their technique was to contain AS,O in a platinum gauze and then partially
reduce the oxide with hydrogen to silver at 333 K. Using the ceLt

As lasro loH- lHso lHe

they obtained an equiU.brium potentiat of 0.342 V (SHE) for the agroleg
electrode which is in accordance with the value calculated from free
energy data at 298 K (0.3431.0001 V). A later deterrnination (63) using

the cell

es laero lo"- I Hz.et

yielded E_ -= 0.338 v (SHE).
294
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DLrkse (62) preF;rr:ec Agro2lovro elect:ro<les hy various methods
and obtained a hatf-cerl potential of 0.59*f.o0r v which fits the
carcurated value for thc equilibriun potential (0.602 v, 298 K).

The equiJ-ibrium potentiar for the avrorl Agza2 reaction was
determined by stehrik (176) to be l.7lr v which cornpares favourabry
with the value carcurated in this work for 29g K, namely, l.?15 v.

such simirarity betrseen the carcurated and measured Ern, values
is not surprising since in many cases, tabulated free energy data are
derived from experimental E2q, data.

2.5.4 Solubility

sorubility data for Ag and Ag2o are given in Tabre 2.3.
Data for Ag2oz are not presented for the reason that solid Asro,
is thermodlmani-cally r:nstable in contact with alkaline solutions. Since
its eLectrode potential- is above the poteniial of the oxygen electrode,
Agzoz decomposes to Agro with evorution of oxygen. As a result of the
deconposition reaction, solutions in contact with Agzoz wilr contain
dissoLution products of ngzo However, porarographic measurements (2,)

have indicated that Agro, is not dissorved in arkaline sorutions in
measurable quantities.* rn spite of the therrnodlmamic instabirity,
AgZOZ has a reasonable degree of metastability in contact with alkaline
solutions. This is probabry the result of protection of the Agro, by
formation of an Ag2O film which causes the decomposition to be relatively
slow.

The sorubilities of Ag and Avro may each be. represented in terms
of two equilibria whose relative importance depends on the pH of the
solution. Xn acid or neutral conditions, the reactions represented by

++
Ag + 2H' = 2Ag' * H2 e.39,)

++
(2.4O1Ag2O+2H'=2Ag'+H2O

wiJ-I predonui.nate. Hence the equilibriurn constant fsr each reaction
is e:<pressed by

* While AgO- is present,
absent (less tharr 10-6

higher valent silver species are essentially
npt an-2),
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(2.41)

n"" t" arbitrarily defined as L atmosphere and a(H2o) is assigmed r4ity.
It-appears reasonabLe to expect sotne resemblance between the activity
coefficient curves of two univalent ions which have a similar structure (106)

using th5.s assumption, the ratio of the activity coefficients may be
regarded as aPproximately unity except perhaps at very low values of pH. * The

solubilities of Ag and Agro can then both be expressed in terns of the
activities (described, in section 2.2) of the soltble species,Ag*,
which is formed by dissolution of the solids. Hence, the soh.rbility So, in
each case may be ex;rressed in the general form

so = j "a/un (2.42,

rn solutions of sufficient alkalinity, the solubirity wirl
chiefly be a result of the equilibria

-=Fl-sJ

2Ag+2OH- =2AgrO +H,
Ag2O+2OH =2A9O-+H2O

where x = [q rago-rlt - [*toso-{ 'ltgud{'
LaroH-) J [*rou-l J fvro"-r J

(2.43'
(2.44)

12.45)

Biedermann and Sillen (I7) found that the ratio of actiyity coefficients
couLd be assuned to be 1 with a negligibre error compared with the
uncertainty in their e:.perimental results, The activJ-ty coefficlent
curves of the two univalent l-ons each contaJ.ning an oxygen atom nuight

well be expected to be sinr-ilar and therefore the .solrrbility in each case

nay be expressed again by equation 2.t2.
CalcuLated solubility data of Ag and Ag"O at selected values of the

pH are given below.

* In this region where the ratio might be expected to deviate appreciably
from unity, m(eg+) is extremely snall for reactlon 2.39. rn the case of
Ag2O, the solubility is extremely large and any change in y(AS+) would

be offset to some extent by the effect of pH on.f(lt+) at these values.
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Table 2. 3

So (Ag) ,/mol

pH r/K

3 1.5x10-17
-1q5 1.5x10 --

7 L.sxto-2l
10 1.sx1o-24

L20
t40

t.4xlo-15 8.8xto
r. +xto-17 8. Bxlo

t.4xto-19 8.8xto
L.+xto-2? l.oxro
9.3xlo-23 r.4xro
g.exro-21 r.4xro

s. gxLo-12

-1 A
5.3x10 -'
5. gxlo-16

t. zxto-18

t. lxto-16
t. axto-14

92

o.92

9 .2x10-3
-1\2.9xIC -

2. Ox10-3

0.20

1.4xlo-lo
l.4xlo-12
t. axto-14

t. Ixto-15
g. sxto-15
g. sxlo-r3

= I atrn)

_q
2.0x10 -

z . oxlo-1I
z. oxlo-13

2. oxto-15

t. gxto-13

t. gxlo-rI

38

0. 38
-?3.8xI0 "

3. 8x10-5

3. 4xlo- 3

0. 34

2.1x10-B
-1n2. 1x1,0 --

:. txlo-12
t. txlo-14
g.2x1o-13

g. zxto-11

Sclubility Data for Ag and AgrO

t S-1 (from reactions 2.39 and 2,43t pH2

-14

-16

-18

-20

-19

-L7

3 9.6x102

5 9.6
7 g.6x1O-2

10 9.6x10-5

L2 I.9xIO-6
L4 g.4xIO-5

3.9xro2 l.9xro2
3.9 L.9

3.9xlo-2 l.9xl-o-2
3.9xto-5 2.2xto-5
2. zxto-5 3.ox1o-4

2. zxro-3 3.oxLo-2

and 2.44)

56

0, 56
.?

5.6x10 -
-\4.4x10 -
.?

3.9x10 -

0.39

so Ggro),^nol l<s-I (from reactions 2.40

33

0. 33
-?3.3x10 '

L.8xl0 "
-?I.5xI0 -

0. 15

From the values listed in TabLe 2.3, silver beconres progressively nnre
soLuble at elevated temperatures under acid or alkaline conditions.

The amphoteric behaviour of Agro (reactions 2.40 and 2.44) was

established e:qperimental-ly by Johnston et a} (1OB) who obtained evidence
for the existence of the equilibriurn (2.44) in alkaline solutions. This
was achieved by measurement of the solubil.ity of AgrO in pure water and

over a range of concentrations of NaOH, KOH and Ba(OH)2 using potentiometric
titration methods.

On the basis of free energy data, the soLr:bility of AgrO as a
function of pH (Table 2.3) at a particular temperature is predicted to:

(a) fall off Ln solutions of low alkalinity, with increasing pll,

(b) go through a minimum and then
(c) increase in so.Lutions of higher hydroxide concentration.

The experimental data, obta.i.ned at 298 K, is consistent with this behaviour, and

exhibits a ninimum at a pH of L2,2. The sol:bility was found to lncrease
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from the nr:i.nimun i-n a Linear fashion up to a pH of 14.

Biedermann and Sil.Len (17) recalculated tlre data of ,fohnston et aI
usJ.ng a more exact method than previously used. For the reaction

tasro + lHrO + OH = A'(OH), Q.46'

they determined

Iog X = -J.72!0.03 at 298 K where

log K = 1o9 [a (eg (oH) 2-) . a (oH-) . a CHrol 
-l] (2.47)

From vapour pressure measurements (L67), t]_og a(HrO) was fonnd to be

-o.oo?5 at pH=I4, which gives m(ag(oH)r-) as t.eziro-a rnot tcg-l. This
value is in accordance with the calculated value of the nolality* of
A9O- at 298 K. If this value for the activity of AgrO- is substituted
inEc, the potential equation for reaction 1I (the dissolution of Ag to
give AgO-) the potential Er* has a value of 0.343 V. This potential
defines the situation in which AgrO can precipitate out from a saturated
solution** of AgO formed by the dissoLution of Ag.

With an increase in temperature, two &ifferent effects on the
solubility of AgrO are predicted to occur depending on the pH. At a

pH less than 7, the solubility becomes less with a rise in temperature.
At higher values of pH, the solubility as a function of ternperature

exhibits a maximum at about 473 K. The sol-ubility ninimum mentioned

above, is exhibited at elevated temperatures a1so. However, the pH

corresponding to the minirnum moves to a lower value with increasing
temperature, the transition occurring around 333 K;

* The nrolality of AgO- is twiie the soLubility of AgrO since the latter
dissolves to form two nplecules of AgO-.

**Precipitation of AgrO, in fact, occurs from a super-saturated solution
of AgO- (see section 1.2.1.).
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CHAPTER 3

electrochemical polarisation studies in
teinperatures, two problens must be

o\rercone:

(i) corrosion of the internaL sections of the autoclave by the
high temperature solutions may result in contamirration of the
electrolyte and eventuarly the electrode surface. The choice
of materials within the cell depends on the pH of the electrolyte,
but the temperatur:es and pressures enrployed in the system must
also be taken into account.

(ii) a suitable reference electrode arrangement is required which
will give a harf-ce]-l potential that is thermodynarnicarly
meaningful.

These factors are dj-scussed in detail in reLation to the overall desigtc
of the cell in the following sections but in order to denrcnstrate the
requirements for the reference electrode, the choice of such
erectrodes for use within the autoc-lave is fLrst exa.mlned.

3.1.2 Internal Reference Electrodes

The use of internal reference electrodes which are

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1. t Regui-rements

In order to perfo:in
aqueous solutions at elevated

naintained at
is restricted
reversibility
(29r123), and

the pH.

Several electrodes have been examined
temperature alkaline solutions. These are shown

approxinate temperature lirnits.

the same temperature and pH as the working electrode
firstly due to the freguent lack of thernrcdynarnic

and reproducibility at. temperatures in excess of 423 K

secon.qly, to the properties of the solution, in particular

for use in high

below with their
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Reference Elec1-r<;de

nglHso

as I asro,
(o+B) Pdln

pH ratrge

alkaline
alkaline

acid and alkaline

Temperature Limit,/K

423

433

52 3*

Discrepancies between calculated (l-28) and experimentaL (29) values
for the e.m.f. of the cell

H.-Pt lu"on lHgo Irls2l

at temperatures greater than 423 K have been dernonstrated (128) which
raises doubts as to the thermodynamic behaviour of the Hglfrgo electrode
at such temperatures.

In the case of the A9IASZOZ electrode (29), the AV,O,

decomposes sponLaneously to sil-ver above 433 K and, hence is
wrsatisfactory under these conditions.

Dobson et aI (68) have founcl that the (o+0)ealH electrode
behaves as a useful reference in NaOH, and HCl, solutions at elevated
temperatures. The major obstacle to its use is an increasing rate of
desorption of hydrogen from the palladiun uith temperature, resulting
in a reduced lifetime. Nevertheless, this electrode appears to offer
promise as an internal reference.

Since, in rnost.cases, these reference electrodes operate
over limited ternperature ranges above 373 K, it was preferred to use

an external reference electrode, maintained at room temperature, for
this work which involved temperatures up to 473 K. Although such

an arrargement must incorporate a sul-table pressure/ternperature junction
(see section 3.5), temperature itself does not become a liniting factor
in the choice of a reference electrode.

i Sr.rbJect to further work.
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3.2 ETECTROCHEM.ICAL CELL

3.2.1 CeII Desi.gn

An autoclave arrangement is reguLred to provide a high
strength vessel to withsLand the pressures invoLved at elevated
tenperatures (1.6 lea at 473 r (113) ). The high temperature
electrochemical celL used in this study (nigure 3.r) is similar
to that used by l,tacdonald (133rI34). However, it was found in
initial work with such a celL that the sealing around the
eLectrod.e rountings was not reliable and often resulted in
solution creep, particularly around the working electrod.e.
This problem became more severe on continued use at elevated
temperatures and eras no doubt caused by distortion of the teflon*
as a result of the temperatu.res and pressures Lnvolved. Consequently,

nodifications to the original ceLl were mad.e, these rnainly involving
redesigm of the electrod.e fittings to prevent solution creep
(sectLon 3.2.3).

The autoclave itself is construct.ed of 3L6 sta.inless
steel-. Alumina, used previously (44) as an autoel"ave liner
in the case of acidic solutions, is unsatisfactory for alkaline
solutions due to contarn:ination of the latter by al-uminate ions.
Instead, the autoclave in this work is fitted with a teflon liner.

The autocLave bead was secured to the body by six equally-
spaced hexagonal cap-head bolts. To ensure complete sealing, the

head was fitted with a teflon "O" ring which was compressed on to a

fLanged section of the body as the bolts were tightened. The head

was provided with six openings in which "Conax" flttings (figure 3.I)
were used to seal the electrode systens, gas j.nlet and outlet, and

thermocouple, when necessary.

The gas inlet and outlet were stainless steel capillary tubes

which protruded a short clistance into the cell, with the inlet
being extended into the solution by a teflon tube to al-1ow thorough

percoJ.ation by the gas. AIl other metal parts within the cell
except the electrodes were protected by teflon covers to prevent
possible contarnination of the solution.

*Tefl.on - PTtrE (polytetrafluoroethylene) .
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3.2.2 Temperature Control

The autoclave was heatcd by a non-inductively wourrd a.c.
furnace coupled to an automatic Ether 'ltini, control unit. The

controller was calibrated aSyainst the internaL temperature of the
autocrave using a chromel-aLumel therrnccoupJ.e, this being removed

during experimentation rvith the arkaline solutions so as to avoid
possible attack of the thermocouple.

The head of the autoclave which was exposed above the furnace
was encrosed j.n "Fiberfrax"*to assist in stabilising the temperature
of the cell. The teurperature within the autoclave.remained constant
to +1 K over ttre tine required for an experiment. However, it was

reproducible from one e)<periment to another only ta +3 K over the
range 295-393 K and to t5 K at higher temperatures"

In order to avoid gror:nd loops and to reduce electrical
noise caused by operation of the furnace and control unit, ttre

autoclave, furnace and windings were insuLated from ground using
an isoLating transformer.

3.2.3 Electrodes

The working electrode (!{E) was insulated fron the autoclave by
a thin teflon tube within a stainless steel support (flgure 3.3).
The electrode was fixecl firmly into the teflon cover which was itself
screwed up over the stainless steet tube. A steel connecting
rod through this tube was then fitted into the dlectrode. The

arrangement shown maintained electrical insulation from the
autoclave and was also forrnd to be the most effective means of
preventJ.ng creep of solution into the trrbe containing the connecting
rod. Teflon protecti-ve coverings in the ceII, particularly on the

electrode nountings, r.{ere designed with the intention of rnininuising

the combined effect. of tenperature and pressul:e on them, thereby

avoiding extrusiol of the teflon and the inevitable pressure leaks.

In order to naintain a lrressure-tight system, i-t was generally

* A heat insulatinq $ater-ial.
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necessary to use teflon tape between threaded sections of the metal
and machined teflon parts. The working electrode arrangement r*as

completed by fitting a tefJ.on cap to the exposed end, insulating it
from the solution, thus provicling a symmetrical electric field in
the solution around the electrode.

The cor:nter electrode (CE) had a sirnilar design to the IrlE

(rigure 3.4) and consisted of a section of siLver sheet, fixed into
a slotted rod with scresrs, also of silver. rn order to maintain a

sytunetrical field at the working electrode, the sheet was positioned
coaxially around the working electrode. rt vras usually necessary
to tighten the counter electrode assenbly by drawing the eLectcode
firmry against the tefl-on cover with the assistance of the nut and

spring washer at the top of the stainless steel tube.

3.2.4 Reference ELectrode System

The reference electroCe (RE) system (rigure 3.2) used here
is similar to arrangements employed by cowan and staehle (a4), and

ltacdonald (133,134). A jwrction between the different pressures and

temperatures of the reference and working el-ectrod.e compartrnents

is created across an asbestos plug which maintains electrolytic
contact between the autoclave contents and the external reservoir
containLng the reference electrode. The compression nut on the
junction is tightened until the rate of flow of solutl-on through
the asbestos is red,uced to less than one cm37aay.

The Luggin capillary (see rigure 3.21 consists of a teflon
tube fitting into a threaded section at right angles which J-s positioned
approx5-matery one rnitlimeter from the electrode surface. l'he tr:be
is attached to the threaded stainless steer section (reading to the
water-cooling jacket) which protrudes through the head.. The use of
the capillary is crearl-y required since the reference electrode is
maintained external to the lgE corfipartment but it also serves its
usuar purpose of rnininrising the rR potential drop between the wE

and RE.
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As found by tlie above workers, vapour bubbl"e forrnation in
the temperature/pressrlre bridge occ.ri:red occasionally, especially
on the 1ow temperature side, resurting in a loss of potentiostatic
control. This was overcome by inserting asbestos string in the
capillary to act as a wick and by enclosing the asbestos plug in
a water-cooling Jacket which also had the advantage of localising
the temperature gradient, about the junction.

Jones and, Masterton (109) have modifieii the basic design of
the reference electrode system to include a pressure-balancing arrange-
ment, thereby rernoving the conpressed plug jr.rrction and hence the
streaming potential due to the pressure gradie.nt across the prug
(section 3.5.4). However, there are still significant contributions
to the observed potential fron thermal diffus.i.on (section 3.5),
so that it is doubtful if the complex arrangement required to
erininate the streaming potentiat is warranted, particular.).y in
view of ttre relativery row pressures invorved in this work.

3. 3 E}iPERTMENTAL PREPARATION

3-3.1 rnfluence of surface pretreatment of silver Erectrodes

The physical nature of a metat surface can strongly influence
its behaviour, possibly affecting the adsorption of species from
solution and subsequent surface film growth. It is essential, therefore,
if meaningfuJ. and reproducible results are to be obtained that the
working electrode should have werl-defined, reproducible properties.

The effect of pretreatment on the surface activation of
silver has been exanined by I'Iorley (144) using differential capacitance
measurements. The pretreatment can be varied to yieJ.d a rough
erectrode, an active electrode or a deactivated electrod.e. The

use of the differential capacitance of silver as an indication of
the degree of activity of the electrocle has been substantiated by
a similar study of the effects of electrode pretreatrnent on the
oxidation of silver (35).
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3.3.2 Electrodes

rn severar previous studies at room temperature (24rgg),
electroporishing techniques have been used in the preparation of
singre crystar and poJ-ycrystarline sr.rver erectrodes, At high
temperatures, roughening of the erectrode sr:rface takes prace
pri-or to polarisation probabty due to corrosion proc:esses. wtrire
the degree to which this surface roughening takes prace before
polarisation depends on the temperature, the extent to v,-hich it
occurs is lirnited, even at the higher temperatures. Horrever,
extensive surface roughening forlowing porarisation is clearly
evident from an erectron microscopic examination of the electrode
(see Figure 5.6 ) .

since the condition of the surface for studies at erevated
temPeratures \iras determined by e:cperiment rather than by pretreatrnent,
mechanicai" pol.ishing was considered an adeguate method of preparing
the erectrodes. Arthough grinding and porishing techniques
frequentry produce a rough surface on a microscopic scare, it was
found to be possible in this work to obtain a surface which was
'optically smooth, at least macroscopically. ctremical etching using
nitric acid was exanrined as a means of preparing the e.lectrod,es but
the measurements were less reproducibre, particurarly at high
tenperatures, than those obtained using a mechanical polishing
pretreatment.

The working electrod,es used (0.01 m long, O.OO5 m diameter,
1.57x10-4 *2 .ppr..nt surface area) were machined from spectroscopic
grade silver rod and these were then porished successively with 320,
600 and 800 grit silicon carbide paper as they were rotated in a
lathe' This method was found to produce a finer and more reproducible
finish of the surface than grinding the electrodes nanuarly against
the siricon carbide. The electrodes were then washed in ammonia
folLowed by double-distirred water, degreased in acetone, washe<i
with water again and then dried. The working eJ-ectrode was repolished
after a run at each temperature.

The courrter electrode vras polished for each run using the
various grrades of siricon carbide paper, and then washed in the tttanner
described for the working electrode.
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3.3.3 Other Materials

The sorutions were prepared using "Anarar'r grade potassium
hydroxide and dor:bLe clistilred water. They were purged in situ with
nitrogen before poLarisation experiments began. The cel.r was then
pressurised with nitrogen at 0.4 Mpa which forced sorution through
the asbestos plug to provide electrolytic contact between the working
electrode and external reference electrode.

All asbestos which was used in the cell was prepared by
creaning for thirty minutes in a boiling solution of potassiuro
hydroxide at the same concentration as that used in the cell,
washed liberarly with dor:ble-distilled water and dried. rt was

assumed, that this procedure would retft)ve almost atl the irnpurities
susceptible to decomposition by high tenrperature alkaline soLutions.
Analyses of the autoclave contents (f34) by atomic absorption
spectroscopy provided no evidence of contamination of the solution
by decomposition of the asbestos itself under such condltions.
Asbestos string cleaned in the nanner described, formed an adequate
plug, particularJ.y after the string had been vrell-divided, this
apparently resulting in better electrolytic contact between the
solutions at the two temperatures.

Before introducing the electrodes, the autoclave containing
hydroxide solution, was heated initially to remove any surface-
active inpurities from the teflon tape which rnight be in contact
with the solution. This treatment vras expected to eliminate the
possibility of slow adsorption of irnpurities at the electrode
which might cause, for example, a time-dependence of the electrode
impedance.'

After cooling from the higher temperatures, silver oxide
was generally deposited on the teflon but was readily rerpved
using nitric acid.

* Indeed, it was

corresponding
for:nd that impedance measurements at potentials

to silver dissolution clid not exhibit a tine <iependence.
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3.4 THT: R!]TERENCE !;I,ECT]FODE

3.4.1 Chol"ce of a Reference illeetrode

By using an external reference electrode arrangement, any
such eLectrode which functl-ons at room temperature and is compatible
with the test sol.ution, can be employed. The use of the saturated
cal-omel erectrode (sG) as an internal- reference is limited by
hydrolysis (123) and by the infruence of ilre chloride ion on the
behaviour of the working electrode (f57). However, the calomel
electrode may be used in hydroxide solutions at room temperature
arthough an isotherrnai- liquid junction potentiar is present
between the saturated potassiun chloride solution of the reference
electrode and the alkaline solut-ion. Nevertheless, the majority
of measurements in this work were made with a SCE and all potentials
have been referred to this scale.

Mercury lmercuric oxide reference erectrodes, speciarry
designed and prepared for use within the celr (see section 3.4.3),
were used externall"y also to provlde a reference for the calomel
electrode. rf the hydroxide ion concentrations of the uglHgo
electrodes and the test solution are the sarne, then no correction
for an isothermal- J-iquid junction potential is required for such
erectrodes in arkaLine sorutions. while the HglHgo etectrodes
functioned adeguately over short times (several days), over longer
times they were not stable. Hence, despite the disadvantage of a

tiquid Junction potential, the sffi was preferued since it was

more convenient and reproducible over longer periods.

3.4.2 Isothermal Liquid Junction potentiaL

The use of the calomel electrode introduces a contribution
as described above, to the observed potential, namely the liquid junction
potential between the KCI and KOH solutions at the sarne temperature. The

magmitude of this effect was estirnated using the Henderson equation (1OI)

in the fo:m in which onry univalent ions are involved (lo7).
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(3.1)

where the U and V terms are Xc.u. for cations anrl anions, respectivelyr
appropriate to solutions indicated by subscripts,and the ionic
mobilities*, u- are taken as positive. rn the derivation of the't-
above equation, non-ideaLity is igrrored and morar concentrations
are used. rt is also worth noting that, atthough the tlenderson
eguation contains nothing charaeteristic of the "geometry" of
the junction, it does require continuity of composition and

assumes that ionic mobilities are independent of ccncentration.
As a first approximation, the liquiil jrinction potentiaL

was initially estimated neglecting the effect of coneentration on
ionic cond.uctivity, and using rimiting morar concucti'rities, lo (174)

for the ionic species at 298 K. Units are S *2 *ol-1.

lo (x+) = ?.45xro-3

tro (cr") = ?.55xro-3

tro (ori-) = 19.20x10-3

substitution of these varues into equation 3.r gives a liquid junction
potential of 6.9 nV.

Refinement of the above computation rras attenrpted by using
values of conductivitl' corresponding to the appropriate concentration.
It is assumed that

A(KX) = t(r+) + tr(x-) (3.2)

(x = cl, ott) over the range of concentrations and since u(r+) - u(CI-)
(tO'l), then l1K+) and 

^(cf-) 
nay be evaluated at a particular

concentration. From molar conductivity data reported in the
literature for KCl (32) and KoH (48), varues of A(rct) and [(tcott)

* oi = 
^L/F, 

wheretr, is the molar conductivity of the ionwhich is
assumed to be urrivalent.

"rt
_ RT (ur -v1) - (u1-v2) . .,,rl*vl-.,
= 

- 
. :---...:-:---:- In iE-.F (U]+Vl)-(U2+V2) ,U2nUr,
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at c= 1.05 mol d*-3 
*r*uy 

be obtained. The value of l,(rc+) is
determined from A(KCI) which then enables ).(ou-) to be obtained
rrom A(rou) (see Table 3.1). The l(oH-) rnay be compared with the
val.ue of 0.0149 S m2 moI-I for this quantity obtained from data for
1.05 nol dm-3 solutions of NaCl {32') and NaOH (4S). A val,ue of A(KCl)

at c = 4.2 mol &n-3, the concentration of a saturated solution of
KcI (IO7), is also obtained from whicfr tr(r+) and tr(cI-) at this
concentration are fourd. These values are showrr in Table 3.L

Species

KCI
+

K

KOH

oH-

KCl
+

K

ct-

Table 3.1 Molar

-?crlnol dm -

r.05
1.05

1. 05

1.05

4.2

4,2

4.2

Conductivities of KX and X

(X = CI, OH)

Molar ConductivLty/s or2 *oL-l

0.0tl2r 0.038

0.00s6

0.02luo.2r
0.0155

0.009210.05r

0.0046

0.0046

By use of the Hend,erson eguation, ttre liquid junction potential is
evaluated as 8.? rnV.

Although the two values of 8"" do not iliffer grreatJ.y, the
second method is considered to be more reliable since the error
involved in assuming limiting rnoJ.ar conductivities at the above

concentrations might be expected to exceed the error due to deviations
from ideality $* f L) arising from interactions between univalent
relativgly small- ions.

3.4.3 Measurement of the Isothermal Liquid Junction potentiaL

The liquid junction potential was determined ercperimentally
as the difference between the theoretical- e.m.f.,neglecting a liquid
junction potential, and the measured, e.rn.f. of the ce1li

* This concentration corresponds to the molality of KOH, I mol kg-l,
used in this work.
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scn lKorrlHsolus

snralr ns lHso electrocles which were to be used for thermar
diffusion measurements, were also used for the present puqpose,
Two such electrodes were nade specificalry to be praced within the
autoclave. rves (r07) reconmends that ,'no very special. precautions,
except those needed to secure components of reasonable purity, seem

to be needed in setting up mercury-mercuric oxide electrodes".
consequently, a slurry of Hglrigo was prepared si.mply by grin<ling
distilled mercurry and 'Anararr mercuric oxide together. The two
eLectrodes were then prepared and assenbred following the design
of commercially available cal-omer electrod,es. on testing the
constructed electrodes, a potential difference of 1.5 nv was found
to exist between then. when measured against e. scE, the potentiar
differences for the Hg lHgo etectrodes were found to be z nv and
8.5 mV in excess of the theoretical e.m.f. at 295 K.(E = 0.147 V*)
for such a ceLL. These differences trere found to be constant with
titne (severaL days) within 1 rnv and are in agreer€nt with the
carcuLated liquid junction potentiar, which may therefore be used
as a correction, where necessary, to observed potentiars measured
with respect to the SCE.

3.5 EFFECTS DtjE TO THE THERMAL LIQUTD ,'UNCTTON

3.5.1 Introduction

In addition to the isothermal, isobaric liquid junction potential-
described above, the observed potential-s c-ontain two irreversibre
contributions due to the thermal liquid junction across the asbestos
bridge. since the working eJ-ectrode is maintained at a different
tertperature and pressure from the reference electrode, both a pressure
gradient and a temperature gradient exist over the junction giving rise,
respectively, to a streaming potential and a thermai. diffusion potential.

* E = 0.246 (f07) - 0,099 (49) V.
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Since these irrever.sible effccts are present, the external reference
electrode does not provide a clirccL t-hermrrcli.nami-c standard although
the potential of such an electrode appears to have been reproducible
in studies by other workers @4) and was, in fact, fowrd to be so in
this research (see section 3.5.3).

Several methods have been developed to allow for such effects.
Cowan and Staehle Gal used a procedure in wlrich a. calculated c.orrection
was applied to the hyflsogen redox potential, measured through a soLution
bridge, of a floating hydrogen electrode wiLhj.rr the cell. rhe measured
potentials of the working electrode could then be referred, to a therrro-
dynamic (standard hydrogen) scaLe.

Arternatively, the contribution of thermar diffusion to the
measured potential (the streanuing' potential eontribution is discussed
in section 3.5.4) rnay be estimated from avallable data on this effect
in aqueous sorutions. This nrethod was appJ.ied to the present system
and the estimated values were then compared with experimental data (see

section 3.5.3).
The reference electrod.e arrangement wrder study involves the

measurement of the potential of the ItE at a temperature T with respect
to an externaL ss, E.*t. rn order to relate the measured potentials
to theoretical varues, the potential d.ifferenc€, Eext, is assuned to
be a combination of three individual contributions (L27) as represented
in Figure 3.5 in which:

E| is the potential of the WE with respect to the'I
SHE at the saroe temperature.

"A, 
i" the potentiaL difference for the thermal

cell containing a I mol fg-I ron bridge.

For the present analysis, the external SCE

and its potential" relati.re to the SHE will
considered to be at 298

taken as 0.244 v (107).
K1S

be
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['--;';l
(2e8K) (298K) (r) (r)

Lo. rnnuJl " "^, " 
lL"; J

Figure 3.5 contributions to the measured potentiar difference,
Eext'

3.5.2 Therrnal Liquid Junction potential

The e.m.f. of the thermar cell,863, that is, the observe,cl
thermal junction potential, before significant thermar diffusion
occurs, may be formalJ-y split into contributions (I)r arising from:

(i) a thermocouple effect due to the temperature difference in the
metallic conductor(s), 14. This conductor is not necessarily the
same metal as the erectrode. Arthough ttris effect has been

corrected for as in the work of carr and Donilra (271, it has

a magmitude of the order of lt of the sum of the two other
contributions (49) and will be considered negligible.

(ii) an el-ectrode temperature effect which is considered in
terms of the thernral temperature coefficient (aE,/aT)Th,SHE fo"
the cell

sItE (298 K) /sHE (r)

De Bethune et aI (49) have calculated (AEIAT)Th'SHE to be

O.87ItO.O2 mv K-I from which vatues of 
"fhrs'e 

for the above

cell have been obtained by assuming that, as in the case of
the ttrermal diffusion coefficient (see below), GE/AT)Th,SHE

is not strongly dependent on ternperature. !,lacdonald (I3O)

* Isotherrnal liquid jr.rnction potentials due to the SHE in the hyilroxide
solution are not taken into account since Figure 3.5 is a hlpothetical
representation in that the measurements made in this study do not
actualJ-y irtvolve the use of hydrogerr reference eLectrod,es. However,
a J'iquid jr:nction potential does exist experimentally between the
SCE and hydroxide solution which is taken into account (see equation 3.5).
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has since evaluated nrh.r"O over the tenperature range
298-573 K usj"ng free energl' data for the reaction (3.3)
coruesponding to the thermal hydrogen cell .

n+(r) -, \Hz(29g K) -- H+(zge r) {. tH2(T) (3.3)

At Low temperatures, the tr^ro sets of data (Tabl.e 3.2) agree but
significant differences occur at higher temperatures which are
presurnably due to the assumption of temperature indepen<lence of
the thermai. coefficient over the tenperatu:re range shown and the
fact that the previous workers obtained the value of o.g?r mv K-1
from data Limited to temperatures less than 323 K. For these
reasons, Lhe values.carculated by Macdonald are considered, ncre
reliabre and are used to provide the necessary corrections in this
work.

Table 3.2 values of Erh,s'g

r/K 298 333 373 423 473 523 573

Erhrstts,/v

Macdonald

De Bethune et aL

0.030 0.058 0.085 0.098 0.100 0.096

0.030 0.065 o. Io9 0.152 0.196 0.240

(iii) Thermal diffusion: Available data (49) permit an estinate of
this contri-bution and thereby allow a suLtable corection to
the rneasured potentiaL to be made, E>rperimental- evidence (l7l)
indicates that the thermar diffusion potential coefficient
(AErlAT)Tp for a solution bridge, from the pressure vessel to
the external reference electrode, is not strongly dependent

on terqperature. Hence 
"rO* 

*y be evaluated from equation 3.4.

* This quantity compries with the contribution referred to by Agar (r)
as the ,thermal diffusi.on potential" which in order to provide clarity
wiLL be adhered to in this work. This term replaces that used by
some other vrorkers (49rLz7), nameJ-y, the ,'thermal junction potentiar,,
which above describes the overall contri^buticn, that is, the sum of
the three effects.
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Although (.AE/Aa)rO iu esrimated to be O.stO.t rnv K-1* (49) for
a strong al"kal"i, this value shoul,l be regarded as onry approximate,
particulariy eince l"t was determined. over a ver!' lirnlted range of
temperature, as in the case of the thermal temperatrrre coefficient.

ErD = J(|gJro dr A' o.5xr0-3(r-2ee) v ( 3.4)

The potential of the I{E with respect to the external
reference electrode, Eext, may be expressed in terns of the
potential, ni, and the contributions to the thermal jr:ncticn potential,
Elr'

Eext = 
",i 

* E*t,srm + o.5xr0-3(T-a9g) * Ew - 0.244 v (3. s)

The values of Eo, over ttre temperature range zgg-4?3 K are given in
Table 3.3.

Tabre 3.3 contributions to the observed potential due
to the Thermal Junction

r/K

298

333

373

.423
473

ErD/V

0

0. 0181.004

0.0381. 008

0.063r.013

0.088t. 018

Erh,srmfr Ean4

0

0.030

0.058

0.085

0.099

0

0.048

0.096

0.148

0.186

The calculated Eo,, corrections are large and should be
considered as estimates only. For example, an uncertainty of
+0.1 mV r-r in (aElaT)*o will resurt in an error of tg mv in Eo*
at 373 K. Furtiermore, the value used for (aE/aT)TD is a general
estimate f,or alkalis and does not apply specifically to a r rnol kg
solutLon of KOH.

t Although no error is quoted,
nag,nitude of uncertai.nty as

(aE/aT)rO is assumed to have the same

that for acids.
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rf the Ss i-q at room teml>eraLure which throughout this work
will be taken as 295 2 K, then EO, will conlain an adclitional thermal
dLffusion potential arising frorn the SCn(295)l sHn(298) junction.

3.5.3 Measurement of the Thermal Diffusion potential

owing to the approximate nature of the value assigined to the
thermar diffusion potenLial coefficient, ex5:eriments were performed
to exam:ine the accuracy of the calculated thermal, difftision potentials.
A reference el-ectrode wag enclosed within the autoclave and another
positioned externally in the reservoir.

The smaLl ffglHgo electrodes described in section 3.4.3 were

used for these measurements. The potentiaL difference between the
erectrode inside and that outside the autoclave was measured at
348 and 388 K, and was for:nd to be reproducible. Measurements at
higher temperatures were not attempted for two reasons. Firstly,
the gLass of the reference erectrode is nore subject to attack by

the alkaLi and secondly, the Hglngo etectrode may not be reliable
as a reference electrode at temperatures greater than 423 K (see

eection 3.1.2). Despite the possible presence of these factors, on
cooling the celI, the potential difference between the two reference
eLectrodes was less than I rnV and furtherrncre, remained stable within
this range for their normal duration of several days.

The system used rnay be considered in the following form.

ns I neo

(29s K)

I rtte 
I

(298 K)

ngo l Hg

(r)
KOH SHE

(r)

uu*. I
E.*t i" given by equation 3.6.

Eext = Et * EAr - 0.099 v (nglHso, 295 K) (3.6)
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It wlll be noted that since the external nglHgo electrode is at 2gS K,
an additional thermal diffusion potentiar is included in Eo*.
E, Ls the equtLibriurn potential of the reference electrod.e (ngl Hgo)
at temperature T wlth respect to the sHE at the same terperature.
Assuming that the thermal temperature coefficient of the HglHgo
electrode (49) is independent of temperatr:re, Er my be obtained
from equation 3.8.

11 = EuvlHso,2ea * * fi, ($F)rn,"glHsodr - Erh,snE (3-7)

= 0.098 - 0.249x10-3(r-zgg) - Erh,sHE (3.8)

Hence, strbstitutJ.ng into eguation 3.6 yields

Eext = 0.098 - 0.249xl0-3(r-ege) * 
"ro - 

0.099 V (Hgl[gO,295K)

from which values of tro may be obtained using erq>erimental
data for Eext. The results are sununarised in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Measurement of the The:mat Diffusion potential

r/K Ee*t/V Er/v Ero(est)A

348 0.01151.001 0.o22s
388 0.0255r.001 0.0469

It appears that there is sufficient agreement between the estlmated
(equatlon 3.4) and experimental values of the thermar diffusion
potentiar to suggest that the varue of 0.5 mv r-1 is a fair estimate
for the temperature coeffi-cient for these temperatures and nay be
considered rellable in the correction of the observed potentiar at
least up to 388 K.

(3. e)

o.o27

o.047
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3.5.4 Effect of the Pressure Gradient

when a stream of erectrolyte is forced through a porous
naterial, a potentiar difference is created across it. Hence,the
result of the pressure gradient across the junction is to produce an
electrokinetic phenomenon known as the streamingr potential, Es, which
is related to the electrokinetic (zeta) potenlial, 6, by equat,ion 3.I0:

E =€epsnK (3. r0)

where the permittivity, e (F *-I), viscosity, fl (kg *-I "-1), and.

conductivity r (s m-r), apply to the bulk solution. A rack of a

valrle for 6 applicable to the present experime:rtal conditions prevents
an accurate evaruation of the streaming potential to be nade using
the above equation. The only data for the electrokinetic potentiaL
which appears to be available for consid.eration, applies to KoH

solutions in grass capillaries up to concentrations of 2xr0-4 moL drn-3

at which 6 = 136.5 rnV (L42). Using this value and the folLowing data

P = 0.8 I'tpa

r = o.oB9o kg m-l "-1 
(zot1*

E = 6.96xIO-8 In n-f 0la1t
K = 22.2 s m-l (l mol. kg-I xott, (48) )

in equation 3.r0 yields a streaming potentiar that is less than 5 mv

at 0.8 MPa, the pressure used. in e:rperiments which will be described
in the folJ"owing section. ExperinentaL data (L42') show an llt decrease
in { as the concentration is increased from ZxlO-S to 2x10-4 mot dm-3.

Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the value of E= for 1 rnol kg-l xoH

soLutions wourd be srnarl enough to ignore, even though the glass
capillary ls repJ-aced by a porous asbestos p]-ug in this work. This

* Obtained from the values of 11 and the dielectric constant, D,

for rvater at 298 K. D = e/eo where Eo is the permittivity of a

vacuun.
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assux0ption courd be cr"pected to holtl for ternperatures u,p to 473 K

since the pressures a$sociatecl with aqueous systems un<Ier such
condl-tions are less than 2 Mpa for which the streaming potential.
should sti1l be Less than a few millivolts.

3,5.5 Measurement of the Streaming potential

Attempts were made to establish experimentali.y the presence of
a significant streaning potentiar in the systern used in this study.
These e>rperiments were caried out in a siurilar manner to those
performed to deterruine the thermaL diffusior: potential (section 3.5.3),
The specia).ly prepared HglHgo electrodes were again positioned with
one in the cell and the otsher externally J.n the reservoir.

The first experiment performed was to pressurise the celr
with nitrogen at 0.4 Mpa which was the initiar pressure applied at
room temperature in the poJ-arisation studies in order to provide
electrolytic contact through the astrestos. No sirjrnificant change in
potential. difference between the two nglHgo electrodes was observed.
rt was assumed that the potential. pressure coefficient, aE/ap,
(equation 3.11.) was negJ-igible

(3. Ir)

which is reasonabl-e since the voh:ne change, AV, for the half-cell
reaction coxresponding to a metarlmetal oxideloH- electrode is
e:<pected to be small.

The second experiment was to increase the nitrogen pressure
in steps to 0.8 MPa after obtaining a superimposable cyclic
voltamnogram at 0.4 MPa. Finally, a cyclic voltammogram was

recorded using the reference electrode in the cel.I while passing

a slow stream of nitrogen through the system. No appreciable
shifts in the voltanmograms were produced with the pressure increments,
nor were the curves found to have moved relative to that at ambient

Pressure.

Hence, it may be assumed that to a first approximation at least,
the streaming potential may be considered appJ.icable.

Es Av
=aP nF
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CI{APTER 4 Egu.P.IyEryAL rncHNlQurs

4.L ELECTROCFIEI.ITCAL EQUTPMENT

4.L.I Potentiostat

The four eLectrochemical- techniques involvecl in this work all
made use of a potentiostat. The general principles of opclration and

applications of this instrument to corrosion studies have been

described in detail previously by Von Fraunhofer and Banks (191).

However, since a potentiostat is fundamental to the application
of these technigues, the method by which it maintains the working
electrode at a controlled potential will be briefly described.

Essentially, the potentiostat control Loop compares the
potential difference between the working and reference electrodes
with an arbitrarily-ad.rustable external potential. If a dif,ference
exists between these two potentials, current is passed through a

negative feedback current containing the counter electrode
(Figure 4.I) in such a way as to reduce the difference to zero,
thereby restoring the working el.ectrode potential to the required
value. In modern potentiostats, these operations are cornrnonly

performed by an operational amplifier, usually of the differential type,

designed to remain stable with Large anpunts of negative feedback

from output to input.

Figure 4.1 Gerreralized Basi.c Potentiostatic Control
Circuit
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Since one of the outputs is frequer:t.ly th.e ground reference potential ,

it is omitted in the above figure. Provision nust be made for insertj-ng
a resistor to measure the current flowing through the cell, and a
signar generator to provide an arbitrarily-adjustable comparison
potentiaL for the control circuit.

A potentiostat having a fast rise-time is necessary for the
transient techniques used in this work. This requirement was fulfilleil
by the moder chosen, a chemicar ELectronics Tlpe 403A potentiostat
for rr'hich the rise tirne is speclfied as approaching 0.3 us (33).

4.L.2 Auxiliary Equipment

The erectrochemica). techniques required, various auxiriary
instruments:

(i) Function generator. The instrument used to provide a

triangurar vortage waveform to the potentiostat for cyclic
voltamnetry was a phitips pM 5L6g frurction generator which
has a frequency range of 0.5 rnHz to 5 kHz.

(ii) rntegrator. This device determines the charge passed, over
a defined period of time within a cyclic voltamrnetry potential
scan. In effect, it measures the area under the current-
potential (time) curves. The instrument used was a chemical
Electronics integrator.

(iii) X-Y recorder. The rnodel- chosen was a Houston 2OOO x-Y recorder
whlch has an input impedance of I M0 (lOG) and has the
facility for the X-input to be converted to a time base so

that the recorder could function also as'a single-input instrurnent.
(iv) Digital Mult,imeter. A Heh'letL-Packard 3465 A, 4l digit muLtimeter

which had an input, impedance or to10 0 (ro2), was calibrated
against a standard cell using a Tinsley potentiorneter, and

. was in turn used to calibrate the X-y recorder and sigmal
generator.
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4.I.3 Additiorral- Equipment for Impedance Measurements

The a.c. impedance technlque utilised tlo other pieces of
equipnent:

(i) Signal source. The device chosen was a Brookdeal 947I signal
source which has a frequency l:ange of 0.001 Hz to 1l l,|tfz

available for the generation of sine or square sraves.

(ii) Phase-sensitive detector (p.S.O.). A Princeton Applied Research
(P.A.R.) model 129 A lock-in amplifier which can function
either as a vector voltmeter or as a phase-sensitive detector
was used. The output of the l-ock-in amplifier is a d.c.voltage,
proportional to the irrput signal, which depends on the phase

difference between the signal and reference. The P.A.R. nrodel

generates a reference signal at 90o to the inpuE reference,
enabling simultaneous measurement of the in-phase and quadrature

components of the input signal to be achieved. The frequency

range of this instrument was specified as 0.5 Hz to 100 kHz (160)

but, it was found that accurate measurements may be made down to
0.3 Hz. A range of time constants, I ms to I00 s is available
for a low pass fllter through which the d.c. output signal is
passed. For high frequencies, the tiine constant used was 0.3 s
which was increased to L s at 30 Hz and l0 s at 5 Hz.

i., cYclrc 
''LTAT,IMETRY

4.2.L Introduction

Cyclic voltammetry provides a means of obtaining an electro-
chernical spectrum of the charge transfer processes that a metal wiLl
r:ndergo for the particular experimental conditions. It is capable

of detecting very smal-l amounts of charge consumecl at the interface
so that potential-sweep methods can be applied to the examination

of surface phenomena of electrodes and used to deternrine quantitative

surface coverages of adsorbed species (89rI52rL97r. This technique

has been employed also to establ.ish the kinetics of electrode

reactions by eonsidering various diagnostic relationships (149r150 
'L77) '
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The technique i.nvolves following the current response due

to a linearly-varyinE potential cliffcrence controlLed between the
working electrode and reference electrode. Using this continuous

voltage-sweep method, polarisation curves may be recorded automaticalLy
using an X-Y recorder or oscilloscope. The sweep rate is chosen to
permit the recording of significant rnaxirna or minirna.

4.2.2 Principles

In order to show that this technique may be used to indicate
the charge transfer processes possible at the surface of an electrode,
the basic electrochemical principles under conditions of a varying
potential imposed on the working electrode will- be briefly discussed.

lftre total current passing consists of three components:

(i) A non-faradaic current due to dor.rble-Layer charging
(ii) A pseudofaradaic current* associated with the discharge of

ions to form adsorbed intermediates. The surface coverage

changes with potential, thereby giving rise to a pseudo-

capacitance.
(iii) A faradaic current associated with the rate of the overall

electrode reaction.

Assr,rming that these processes are separable, then the total
cunent dgnsity is given by (40)

i, = .ar(H) . .n"(H) + ioexpl]t

where CU, is the double-layer capacitance, Cn" is
io is the ezchange current density, b is the Tafel
overpotential.

(4. 1)

the pseudocapacitance,

slope and q is the

The double-layer capacity** of
solution is usually J.ess tharr I r m-2.

a metal electrode in aqueous

For the area of the working

This term, as indicated by Conway (40), identifies the pseudo-

capacitative origin of such a current and thereby distinguishes it
from other components of the totaL current.
Capacity = capacitance per wtit area.
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electrode in this work', I.exIO-4 n2, and a typical sweep rate of
-140 mV s -, the charging current contribution should not exceed

6.4 UA, that is, several- orders cf magnitude less than the observed,

currents which therefore, are considered to arise ahnost entirely
from charge transfer processes.

Under appropriate conditions, peaks representing current
maxima or minima may be e:<tribited in a cyclic voltammogram

(section 5.1). The j.ncrease in charge due to passage of the current
over the interval t, to t, is given by equation 4.2

,tzAQ=J idt U.zl
tr

E2

= ll idEl,/(dE,/dt) (4.3)
E1

where E, and E, are the potentials corresponding to tines t, and tr.
Since dE/dE is constant, the charge consumed at the electrode during

this time intervaL is directly proportional to the area under the

current/voltage curve between E, and Er. Hence, the peaks observed

in cyclic voJ-tammcarams indicate regions of potential in which

ch.arge transfer reactj-ons occur at the electrode surface.
The interpretation of the peaks in terms of the corresponding

reaction, and information deduced regarding the associated mechanisms

are disc\rssed in detail J-n chapter 5.

4.2.3 Circuit

The potential-scanning arrangelnent (Figure 4.2) consisted

of the Philips function generator coupled to the potentiostat which

provided potentiodynamic control. On applying the external voJ.tage

sweep, a varying curent was produced as the potential of the working

electroderwith respect to the reference electro<lerwas continuously

adjusted by the potentiostat. The potential difference created across

a fixed resistor due to the current response was applied to one

input of the X-Y recorder, and that between the WE and RE fed to the
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Figure 4.2 BlocK c{iogr.srn cf circuit
for cyclic voltommetny

Potent iostot

Digitol voltmete

Recorder

Dig itol
voltmeter

thteg rotor

Figure 4.3 Block diognom of cincuit
for potentiostotic Folonisotion

Potent iostqt Osc illoscope

Dig ito I

voltm eter
Recorder
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other input. Both inprrt signals to the r:ecorder were folrowed on

digital voltmeters artd in addj.tion, the integrator \^ras linked to the
x-input in order to provide a measure of tlre vortage drop integrated
with respect to time.

General precautions against electrical noise and grornd loops
were taken, including the use of coaxial cable in connections betrr.een

instruments, and the isolation from grourd of heating apFaratus an<l

al-l instruments except the potentiostat. Despite these precautions,
a.c.pick-up* was a problem, generally resulting in instabil"ity of
the X-Y recorder. Three additional precautions were required to
reduce the noise l-eve1 adequaEely:

(i) shielding of the fixed resistor in the potentiostat
circuit.

(ii) Grounding of the coaxial shielding of the leads from

this resistor to the recorder guard.
(iii) A 1.5 nF capacitative shrrnt across the inputs of the

reference and rvorking electrodes.

4.2.4 Experimental Procedure

The procedure for each run was to sweep the potentiaL initially
in the anodic** direction. The arrodic sweep was reversed at oxygen

evolution and the potential swept in the cathodic direction. The

potentiAt sweeping was continued for a number of cycles r:ntil a

steady state in which the current-voltage curves showed very little,
if any change, was obtained. Such a state was achieved after four or
five cycJ.es at all temperatures except 478 K (discussed in section
5.2.41: Due to the behaviour exhibited at 478 K, this technique

was extended to include an additional temperature, 458 K. CycJ.ic

voLtammetry was perforned over a range of sweep rates from 9 to
-'l40 nrV s - at each temperature.

* The noise was largely 50 Hz ac. mains pick-up on the electrodes but
a slgnificant leve1 of high frequency noise was also present.

**Throughout this vrork, the following convention will be adopted in regard
to potentials and currents: anodic potentials and currents are positive,
cathodic potentials and currents are negative. Current-potential
profiles wil-l be plotted with anodic potentials as the positive
abscissa and anodic currents as the positi're ordinate.
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4.3 POTENTIOSTATIC I,OLARISATION

4.3.I Introduction

A poJ.arisation curve can be obtained in two ways:
(i) galvanostat-i-c charging - the potentialr/time transient at

constant current is recorded and the resulting steady-.state
potential protted against the appropriate cr:rrent,. Although
it is reasonably easy to obtain polarisation measurements under
constant curent conditions, this approach is not capable of ,

for exampJ-e, defining a current maximum in the currentr/
potential curve in the case of an aetive-to-passive transition.
In such cases potentiostatic polarisation is necessary.

(ii) potentiostatic polarisation - the potential of the working
electrode is stepped to a new value which is then held constant
for a given time interval and, the curent passing through the

ceLl is followed as iE changes with time until- it approaches a

near steady-state value. Each steady-state cunent may be

plotted against the corresponding potential to provide a

polarisation curve from which it is possible to determine the
presence of an active-to-passive transition.

From an anal-ysis of the curent/time transient itself , it is
often possible to determine the nucleation and growth characteristics
of films on the electrode surface.

4.3.2 Circuit

' The potentiostatic circuit is shown diagrammatical.ly in
Figure 4.3. The adjustment of the potential of the working electrode
to some selected value by means of the potentiostat is associated

with a current response which is monitored as a potential difference

across a fixed resi.stor. This signal is fed into the Y input of the

recorder, the X input being switched to the time base. ALthough the

recorcler had a fast response time, the current sigrral was recorded

also on an oscilloscope to ensure that the observed resPonse was

not a consequence of the finite response time of the recorder. For
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this technique also, alL instrr:ments except the potentiostat were

isolated from ground.

Problems wl-th electrical noise,similar to those encountered
in the work with cycric volt-ammetry, again arose. However, these
were overcome by foJ-lowing the procedr:re employed previously
(section 4.2.3, .

4. 3. 3 E:cperimental Procedure

Potentiostatic polarisation curves for silver were obtained
by increasing the potential from some initial- vaLue in steps of
10 mV up to 300 mV, fotlowed by increments of 20 mV r:ntil oxygen

evoLution occurred. rn most cases, the current changed very Little
after two rninutes at each potential and the value of the current
at this time was used to represent approximately steady-state
conditions.

4.4 C"ALVANOSTATIC CHARGING

4.4.L Introduction

This technigue has often been used to determine the charge

transfer characteristics of a reaction at an electrode surface. When

a constant curent is applied to the working electrode, its potential
changes with tirne. Potential arrests occur as charge transfer
processes become possible, with the potential rapidly shifting if
the reactions become inhibited to the extent that they are unable

to proceed sufficiently fast to carry the charge at the required
rate.

4.4.2 Circuit

The apparatus used consisted of a constant current source

capable of a fast response, and potential measuring and recording
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devices (Figlure 4.4), rn the preseirL case, the galvanosLat r.rhich is
essentially a two terminar device capabre of controlling the
predetermined magnitude of the current in an external circuit,r.tras
provided by the potentiostat (isolated from ground) with a resistor
across the inputs for the working and reference electrocles.

The basic operations performed by such a garvanostat are
simiLar to those performed by a sirnple potentiostat. The voltage
d.rop across the ohm:ic resistor placed in series with the cetl
(see Figure 4.4) must be ccmpared with an arbitrarily-acljustabte
external potentiar. Then the instrunent must be able to react to
t-he difference betryeen these two potentials through a negative
feedback circuit containing the cell in such a way as bo reduce

the difference to zero. In addition, these operations must be

performed without drawing sigmificant current frorn the external
circuit. Provided that the resistance of the control resistor and

the reference potential are constant, the nagnitude of the current
flowing through the cell will also be constant. This means of
galvanostating is more versatile than previous methods involving a

series cornbinatlon of a high voltage d.c. ceII and a j.arge resistance
(59,139).

In the circult shown in Figure 4.4, a constant current was

applied between the working and counter electrocles and the potential
response of the Wn with respect to the RE folLowed using the digital
voLtmeter and X-Y record,er which is used in the single-input rnode.

Since the poterrtiostat is isolated from ground, the WE is gror:nded

at the X-Y recorder.

4.4.3 Experimental Procedure

The anodic and cathodic charging curves for silver \tere

recorded for ternperatures up to 479 K. The electrode was polarised

cathodically at a minimurn current of 4 rnA for 30 seconds. The current

was then reversed to obtain the anodic charging curve. When the potential

reached the point of oxygen evolution, the current was again reversed

and the cathodic sweep recorded. This procedure of current reversal

was repeated three to five times until the curves were superimposable
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with respect to potential, al-though the duration of the potential
arrests stil-l shotared very slight increases. The currents used

varied from 4 to 25 mA (2.6-l-5.9 mA .*-2 uppurent surface area).

4.5 A.C. IMPEDAIiICE

4.5 . t Introdtrction

The use of a.c. J.mpedance methods is intended to provide a

detaiLed knowledge of the behaviour of the ei-ectrical double layer,
diffusional processes, adsorption at the electrode surface, and

the kinetics of charge transfer.
The technique involves the deterrr-ination of the real and

imaginary components of the electrocle impedance over a range of
frequencies. From the experimental.ly-obtained impedance, it is
possible in many cases to evaluate the components of an equivalent
circuit (see section 8.1) for the electrode impedance, thcreby

enabllng the various kinetic parameters to be deterrnined.

4.5.2 TechnS-ques of Measurement

The impedance components obtained in this work were derived

from phase-sensitlve current/voltage measurements. Tlvo procedures

are available to obtain such measurements:

(i) An a.c. signal having a small amplitude, is superlmposed on the

electrode potentiaL as it is varied and the components are

obtained as a function of potentiaL at a particular frequency.

This method was used by Titak et al (182) in their examination

of the eleetrolytic processes on sj.Iver. Potentiodynanic control

of the a.c. signal superimposed on the linear voltage sweep

was achieved by means of a potentl-ostat. The impedance

components were proportional to the currents obtained from two

phase-sensitive arnplifiers operating in phase and at quadrature

respectively, and could be recorded with the potelltiodynamic

currentr/potential profile.
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(ii) The d.c. potential of the electrode is maintained constant and
the a.c. signar superirn5,osed on this bias potential. The
components are then obLained for each frequency as the latter
is varied. This r,ethod is ernproyed in the present work usJ.ng
the arrangement described below.

4.5.3 Circuit

The Brookdeal. signal source supplies the a.c. signnal which has
an ampritude of 3.2 rnv r.m.s. and aLso feeds a reference signar
(3.2 v r.m.s.) directly to ttre phase-sensitive detector (nigure 4.5).
The potentiostat maintains a serected d.c. potentiar at the working
erectrode, and simuLtaneousry modulates this potential with the
e:xternal a.c. sJ-gnal- fed to the potentiostat fronr the signal source.
Hence, the potential difference effectivery applied between the !{E

and RE contains Ern a.c. corrg>onent. If the irnpedance between the WE

and RE incrudes a reactive component, then the a.c. siginal of the
output current rrriLl. udergo a phase shift reLative to the a.c. irrput
voltage.

The potential drop measured across a,shielded non-reactive
resistor in the potentiostat circuit contains both the d.c. and a.c.
components. The d.c. signal is removeil by a back-off circuit
(described in the foJ.l-owing section), allowing the a.c. component to
be fed to the phase-sensitive detector over the frequency range uncler

examination (0.3 lfz to 5 kHz). The p.S.D. then compares the trvo

sinusoidal signals - the reference taken directly from the signal
source and the signal obtained as described above - and provides
sinultaneous output signals corresponding to the in-phase (rear)
and quadrature (irnaginary) components of the input voltage.

A dummy cell consisting of known parallel R-C combinations
was used initialLy to ensure that the entire system was operating
reliably and that inrpedance components were obtained accurately from

the P.S.D. in this arrangement,
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4.5.4 Additional Circuitry

rt was not possibre to renove the d.c. component using onry a

capacitor between the resistor and P.S.D. since the a.c. sigrnal extended
down to frequencies of o.3 Hz. rn order to extract the a.c. component
without any d.c. voltage, the active circuit shown in Figure 4.G was

employed. The two active components used rrere Eul operational amplifier
(NationaL LM3OSD) which in this circuit has a unity gain,and a voLtage
follower (National LM310D). The circuit is desigrned such that a d.c.
voltage negates ttre incoming d.c. sigrnal (nulled using a digital r,oltmeter)

Figure 4.6 D.C. Bock-off circuit

R6

t+15 V

20k

10k

20k

d5_v

To PS.D

The circul-t was tested in order to observe if any interference of
the a.c. cornponent occured. The output from an a.c. sigmal fecl directly to
the active circuit from the signal source was compared with the reference
sig:ral by the lock-in amplifier operating as a vector voLtmeter. The phase

shift produced by the circuit was generally less than one degree over the
frequency range and conseguently could be igrnored. At freguencies where a

shift of one degree or rrbre was observed, appropriate compensation to the
phase angle could be rnade on the lock-in ampLifier.

I
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The overall systen was particularly sensitive to electrical noise.
As in the other technigues, most of the noise was 50 Hz pick-up from the
mains but again a sigrnificant level- of l'righ frequency noise was presenl.
Two further precautions were taken to reduce the noisel

(i) A froating differentiar input to the P.s.D. for the potential
drop across the fixed resj-stor was used.

(ii) Coaxial Ieads, particularly to the reference electrode,were reguired.
The sigmalr/noise ratio at the P.S.D. was improvecl by using a sufficient a.c.
input voltage but this had to be balanced. against the problem of significantly
altering the steady-state conditions inposed by the d.c. bias potential.

4.5.5 Analysis

The voltage signals corresponding to the in-phase and quadrature
current components were simultaneousJ-y obtained by nulling the respective
meter on the P.S.D. and noting the offset-potentiorneter reaclings.

The foLlowing conplex algebraic analysis was performed in order
to convert the in-phase and guadrature voltages into the corresponding
impedance components. A simplified circuit, which indicates only the a.c.
rroltages is shown in Figrure 4.7.

vqC. --y,

Figure 4.7 Simplified circuit showins only the a.c. voltages.

The totaL a.c. voltage drop, VT, across the fixed resistance,
R", consists of a real , VR, and an inaginary, VX, component:

VT=VR+jVx=iTR. u'4't

and solutionwhere j = /-t. The inpedance of the working electrode
between the WE and BE, Z, is given by equation 4.5.
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V RV RV_ a.c. c a.c. c a.c.- = 

- 
= 

- 

= 

-

ir v* vR+jvx (4. s)

where V.... is the npdulatj-ng a.c. voltage" Rationalising the expressLon
yields

, - 
R"v..".vR - jR"vu.".vx

sz + u2- (4'6)
.R 'X

Since the impedance Z has the general form

Z = R-jX e.7,
then the components can be equated such that

R = cV* (4.8)

X = -cV" e.9)
where " = R"v.. 

"./(v*z+vx2). 
(4.10)

With the large arnount of data to be processed, these calculations were
carried out using a progrannabl,e calculator (Hervlett-packard 25).

4.5.6 E:cperimental procedure

The WE was potentiostated l-nitialty to 0.12 V and an a.c.
sigrnal at 5 kHz superirposed. Readings were then taken at decreasing
frequencies down to 0.5H2, and in some instances to 0.3H2, Below this
value, noise became a limiting factor al.though, in the majority of cases, it
was not necessatlt to progress lower since the shape of the impeCance plots
in the complex plane (see (trapter 8) could be adequately inferred over the
frequency f,ange with a lower limit of 0.5 Hz.

Impedance measurements were rnade on the system over the temperature
ratrge 295-478 K for five potentials in the active and passive regions at
each temperatu:re. In addition, the impedance at a potential at which the
higher sil.ver oxide r AgrOr, could be formed, tvas deternulned at all temperatures
except 478 K (see section 8.6.3). rn the passive region, measurements were
conunenced when the rate of fiJ-m growth hacl reached a near steady-state,
the d.c. steady-state cunent beirrg followed on the X-Y recorder. General-ly,
45 minutes leere sufficient for the drift of the impedance components in this
region to have reduced to a negligible level, al-though this time decreased
with increasing temperature.
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No attempt was made to apply this technique to reduction
processes since the oxide film wourd not then be in a steady-state
but continuously decreasing in thickness.

4.6 X-RAY DIFFMCTION

In an attempt to verify that the oxidation products on the
erectrode at erevated temperatures were the same as those produced

at room temperature, X-ray diffraction was employed. powder

diffraction peaks were obtained with Cu I(o radiation using a

Philips diffractometer and a Philips proportional counter.
Following polarisation at 428 K, the electrodes were removed

from the cell immediateJ.y the temperature had dropped sufficientLy.
Although a dark shading of the electrode surface was

apparent, the thickness of the film had apparently dirnirrished in
the hot aLkaline solution to such an extent that it was not possible
to observe any X.R.D. peaks other than those corresponding to silver
metal.

Briggs et al (24) obtained x.R.D. patterns for siLver electrodes
tmder different stages of polarisation. They took the precaution of
using a second working eLectrode in parallel to the main electrode so

that the sampJ.e could be removed whilst still subject to poJ,arisation,
thereby rulnimising the possibility of self-discharge of the oxide

before examination. However, this method would not have been useful
in the present study since it was still necessary for the autoclave

to cool before the electrodes couLd be extracted.

4.7 EI,ECTRoN MIcRoScoPY

Electrodes were examined with a scanning electron microscope

(Cambridge Stereoscan 600) for surface roughening following polarisation
at different temperatures. The two electrodes used were potentiostated

to 0.30 v (scE) at 295 K and 478 K respectively. In both cases, the

electrodes were removed frorn the cell, washed in arnmcnia to renove
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any oxide, followed by dorrble-distilred water and then air-dried.
The onJ-y preparation necessa.ry for the specimens prior to
examination under thc microscope j.nvolved adhering the electrodes
to the sample plate using silver paint.
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C]IAPTER 5 CYCT,IC VOLTAM}ETRY

5.1 TI1EORY

5.1.1 Introduction

The response of a simple, reversible charge transfer reaction
involving soluble reactants and products, to a linearly varying potential
was examined initiaLly by Randles (L62), and by Sevcik (I70).

Although other types of reaction have since been exanined (I0, L49,

150), theoretical treatments of the kinetics of the anodic and cathodic
reactions of sil-verr in rost cases, have not yet been reported. The

sutrEnary, ttrerefore, is restricted to analyses which are considered to be

the rnost appropriate to the present system.

5.L.2 Metal Dissolution

The case in which the anodic dissolution of a netal occu:rs reversibly
in the presence of an inhibiting step due to an adsorption-redox process,
has been exarnined by Casadio (28) for an infinite planar electrode
surface.* He considered a sirnpl-e metal dissolution reaction which is
generally represented as

M =tfl+ + ne (s.1)

by (i) neglecting the role played by the solvent rnolecules and the

supporting electroLyte in the system.** This approximation is

* Although the electrode invol-ved in this work was cylindrical in shape,

this analysis may still be apptied (see appendix 3).
**It will be assumed that

(i) this analysis may be applied to a metal dissolution reacLion

having the form

M + nOH = MO- + |nrO + (n-I) e
(ii) a sinriLar dependence of peak current on sweep rate will. hold Ln

the case where inhibition is the result of a dissolution-
precipitation mechanism (see section 1.2.f).
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valid when the molecular

concentrations or when ihey

than Mn*.

(ii) assuming that, the concentration of the reduced species is lnvariant
and unity.

In the absence of any interferring process, the current density (S.2)

due to reversibLe anodic dissolution is entirely mass-transfer controlled.

and iorric species are at much larger
possess a higher diffusion coefficient

where D =
v=

m

X (j) =

j-

I nnFvrLi = nF tffj c* X(j)

diffusion coefficient for Mnf

potential scan rate
strrface metal , or t'active sitett, concentration
adimensional fl-ux tor tf+ at :e0

adimensional potentiaL-time triangular function.

o.446 nF(H vD)t(cn)o"r.p ttnr4r) (8,-Eo) l

(s.2)

(s.4)

(s. s)

metal ion systefil, E' is the

to half-coverage (0 = 0.5)

at 0= 0.
m

However, it is assumed that inhibition of the dissolution reaction
due to the redox adsorption process* 5.3 does take pJ-ace,

M+A-=IvlA*e (s.3)

A is an adsorbed radical produced by the anodic oxidation of the f species.

In the J-initing case where the overall process is r:nder control of
reaction 5.1, the waveform is predicted to have an anodic peak current
density and peak potential- given by equations 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.

i=p

"p=I.11(Fr)+8,
where no is the fornal potential** for the
formaL potential for reaction 5.3 referred
standard state, and ("*)o is the value of c

The theory for a redox-adsorption process under condltions of quasi--

equilibriun was developed for linear potential scan voLtanmetry by

Srinivasan and Gileadi (175).

The term, fornral potential is used instead of standard potential when the

activity is replaced by any composition variable such as concentration.

**
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The peak current density and peak potential relations under
control of reaction 5.3 are given by equations 5.6 and 5.7, respectivel.yi

I - qnrv (s.6)
4RT

El=Elp (s.7)

wbere q is the charge required to achieve a furL "coverage" of the
eLectrode surface, that is, complete inhibition of the active sJ.tes by
the adsorbed species. while the current density due to reaction 5.1
depends on the square root of v, the pseudcrcapacitative tern, ir, is
directly proportional to v. llencer the scan rate nray be used to provide
evidence for the contribution of current from each of the two reactions.
At lower v, the rerative contribution of i to the total waveform is
increased while at, higher v, ihe curent density, i!, is rnore enhanced

than i.
In the case of ttre metal dissolution reaction itself, a transition

from reversible to irreversible behaviour at high sweep rates will occur
if the rate of the electron exchange reaction does not occur sufficiently
fast relative to mass transport processes to maintain Nerstian conditions
at the electrode surface.

5.I.3 Filn Growttr

Filur growth has been considered in terms of ttre electric field
across the oxide for three cases (198). The curent arising in each case

is preilicted to be a function of syreep rate as shown in the following tabte.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Table 5.1

Conditions

High fielil

Low field, in which ion' urigration through Ehe
film is rate limiting

Low field, in which ion
inJection into the fil.sr
is the rate linriting step

PLace exchange

The Curent Due to l'iLrn Growth

Current

Io9 i = Iog I + 161r,/2.3 Vm)

L
{ = (IzFiB,/v )t.rrt'm

i = lerul7v*) k/i\)

v
a

BBtr

l+crzlk.e:rp(Bsa) J

vn is the moLar volume of the oxide and E, B are fihn growth pararneters.

Film growth has been deseribed al-so in terms of a nrcdeJ. invol-ving
a place exchange mechanism. According to Asakura and Nobe (IO;, the crrrrent
due to formation of an oxide film by such a mechanism is given by the
expression in the above table.

When the rate of fiLn growth is controlled by diffusion in the filn,
the fwrctional dependence of peak current and peak potential on sweep rate,
as shown by DeLahay (53), has been e:qrressed (10) as

in = *(ct"a)"= tl (5'8)

"n ="no -#t"(cr.d)"= (5.9)

where k and E-o are constants. These eguations were derived for the casep
of iron in whictr

(i) the concerrtration of recluced species at the I,/II interface*,

. (Crrd)o is related to the anodic potential by

E=Eo-#t"(cr"d)o (s. 10)

* The iron oxide layer is assumed to have a duplex structure (10). The

oxide adjacent to the Fe is FeaOn(I), while the outer layer (II) is
probably a non-stoichiometric solid solution composed of Fe(fI) and Fe(fff).
It is assumed al"so that eLectron transfer for the r.e(II),/Fe(III) reaction
occurs at the I/fI interface
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(ii) (cr"a) 
=" 

iu the stea,dy state value of cr"d corresponding to
the anodic potential at t = 0.

Such a dependence for the peak current has been dernonstrated for
siLver in previous studies at room temperature (182). However, the formation
of siLver oxides has been fowrd (I77t to be irreversible, and in this work,
E* is shown to be a function of v.v

Analyses (51r150) of irreversible reactions taking place under

diffusion control have indicated that in acldition to the dependence of in
on sweep rate, the peak potential should be proportional to ln v. Hence,

where applicable this dependence of En on sweep rate will be examined.

5.2 CHARACTERTSTICS OF THE CYCLIC VOLTAM}4OGRAI,IS

5.2.1 General Shape

ClcJ-ic voltanunograms (-0.54 to 0.69 V SCE) for silver in
-1I mol kg * KOH over the temperature range 295-478 K are shown in Flgure 5.1..

These curves were obtaLned at a sweep rate of 16.8 mV s-I and were found to
be superimposable after 4 to 5 cycles at all temperatures except 478 K

(see section 5.2.4r. The general shape of the current potentiaL curve

at 295 K is tlpical of those obtained by previous workers (177,182)

at a sirnilar temperature. At temperatures up to 458 K, the prineipal
features of the ',roltarunograms at 295 K are stiLL evident. Three main

peaksl AI, A2 and A3 are observed on sweeping anodically r.rrtiJ- oxygen

evolution occurs followed by two peaks, C3 and C2, on reversing the sweep.

lfhe current-potential curves at 478 K exhibit several major changes which

will be discussed in section 5.2.4.
A fourth anodic peak has been observed below room temPerature at

243 K by filak et al (182) . As the terrperature is raised, the oxygen

evolution current becomes appreciable so that at room temperature this
peak cannot be resolved. Evidence for the existence of this state at room

* These symbots which were used by Tilak et. al (182) are chosen for this work

since they indicate clearly the position of the peaks with respect to

the direction of the potential sweep, and consequently, are associated

with the corresponding anodic or cathodic reactions rore readily.
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temperature was provided by these workers from impedance measurements.

At all ternperatures, cyclic sweeping caused a general increase

in peak heights corresponding to an increase in the charge transferred
at each peak. The m'inor oxidation peali Alr in particular, was observed

to becorne more pronulnent on cycling.

5.2.2 Assignment of Peaks

Previous studies (64,87,L771 have established that the reactions
given below corresponil to the peaks at room temperature. fn section 5.3.2,

these assignrnents will be shown to be consistent with the the::urodynamics

of the reactiorrs over the temperature range studied.

A1: This peak was attributed initially (64,L77) to the formation

of A9OH. Hovrever' lt is now general-Ly accepted that AL

conesponds to the d.issolution cf Ag as AgO-

Ag+2OH-=AgO +H^O+e
z

(s. 11)

The existence of this ion is supported by chemical stability
studies (3rl-7). Furthe:.Illore, Giles and llarrison (87) found

that an anodic currenL flows at potentials before the

potential at which AgrO could begin to form, and showed

by variation of the sweep rate that this current is faradaic

with a steep potential dependence. These observations were

Ln agreement with faradaic impedance results (88) which

showed that dissolution of silver occurs as the soluble ion,

Ago-.

* The species formed at the corresponding

polarisation was identified as AgrO by

A2: This peak is general-Iy attributeil to the

of AgrO by the reaction:

?Ag + 2OH -) Ag2O + H2O +

The presence of AgrO has been confinned

measurements. *

direct formation

2e (5. 12)

(54) by e.m.f.

arest during constant current

X.R.D. measurements QAl .
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A3: It
of

is recognised that this peak correspotlds to the formation
A9ZAZ (64,L79,182) accordinq to the rcaction:

Ag2O + zOH + tgzoz +

The presence of Ag"O^, as in the-z 2-
confirmed by e.n.f . measurernents

Hro + 2e (5.13)

case of AgrO, was

(64).

C3: Sweep reversal e:<perinents (I79) indicate that this peak

corresponds to the reduction of egZOZ.

C2t It is cJ.ear, also from sweep reversal experiments (L771,

that this peak ls associated with the reduction of 49ZO

The fourth anodic peak which becomes resolvable vrhen the temperature

is lowered to 243 K (see section 5.2.L), is attributed to the formation of
AgZOg from A9rOr.

A tail, I, is often observed in the cyclic voltammograns foflowing
AgrO reduction. This tail probably arises from effects similar to those

associated with anomalous impedance measurements obtained by previous

workers (I82) for this region. Since the oxide itsel-f wouLd nornally be

reduced, or not yet formecl on the anoclic sweep, these anornalous measurements

were attributed to roughness or porosity of the elechrode and possible
+occlusion of Ag' ions giving rise to a residual faradaic contribution

in the pores at such potentials.
A small initiaL current peak also is observed occasionally prior

to the AL region. This peak has been noted in other studies (64,L82'l

and is associated with carbonate impurities in the solution.

5.2.3 Curent,/Potential Profile over the range 295-458 K

AII- five peaks exhibited in the current,/potential curve at room

temperature appear at temperatures up to 458 K. However, the relationship

between the shapes of peaks, A1 and 42, alters markedly with increasing

temperature. Both peaks become sharper,with AI devel-oping into a well-

definecl spike at 388 K. At 428 and 458 K, Al has grown to a height

comparable with that of A2 anil in fact, surpasses the latter at higher
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sweep rates, It is worth noting here that this trend is completely
reversed at 478 K. Notwithstanding these increases. A3 remains very
much higher than A2 at all- temperatures.

Other ncre specific changes in the current/potential profil.e
occur with the rlse in tenrperature, but at trigher temperatures these changes

disappear and the shape of the cyclJ-c voltarnnograms becomes progressively
simpler. Although ttrese changes are quite abrupt in their appearance and

subsequent disappearance over relatively snalI increases in temperatule,
they are quite reproducible over different runs at the sarne terq>erature.
The foll-owing are the changes observed:

G) The tail, I, wh-ile still evident at 348 K, ceases to be

so at higher temperatures.
(ii) A fourth oxidation peak, A3r, observed at 348 K, deve)-ops

as a small peak at the base of A3 but it displays a greater
sensitivity to sweep rate than tlte parent peak. After
several cycles, particularly at high sweep rates, this region

of the currentr/potential curve evtribits two clearly resolvable
peaks which are of sinilar height and quite stable with
respect to their position and height. A notable feature of
this change is that Conway et al (421 did not observe a

second peak at 333 K.

It is assumed in this chapter that the peak at 3BB and

428 K is A3. However, it is possibl.e that the peak at these

ternperatures is, in fact, A3' but this situation wilL not affect
cottunents made in this chapter regarding the peaks, A3 and A3r.

Such a possibility is discussed later (Chapter g),

Gii) A third cathodic peak designated C4, appears between peaks,

C2 and C3, at 388 K. This peak is smaller than either of
the sunor:nding peaks but,as in the case of A3r, it becomes

more evident at high sweep rates. Although less distinct,
a hr:mp in this region of the current/potential curve at high

sweep rates is also apparent at 348 K. C4 was not observed

at 428 K but it may, in fact, have become evident at higher

sweep rates than those used. The reacticns which may be

associateil with peaks A3' and c4, are discussed in section 5-6-
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(iv) A small arrodic pee)i, II, occurs on the cathodic sweep

immediately before c3 as the tcrrrperature is raised. Atthough
this anomarous peak is not observed at the rower temperatures,
it becomes guite d-rstinct at 388 and 428 K. However, when the
temperature is increased to 458 K, only a dip in the curve is
evident while at 478 rc, II has disappeared corpletely. In a

room temperature study of thin firms of siiver, stonehart and

Portante (r79) observed a similar peak which is associated
with the conpletion of AgrO, formation. It would appear that
this compretion process can give rise to a peak for bulk siLver
electrodes with an increase in temperature.

5.2.4 Current/Potential ProfiLe at 458 and 478 r

It is apparent in Figiure 5.1 that the current,/potential curve at
458 K possesses a similar form to the cr:rve at 428 K. However, it also
exhibits characteristics cotmnon to the curve at 478 K such as:

(i) A lowering of the overpotential for the oxygen-evolution
reactlon so that the current for this reaction occurs

appreciably in the same pctential region as A3, particularly
at 478 K.

(ii) On reversal of the potential sweep from oxygen evolution, a

current rloopr, IIfl is formed by the intersection of the

anodic-sweep and cathodic-sweep currents.
(iii) Sr:bstantial shifts in the peak potential, particularly for

AI, A2 and C2, in the dlrection of sweep, stilL occurred after
four cycles - the nurnber required to achieve superimposabl-e

traces at lovrer temperatures (section 4,2.41. Even after eight
cycles, the peak potential continued to shift although the

change on each cycle vras reduced. These shifts were probably

associated with a high degree of roughening of the electrode

surface (see section 5.6.6). To reduce the effect on the

peaks, the cyclic voltammograms were recorded after two

cycles using only one sweep rate in each run. The shifts
meant that the peak potentials in any particular run

could be estimated only within !20 mV at 478 K. The
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reproducibility of these neasuremeilts over different runs is
discussed further in section 5.3.3.

(iv) Similar1y, the height of the peaks continued to increase on

cycling so that it was not possible over eight cycles, at the

t-east, to obtain stable measurements of the peak current.

All the above features observed at these temperatures were found

to be present over different runs,

The poJ-arj.sation behaviour of silver aE 478 K exhibits further
marked changes in relation to the behaviour over the temperature range

295-458 K. The peak, C3, has virtually disappeared at 478 K while

C2 becomes distinctly asymmetric with the current decreasing sharply

at potentials cathodic to tire peak potential-. Since C3 was still very

evident at 458 K, the loss of this peak is clearly a relatively sudden

effect taking place within a 20 K change in temperature. ttris feature is
discussed further in section 5.6,6.

Electrodes which had been used at 478 K and were cleaned and

repolisheil extribited similar behaviour at room temperature with regard

to the positions of the peaks. The peak potential for reduction of AgrO

wouLd initially lie between 20-40 mV more negative than that observed for

a new electrode. On cycling, the peak potential would rrcve to rore

cathodic values, but eventuaLly a steady state was reaehed where E"t
coul-d have a val.ue from O to -0.1 v (ScE, 295 K). The anodic peaks

obtained at room temperature, similarly were shifted to less positive
potential-s, generally over a range of 30 rnV. Such effects were observed

after using the electrode at 428 and 458 K also, but to a much lesser extent.

5.3 VARTATION OF PEAK POTENTIAL WITH IEMPERATT'RE

5.3.1 Introduction

In most cases the current peaks, or potential arrests in galvano-

static studies, represent irreversible processes. Although the associated

overyotentials for such reactions are not included in the equilibriunt

potentials calculated from thermodynam.i"c data, the possibility of a

particular reaction corresponding to the peak of interest rnay be indicated

(I34) by showing that
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ui, t u' (s.r_4)

El and El are the correctedt anodic and cathodic peak potentials for the
conjugate oxidation/reductiou peaks, respectively, and E, is the equilibrium
potential for the Process responsibl-e for the peaks uith respect to the
SHE at the same temperature. The difference between peak potentials, E'

and the cal.culated equilibrium potentials is due to the presence of
often significant overpotentials, (E;-ET) , which are positive and negauive

for anodic and cathodic processes, respectively.
InequaLity 5.14 is usually sufficiently restrictive to identify

the charge processes occurring at the electrode. However, for simple,
symmetrical processes occurring at constant current, the overlpotentials
in both directions are egual- and the equilibrium potential is given by

>E:

Er = L(n; + ul) (s. 15)

(5. 16a)

(s. r6b)

For conplex, rursymnetricaL reactions, the anodic and cathodic over-
potentiaLs are alnost certain to differ but the average vaLue of El and

Ei r although not equal to E, , will- Iie within the limits defined by

inequality 5.14.

For a dissolution process (127)

E:.ot-ss

E r-.ctrss

Er, di""
Errdi""

anodic

cathodic

where E-1, _^ is the corected potential at which this process with(1:.ss

equiJ-ibrium potentiul, 
"r,di=" 

achieves maximum current. At noderate

sweep rates, the soLuble species formed have sufficient tirne to diffuse
from the electrode surface. Hence, the conjugate reduction process is
not e:rpected to be significant.

5.3.2 Changes in Peak Potential

Although specific effects of the increase in terperature on the

peak potential as a function of sweep rate will be discussed later (see

* The experinentaLly observed peak potentials, Ep, are corrected for
reference to the SHE at the tenperature of interest using equation 3.5.

In this cds€r rearrangement of the equation yields

"ATEr=Epp - ELJ + 0.246 V
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section 5.4), the generar changes in peak potential with temperature wiL.l
be briefly examined in this section.

The corrected peak potential-", 
"; 

at a sweep rate of 16.g mv s-1,
and the equilibrium potential.s*for the reactions associated with the ryc1ic
voltammograms at rocm temper:ature are given in Table 5.2. While the values
of Er apply to a specific sweep rate, they do provide a general- guide to the

P
changes in peak potential with temperatrrre over the range of sweep rates
stud.ied.

Table 5.2 Courparison of Peak Potentials wi'Eh Equilibrium potentiaLs

over the rarrge 295-478 K

tit
Easo- 

| as

uiz

Eagrol as

"1,

"i,s

'oszozLogzo

"is

Potential V

T/K 295 348

0.41 0.33

o.22 0.07

(sHE, T)

3BB 428

0.28

458 478

0.14 0.03

-o .23 -0.28

0. 1.7 0. l-4

0.07 0.02

-0.08 -0.2r

o.5 3 0. 59

0.36 0.3r

0.28

0.60

o. 35

o.27

o.76

0.61

0. 56

o.42

o.27

0.18

o.74

0,54

0.48

-0. 03

0. 35

0. 2l

0. 14

0.66

0.48

o.46

0.23

-0.t5

o.26

0.13

0. Lr

0.59

o.42

o.42

From the abo',re table, it is
cathodic peaks rucve to less positive

clear that both the anodic a.nd

potentials at higher terperatures.

* These data were olrtained by interpolation frorn pLots of E, against

temperature for whj-ch values of E, were calculated from the equations

listed in section 2.4.6, in most cases for 50 K intervals' The molality'

n(lgO-), is arbitr:arily set at 10-6 mol kg-l and rn(OH-) = l- mol Xg-l. No

activity coefficient cogections were applied but these coefficients vrould

apirear in log terms including pOH and therefore in effect pH, and shoulcl not

clrange E, too much. The value of pH is adjusted for the change in

temperature using literature data for p\,o (771 '

_f
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It will be noted fronr Tabl-e 5.2 that the peaks in the current,/
potential cutves in the anod,ic direction generall,y extribit large over-
potentials and consequently, in rrost cases are clearly irreversible.

The peak potentials and equilibrium potentials are in accordance with
ineqrralities 5.14 and 5.I6a which shot's that the reactiorrs assigi'ned at room

temperature (section 5.2.2) are also applicable at elevated temperatures.

5.3.3 Reproducibility

I'he cyclic voltarurpgrans; obtained after four cycles over the
temperature range 295-428 K r^iere sufficiently reproducible* over different
runs to allcvr

(i) measurements of the potential within f15 rnV.

(ii) measurements of the current within tlO nA.

(iii) an exarnination of the sweep rate d.ependence of the peak-

current anC peak potential.
The reproducibility of these measurements varied within the above

liurits depen&i-rrg on the particular peak and the temperature. Generally,

the reproducibility was better for the peaks, A1 and A2. The lack of
reproducibility is quite large conpared with the experimental uncertainty
in the potential. and current rneasurements, 13 mV emd +4 mA respectively,
in a particuLar run.

In addition to the relatively large uncertainty in the values of En

anit i- at 458 and 478 K, measurements of E_ and i- were reproducible onlypPp
to within t60 mV and t40 mA, respectively. These figures apply to cyclic
voltarumgrams obtained after two cycles where the potential was swept at
only one rate in that run.

The large variation in peak currents over different runs at these

two temperatures meant that these values could be rrsed only for qualitative
purPoses.

The raproducibiLity at all temperatures is influenced by three

factors vrhich have already been indicated;
(i) The temperature control although constant to tl K for each

nrrr is reproduci.ble to only 15 K at the higher temperatures,

428-478 K.

* Many 'hardr metal-s behave differently (L29, L34) . The lack of reproducibility
in such cases is ascrj.bed to difficulty in obtainingr reproducible surfaces

by coJ.d-working techniques.
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(ii) Use of a repolished electrode following a run at 478 K.

The behaviour of such electrodes was unpredictable and

generally prevented their further use.

(iii) Polishing by grinding techniques often makes it difficult
to prepare a highly reproducibl-e surface. While the state
of the surface often influences the values of the potential
and particularly the current, it was concluded in section 3.3.2

that the initiaL surface roughness has little effect, ln the

present work.

5.4 SVIEEP RATE DEPENDENCE

5.4.I Introduction

Clclic voltamnograms were obtained at a number of sweep rates over

the range 9 to 40 *V s-I at each temperature. The peak currents, and J.n

nany cases the peak potentials, r{ere for:nd to be sensitive to sweep rate
at all temperatures as has been observed for other tnetals in alkaline
solutions at elevated temperatures 1127,133). The peak currents increase

with sweep rate for all peaks o'rer the temperature range, whereas the

effect of sweep rate on the peak potential varied with the particular peak

and the temperature.

on tl:e anodic shteeP' the peak potential for A1 was found to be

independent of sweep rate at all temperatures. By contrast A3, and also

A3r, shift to npre positive potentials with increasing sweep rate at each

temperature. A2 was intermediate in behaviour exhibiting a transition
from a dependence on sweep rate up to 348 K to a non-dependence at

388 K and 'above.

On the cathodic sweep, C2, and also C4, shift to lrore cathodic

potentials with increasing sweep rate. Holrever, C3 exhibits no apparent

dependence on svreep rate except at 388 K. SnaII shifts which are sweeP

rate deperrtlent may take place for C3, and at higher temperatures for A2'

but these shifts could not be distinguished from the scatter of data.

For this work, the peak potentials in these cases will be considered

independent of sweep rate.
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Figure 5.2 Deirendence of Ep on In v

In(v /mv s-1 ) In(v/mvs-1)

E

o.
lrt

In(v /mV s-1) ln(v/mV s-1)
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5.4.2 Peak Potential as a Function of Sweep Rate

In section 5.1,3, it ltas proposed to exartine the

on ln v for irreversible film fornation when diffusional
present. In those cases where Eo was found to vary with

depend,ence cf E

processes are

sweep rate the

En./ln v relations are plotted in rigure 5.2.

Linear En/In v plots are observed for the following peaks:

(i) A2 at 295 and 348 K. The lower slope of 348 K probably

reflects a tendency of the reaction towards reversibility
as observed at the higher temperatures.

(ii) A3 at alL ternperatures, although at 388 K, two linear regions

are observecl. In this ease the lower slope aL higher sweep

rates suggests that the associated reaction is becoming more

reversible in character.
(iii) c2 at all tenperatures except 3BB K,

The non-l-inear pLots for C2, C3 and also C4 at 388 K are probably

associated with the appearance of C4. As this peak becomes rpre prominent

with increasing sweep rate, the deviation from the initial linear regions

for C3 and C2 becomes greater. This behaviour is dLscussed further in
section 5.6.4

5.4.3 Peak Current as a Fr:nction of Sweep Rate

The dependence of peak current on sweep rate was investigated to
deterrrine the presence of diffusional processes in the dissolution reaction

and in the for:mation and reduction of the silver oxid,es. The general

characteristic of reactions under diffusion control is a linear relation
between the peak current and the square root of the sweep rate.

fhe i-,/vl relations shown in Figure 5.3 exhibit, certain features
p

which are commcn to all peaks:

(i) Linearity. This behaviour is observed for alJ- plots except that

for A3 at 295 and 348 K, and at low sweep rates, C4 (388 K) '
fn the case of A3 at 2g5 Kt the plot curves at intermediate

sweep rates. At 348 K, a lirniting value of in for A3 aPpears

to be attained at higher sweep rates whereas linear relations

are d.ispl-ayed for A3f .
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Figure 5.3 Depenclence of ip on vltz
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(fi) Slope. I'or each of the main peal<s, the slopes of the lines
increase up to 388 K and then become less at 428 K. This
behaviour was reproducible over sep.rrate runs which is
iLlustrateil by the data shown for two such runs at both
388 and 428 K, the temperatures between which the reversal
of slope occurs. The data at 458 K (not shown for the
reason stated in section 5.3.3) appears to follow the trend
evident at 428 K. I'or exanpJ-e, from Figure 5.1, the peak

currents at the sweep rate of 16.8 mv s-l (rL = a.l mv\ s-L)

are either similar (Al, A2, Ca) or are already much less
(A3, C2) than those at 428 K.

Gii) Intercepts. At 295 K, all lines exce-ot ttrat for A3 which

exhibits a small in intercept, extrapolate approximately to
the origin. At 348 and 388 K, a significant, ,rorr-r"to ol
intercept observed at zero in, increases with the change in
ternperature. At 428 K, the lines for A2 and C2 give a non-

zero i- intercept at zero vt.p

The behaviour of
tbat observed in previous

of sweep rates.

L
the i_,/v' relations at 295 K is in agreement withp
work (182) at room terperature for the same range

5.5 CHARGE RATIO

5.5.1 Introduction

An exanination of the charge transferred at the el-ectrode can

provide evidence of dissolution processes at the surface of the metal' and,/or

oxide film during the potential sweep.

The change in anodic charge, AQg, over a particular potential range

consists of two components, AQo and AQu, associated with dissolution and

film fornation processes, respectively.

6g*=Aeo+AQ" (s.17)

At sufficiently low sweep rates, dissolution causes Ago to be

generaLly greater than the change in cathodic charge, AQC' for the same
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potential range.

ffiir+
aQoq (s. 18)

diffuse into the

equal to AQO.

At high slreep rates, the clissolving species may

solution at an inadequate rate, and AQa tends to becomc

5.5.2 Data at 295 K

At 428 K, Qe/Qc increased to 1.14t.06 over the ranqe of sweep

rates studied. This value is relatively high in view of the fact that
the charge components, QA and Qa, were obtained over a cycle as descrjlced

above. The charge transferred on the anodic sweep is clearly greater than

that recovered on the cathodic svreep indicating significant dissolution

of the netaL and/or oxide film.

* From equation 4.3 , AQA may be expressed by

,\
.h idE/ (dE1dr)

I
o, AQa = Q(E) = 9A.

In this work, the charge ratio*, A/AC ' was determined over

a cycle in which the anodic sweep was reversed at the end of A3. Over

the range of sweep rates used, the anodic charge passed was found to be

approxirnately equaL to the total- cathodic charge. This behaviour implies

that virtually all the charge trarrsfered in the anodic sweep is recovered

on ttre reverse sweep which Ls consistent with previous work (f82) for
sweeps up to potentiaLs beyond ihe A2 region.

5.5.3 Effect of Temperature

lfhe charge ratio was found to
over ttre range 295-388 K; the charge

remaining small reLative to the total

6ea

If Q GI)

vary onLy sj.ightly with temperature

involved in the dissolution of silver
charge passed in the anodic sweeP.
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Althouqh the results at 458 and 478 I( were nnt srrfficiently
reproducible to jusLify inclusion, va]ues of the charge ratio may be

estinated at these temperatures. At 458 K, QA/QC is similar to that at
428 K. However, a substantial increase in QA/QC is evident at 478 K such

that Qn is approximately twice Q". This change is to be er<pected from

the forn of the cyclic voltammogram at this terperature; charge transfer
clearly continues to take place in the A3 region but evidentJ.y is recovered

to a negl-igible extent on the cathodic sweep.

The increased values of the charge ratio for the higher temperatures

might be e:rpected from the substantial increases, with ternperature, in the

soh:bilities of Ag and AgrO calcuLated from thermodynamic data (see

section 2.5-4'). The ternperature dependence of the solubility of Agro in
-'la I mol kg - hydroxide solution* is shown in Figure 5.4. The solubility

increases by a factor of ten over the range 295-429 K, and in fact, contlnues

to show a sigrnificant increase up to 478 K.

Although the dissolution of silver is a function of potential, the

themnoillmamic caLculations (chapter 2) shor+ its solubility increases

considerably with temperature.

-3.

Figure 5.4 Solnbility of AgrO

T/K
over the temperature range 298-473 K.

PH

T
o)
-Y

6-3.
E

o
l/l6-' -J.
ct)
o

* The solubility data refer to the appropriate to each temperature'
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5.6 DISCUSSION

5.6.1 Peak A1

General Behaviour over the range 295-428 Kz

In the AI region, dissolution of silver occurs directly from the

metal surface as AgO . The Lack of dependence of peak potential on

sweep rate indicates that this reaction is reversible; the formation of

AgO- occurs at a sufficient rate to maintain the equilibrium concentration

of the soluble species at the electrode surface. The linear dependence
Lof i on vt, in agreement with previous work at room temperature (I82) 

't3

sho; that the limiting step in the dissoLution process is diffusion of
AgO- into the bulk solution.

It is not possibl-e to determine either.the concentration of
\

solrrble species at the electrode surface or even the term (cr)oD' using

equatLon 5.4

i- = 0.446 nlt$ votl (c*)o exp tt$rl te'-Eo)l
p.hi.

unl-ess perhaps, ltross assurnptions are made. In the case of silver,
inhibition is the result of a dissolution-precipitation process in which

the dissolution eventually produces a supersaturated solution of Ago-

causing precipitatlon of Agro (see section 1.2.1). Furthermore, it

has already been assumed (section 5.1.2) that this equation may be

applied to a dissolution reaction involving the formation of an o:<yanion'

Effect of Temperature:

348 and 388 K. Notrvithstanding the above comments regardinq

eguation'5.4, it is possible to interpret qualitatively changes in the

slopes of the plots if it is assumed that an appLicable in,/v' relation

has sirnil-ar temperature terms. For diffusion-controlled processes generally
L

(53),under potential-sweep conditions, the slopes of the to/v'plots are

proportional to the concentration of the diffusing species, c, and to the

square root of its diffusion coefficient. Both c and D (165) increase
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with teqFsrature ac sho$tn i.n Fiigrrres 5.4* anil 5"5*tr.restrlectively.
It is elear thenr tlrat :[n order to accdrxrt for the e[range in sloPe

ovef, ttrre ter$lexature range 295-388 K, the quantity cDL, and any terrn

ana!.ogous to Er-Eo Ln equetlon 5,4 musE ehort a gufficlent increase to
coqrenpate f:or the change in tl,le temperature terms.

Flgur"e 5:5 DePendence of Do(AgO')
on temperotune

* For the peak eurrent,, the croncentration of Agol ls talten as that in
eEulllbri.un iry,:Lurr* ag20. Xn fict, the actUaL rooncetltratLOn wllL be

eo'me$hat hl.gher slnee the AS'Q precipitates frQm a suPelrsaturated

eolutLon of AgO-. Nevertheless, the effect of terryerature on the AgO'

coneenttati-on is stitri evident frorn rLgure 5.4-
**llhe data plotted in Figlrrre 5.5 are taken fron lfable 8"?'

Ttf
ol
Eu

oo
rS
o

T/ K
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The non-zuro .rL iutercept at zero in at 348 and 38g K rnight

interpreted in terms of a nininum streep rate necessary to achieve
*

diffusion conditions associated with the i /v' reLations shorn'n inp

be

the

Figure 5.3a. This effect may be explained by a faster rate of redeposition

of sil-ver ions at the electrode surface compared with that at 295 K.

E><perimental evidence obtainecl by Tilak et at (1S2) at room temperature

indicated that such behaviour tvas resporrsibLe for Qo,/Qa approaching

unity at low sweep rates. UnCer such circurnstances, the tendency for
Lons to be transferred from the electrode surface into the bulk solution
is decreased. Hence, the relative influence of diffusion in lfuniti.ng

the overaLl rate of the dissolution process is reduced.

At high svreep rates, the higher rate of accumulation overcomes the

effect of redeposition, thereby allowing the diffusion-controlled current
to become significant.

428 K. The lower slope of the i^/u\ plot relative to that at
P

388 K suggests that some change in the diffusion conditions occurs. At

Iow sweep raLes, the increased soh:bilities of Ag and AgrO (see

section 5.5.3) give rise to a sufficiently high value of the activity
of AgO- at each potenti-al of the s$reep so that redeposition is relatively
ineffective. At high shreep rates, the rate of accumulation becomes

great enough to increase the precipitation of Ag2o, so that the more

extensive surface blocking which resuLts, suppresses the dissolution
process.

5.6.2 Peak A2

General behaviour over the range 295-428 K:

The linear i /v\ plots indicate that the rate-determining step
p

for Ag2O formation is diffusion. This is consistent with previous room

temperature work by Tilalc et al (182) who aLso found that

(i) the charge values for the regions corresponding to solid-
phase formation are much greater ttran the value for a

nonoJ-ayer.

(ii) solution-stirring effects on the A2,and A3,peaks are absent.
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These workers concluded that the linear i /* plots for the formationp'
of the Ag^O multilayer correspcnd to diffusion in the solid state.z

It was pointed out in the previous section that for diffusional,
processes under potcntiaJ.-sweep control

LLin c. cD" v'

For anodic films, the diffusion coefficient of the nobile ionic species
(I85) has the sarne temperature dependence as that for soluble ions. Hence,

it seems likely that, as for A1, increased val-ues of D and c, in this case

the metal/oxide interfacial concentration of d,iffusing species, contribute
to the higher peak cr.:rrentsrat low sweep rates, associated with AgrO formation

at elevated temperatures. However, the diffusion conditions within the

multilayer are complicateC by the effect that an increasing solubility of
the oxide with ternperature, particularly at 428 K, has on the film thickness.

Effect of Temperature:

295 and 348 K. The dependence of En on ln v, indicating that AgrO

formation is irreversibLe, is probably associated at least in part, wLth

a non-equiLibrium distribution of diffusing ions at the metal/oxLde

interface for each potential of the sweeP.

388 K. The transition from irreversible behaviour at 295 and 348 K

to reversible behaviour at 388, and 428 K, may be explained by

(i) a higher rate of electrochemical oxidation' that is, an

increase in the rate of the eg+ formation at the metal,/oxide

interface which nay assist in,
(ii) an enhancement of the rate of nucleation of Agro growth

. centres* on the primary oxide layer formed by precipitation
(see section 1""2.f).

The sigmificant non-zero .rrt irra"t"ept for A2 al 3BB K' also may be

J.nterpreted in terms of a minimum sweeP rate necessary to achieve the

diffusion conditions associated with the in/v= pJ.ots (rigure 5.3b) ' At

* Rg2O grolts on these centres to produce a rnultilayer but the rate-

determining step for this growth is in the primary layer and not at

the enpanding interfaces of the centres (79',.
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lorv sweep rates the fl-l-m formed rnay not be sufficj.enb.ly thick for
d.iffusion to Limit the overall rate. This condition nay be the result
of

(i) a higher soLubility of AgrO, coupled rvith an increased

d,iffusion coefficient of AgO- forrned by dissolution of the

filn
(ii) higher rates of diffusion of ag'F and/or 02- involved in

film growth.

428 K. The sr:bstantial increase in the solubility of AgrO would

compete to a very significant extent with a higher rate of fii.m growth

which night be e>pected with the increase in temperature. This solubility
effect is probably associated with the io intercept at zero v\ which is
inilicative of a process taking place independent of a change in potential
with time.

5.6.3 Peaks A3 and A3l

A3:

The irreversibility indicated by the En/Ln v plots is no doubt

associated with the difficulty involved in nucleating Agto2 growth

centres which were indicated from previous work (241 at room temperature

to form in the oxidaLion of AgrO (see section I.2.f). Such nucleation

and growth processes complicate the interpretation of the behaviour of A3.

Nevertheless, the presence Of a non-zero peak current at zero svfeeP

rate (Figure 5.3c) at 295 K may be considered as evidencerin accordance

with previous work (182), of the nucleation Process taking place

indepenrlent of potential sweeping. 
L

The interpretation of the behaviour of the Ir/v' relations for Ir3

over a temperature range is complex since changes in both the

rates of nucleation and diffusion may cgntribute to changes in

the reaction mechanism at eLevated temperatures. Nevertheless'

the l-inear dependence of iO on vt exhibitecl at 388 K and 428 K irnplies

the presence of a diffusion-controlled step at these temperatures. This

behaviour is discussed further in Chapter 9.



Table 5.3 Compariso' of lli, w'ti" ERg2OrlaVrO

106

Potential/V (SIIE,T)

F"agzozlosro
FI"cg

r/K 295

0.73

0.56

348

0.74

0.48

388

0. 7r

0.46

428

0. 70

0.42

458

0.65

0.28

478

0. 51

Since ,OgrOrloSr' and Eia satisfy inequality 5.16b over the temperature

r.rnge studied, the assignment of the overall process 5.19 to C3 at room

temperature is also applicable at elevated temperatures.

With the exception of 388 K, the C3 process is reversible at each

temperature as indicated by the lack of d,epenclence of En cn sweep rate.
On the basis of the above mechanism, this reversibility is consistent with
a fast dlssolution step which provides an equilibrium concentration of
soluble species at the eLectrode surface for each potential of the sweep.

The presence of reaction 5.19a suggests that the linear L-/ti relationsp
shown in Figure 5.3d may be associated with diffusion of AgO away from

the oxide J.ayer.

The increasing values of in over the temperature range, 295-388 K

are presumed to be consistent with increases in both the concentration

of AgO- and the diffusion coefficient of this species.

At 428 K, a greater extent of AgrO precipitation caused by an

increased rate of accumulation of AgO- at high sweep rates may, as in
the case of A1, be responsible for the reduced slope relative to those at
Lower tenperatures.

While the C3 peak does not
the reaction corresponding to this
However, it is at this temperature

exhibit linear E /Ln v plots at 388 K'
P

peak clearJ-y tends towards irreversibility.
that C3 is foLlowed bY C4.

C4z

To assist an examination of the effect of temperature on the C3

reaction, it is desirable to determine the nature of the process corresponding

to C4.

The following information concerning C4 was obtained from this work:

(i) Its position in the pote.ntial range is less than 0'32 V (SHE,

388 K).
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A3!:

At 348 K, ,.q3r appears irl a poLentj.al. rcgion cLose to that for A3

but the nature of the charge transfer plioeess c,riving rise to A3' is by

no means certain, This peak is rrnlikely trr be assocj.ateci with the
formation of a soluble species since the nragnitude of such a peak r,rould

cause an apprecialrle difference betrveen Qn an,t ga. Such e dj.fference
was not observed. Alternatively, A3r rnight corr?€sporrcl to formation of
AgZOg but this is unlikely at this ternpexatrrre (see section 5.2.1).

A3r nay, irr fact, be indicative of an increasing part-icipation
by a diffusion-controlled step in the formation of A1ZOZ, particularly
at, high sweep rates; whereas the peal< current for A3 apparently tends

L
tovrards a lim:itlng va1ue, the in/v' relation for A3' remains Linear at
high sweep rates. Comparison of Elrr (0.70 v) "rd Esgzo 

zlArJzO 
(0.54 V)

demonstrates that inequality 5"14 is obeyed vrhich shows that the reaction
proposed for A3r is thermodlmamically consi.stent.

5.6.4 Peaks C3 and C4

C3:

The constant current stndy, at room tenperature, by Miller (see

secLion 1.2.1) indicated that reduction of eSrO, occurs by a dissoLution-
preclpitation mechanism to deposit Ag2O. Such a mechanism implies that
the AgrO is formed as follows:

The peak potentials for C3 and the equilibriunr potential$ for reaction
5.19a* are gi-ven in Table 5.3 for the range 295-478 K.

AgrO, + 2e 2AgO'

2Ago- + H2o Fi ASra + 2oH

(5.I9a)

(s. leb)

'onrorlagro 
gi'ren in

Eegzozlnso- for reaction

equilibrium with gSZO

* rn (AgO

TabIe

5.19a

-) is arbitraril-y set at 10-6 mol kg

5.2, may be consl-dered as the value

using the rnolality of AgO'whj.ch i.s

-1.

of
in



(ii) An additional anodic

(iii) The dependence of in
(iv) E^, is a function of

U{
reversibility.

l0B

peak is not observed.
L

on v' is linear.
sweep rate indicating a lack of

The lack of an additional anodic peak,and its position anodic to the

equilibrium potential for AgrO reduction (0.21 V) suggests that, C4 is
IikeJ-y to correspond to reduction of ASrQr. Since this peak becomes

sigmificant at higher svreep rates, its appearance cou1C be attributed to
further, and possibly completion of t AgrAr::eduction, Tt is assumed that
at these rates of potential sweeping, sufficient AgZOZ remains r:nreduced

foLJ,owing C3 to permit additional conversion at a significant rate of
reduction. On this basis, the charge transfer process giving rise to the

C4 peak is the same as that for C3, namely reaction 5.19a. CIearJ.y, since

C4 is cathodic to C3, the peak potential for C4 also will satisfy
inequality 5.16b.

5.6.5 Peak C2

The irreversibility indicated by the En/Ln v plots is probably

associated, at least in part, with the nucldation of two-dimensional

centres of silver formed in the reduction process (see section i'2'L').
L+

the i_,/v' plots are then probably attributable to diffusion of Ag' ions
p

in the film to these growth centres.
The nucleation and growth process described above, as with A3,

L
complicate an explanation of the effect of temperature on the Ln/v'

dependence. Nevertheless, the slope of the lines follow the trend

by the other peaks; the increasing slope up to 388 K is consistent

with higher diffusion coefficients while aL 428 K, solubility effects

again probably influence the conditions for diffusion.

5.6.6 Behaviour at 458 and 478 K

The behaviour exhibited by the cyclic
478 K show progressive trends. However, the
pronounced witJ: the virtual. disappearance of

voltanrnograms at 458 and

changes at 478 K were ncre

the C3 peak and the asYrunetric



(ii)

anodic sweeF.* Hence, the oxide muJ,tilayer is considered

to have the form aglegrolaszozlnszo.

A porous silver surface, obtained after potentiostating the

electrode to 0.3 V at 478 K, is evident frorn the electron micrographs

shown in Figure 5.6. Comparison of the micrographs for 295 and 478 K

iLlustrates the severe pitting which takes place generally in alkaline
solutions at higher temperatures, particularllr 478 K. This surface

roughening is probably caused by the foLlowing:

fonn of C2.

(i)

* This is a reasonable

study by Fleischmann

overpotentials, only

(i) A greatly increased dissoLution of
(ii) A greater transfer of ag+ into the

the silver.
oxide l-ayer formed, due

this tenperature (see

109

Ttro factors nay contribute to the loss of C3:

A lor,.'ered overpotential for oxygen-evoLub,ion which occurs

possibly at the expense of con'p1ete formation of AgZOZ.

A high solubility of the AgrO which allows dissotution of
the AgrO layer that is consid.ered to protect the ASrO, in
solution (section 2.5.4r. Removal of this layer would allow
decomposition of more A9rO, so that by the tirne the potential
region for the reduction of AgrO is reached on the cathodic
sweep, only an insignificant arnount of AS,O, renains. This

hlpothesis assumes that not al-l the Ag.,O is oxidised on the

to the hlgh solubility of AgrO at
section 5.5.3).

Iocal- concentrations of AgO- formed in the pores would exceed

supersaturation of the solution at l"ower potentials than is possible for.

sites on the electrode surface exposed to the bulk solution, thereby

facil"itating precipitation of AS,O in the pores. Such a structure
'would probably produce a highly porous, thin oxide which in some way,

may be responsibLe for the asyranetric form of the C2 peak.

assumption since it has been found in a potentiostatic
et al- (80) , that in the forrnation of o9ZO2 at high

a part of the AgrO was oxidised to A9ZOZ.
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Figure 5.6 Electron llicrographs
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CTIAPTER 6

IIl

POTE}ITTOSTATI C POLAFJSATION

6.1 THEORY

6.1.1 fntroduction

Theoretical treatments of electrode reactions under potentiostatic

conditions are sirnplified as a resul-t of the nature of the perturbation

since, at constant potential, the electrochemical rate constant does not

change with time. Although the kinetics of various processes under such

conditions have been analysed, the folLowing sunmary includes only the

equations derived for those Processes which nay be examined in the

present work.

6.1.2 Metal Dissolution (12,91,L3I)

In the sirnplest case of metal dissolution (reaction 5.I),

it is assumed that the &ischarge of ions into solution is completeLy

reversible. For a planar electrode surface (see appendix 3), the

potentLal stepped from the equilibrium value produces a current

i = n3AeDlcole:<e(#) -rllnltl (6.r)

vrhere Au is the electrode area and cO is ttre concentration of Mn+ "t
t=0. Hence, the current-time transient depends on the size of the

potential step, q, and as in the case of other diffusion-controlled
reactionsr it ls predicted that the current varies with the inverse of

the square root of tine.

6.1-.3 Growth of Filrns

Various models (1.0,200) have been proposed to describe the growth

of films on electrodes but the following is restricted to those involving

mass transport. If the rate-J.initing step in the oxide growth is transport

of ions through the oxide already formed on the electrode, the current

n+
t'l =M +ne
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density is given by (46)

i = F(n) t-L

where F(n) is some f,unction of the overpotential-

The itoninant driving force may be a grad'ient in
(i) electrostatic potential for which

l'(n) = tfln,*

where r is the ionic conductivity and 0 is the

per coulonb of electricity.

(ii) ion concentration in which case

r(n) = (T . fttttt-.*p-(;p1*

where k anil e are the Boltzmann constant and the

respectively.

(6.2)

(6. s1

vohmre of oxide formed

(6-4)

cnl4e on the e}ectron,

6.2 CT]RREIfI-TIME TRANSIENTS

6.2.I Introduction

The potentiostatic errperiments $rere perforned with the aim of

obtalning a steady-state polarisation curve in order to determine the

existence of active-to-passive transltions for silver over a range of

temperatures. At the same time, an exarnination of various current-tirne

transients observed in establishing the steady-state curents, provided

kinetic data which can be correLated with the data obtained from the

rycLic voltarunetry study for the anodic Processes.

6.2.2 Shape of the Transients

current-time transients for silver in l- nnr rg-1 KoH over the

range 295*478 K are shown !-n Flgure 6.1. With the exceBtion of 478 K'

the same two basic shapes which are similar to those found previousJ'y

(79180) at room tenperalurer are observed at each tenPerature:
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(i) Falling current-time curves as shovrn in Figures 6.1b and 6.1c are

exhibited over the potential regions corresponding to silver dissolution
and AgrO forrnation. In each case, an immediate faII in the rate of
reaction occurs after the potential is imposed.

In the dissolution region, stepwise increases in the positive
potential yield increasing values of the steady-state cu:rrent.i
However, at a particular potential which is dependent on the terperature,
the transient initially e{:ibits a falli.ng current but this is followed

by a maxirnurn in the curve (rigure 6.1a) at longer times.

The falling current-tine curves observed at potentials corresponding

to AgrO formation, continue to be exhibited at potentials well above

the AgrOrlagZO equilibrium potential at the temperature of interest.
Fleischmann et aI (79) noted such behaviour at 298 K and found that when

silver electrodes were charged to 0.30g V (eSrOlAg)**, powcler diffractlon
patterns of the deposit on the electrode e:<tribited only the lines
characteristic of AgrO. Hence, the nucleation of AgrO2 must be narkedly

inhibiteil
Comparison of the curves in Flgures 6.lb and 5.1c shows that although

the characteristic shape ls observed for the AgrO formation region over

the temperature range studied, the magnitude of the current at any

instant is considerably higher at eLevated temperatures.

(ii) A low initj-a1 current, increasing to a maximum and subsequently

decaying non-linearly to a finaL low value (Figrure 6.1d) is
exhiJriteil for the formation of AS'O, fron agrO at all temperatures

except 478 K (see section 6.2.4). The tinre taken to reach the marimum

current decreases with increase of overpotential.
At higher potentl.als, oxygen is evolved and this additionaL

reaction is reflected in the shape of the transients by an increase

in the value of the final current.

6.2.3 Analysis of the Transients

The role of mass transport in the e.lectrode processes was exarn'ined

in terms of the functional dependence of current on time. If the rate-
-L

deterrnining step is mass transport, the current is proportional to t '

* As stated in section 4.3.3, this is taken as the value of the current after

two minutes. Snbsequently, the current changes only sl-owly with tine.
**o.3o8 v (AgrolAg) 

= 
0.650 v (sHE). r'or the Agrorlagzo electrode (62r,

EZge=0.599V(SIIE)
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Figur"e 6.2 Dependence of i on t4l2
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for both .fissoLution*(eguation 6.I) and so1ld-state processes (equation

6.2) .
-LThe irlt-z pJ.ots, some of which are shown ln Figure 6.2, were for:nd

to extrilcit the following behaviour:
(i) In the dissolution region, i is J-inearly dependent on t-\. At

sufficiently )-ow potentials, the linear relations extrapolate

approximately to the origin but when the potential is raised to

a certain value, a peak is observed in the i,/t-L plot at J'ong tirnes '
(ii) At potentials coresponding to the formation of AgrOr the current

is proportional to t-t at sufficiently long times.

This behaviour is sirn:i-lar to that observed in previous work (79,L82) at

room temperature.

An analysis of the current/time dependence for ASZOZ formation was

not perforned in the present study due to the difficulty of deterrnining

the kinetics of nucleation in the lnitial stages. This difficulty arose

from:

(i) lf,he procedure by which the polarisation curve was obtained,

narnely, increasing the potential by increments of 10 or 20 mV.

(ii) The increased rate of reaction at elevated tenperatutes (see

section 6.2.4).

6.2.4 Effect of Temperature on ttre Transients

Since sirnitar current-time transients are exhibited over the whole

temperature range 295-478 K (Figures 6.lb and 6.1c), for the regions of

potential- in which dissolution and solid-phase formation occur' it rnay

be assuned that the mechanisns of these processes remain unchanged. This

assumption is consistent with the observation that the irlt-L rerations

(Figure 6,2) remain linear at elevated temperatures. However, the fall

in the rate of AgrO formation follovring a potential step becomes less

is increased which is reflected ln the

relations to yield relatively large currents
rnarked as the temperature

extrapolation of the i,/t-!
at long times.

* At short enough times

convection.

that the system is not disturbed by natural
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In the case of the tra.nsients correspondiirg to the formation of
AgZOZ, the tinre tahen to reach 'Bire maxinum decreases with increasing
temperabure. Conseguently, at elerrated temperatures, the current had

passed through a ma:rimum and decayed to a low value over the selected

two-minute lnterval. The situation is further complicated at 428 K in
that it is difficult to distinguish this peak in the transient due to the

additional contribution to the current from the ox]'gen-evolution reaction.
As might be expected from this trend, such a peak is not observed in the

current-time curve at 478 K.

6.3 STEADY-STATE POLARTSATION CUR\IES

6. 3. I Shape and InterpretatS.on

Plots of log i"= (steady-state current) against potential for the

temperature range 295-478 K are shown in Figure 5,3 and can be accounted for
as foLLows. The initial region of increasing current as the applied
potential is made ntore positive represents the aclive state of siLver in
which dissolution takes place to form the AgO- species. A peak is reached

where further increase in the rate of dissolution ceases and the onset of
passivation occurs. This point is characterised by two coordinates, the

primary passive potential, Epp, and the critical current density, i".
l{oving beyond E*-, the current decreases rapidly due to the formation of

pP.
a passivating film of AgrO on the electrode surface. As the potential
is increased further, there is relatively little change in the current
until oxygen is evolved at higher potentials which is reflected by

the increased value of the overall current.

6.3.2 Effect of Temr:erature

All the polarisation curves obtainecl over the temperature range

studied, exhibit typical actlve-to-passive transitions at anodic potentials.
However, the effect of tenrperature was guite evidenL in these curves:

(i) over the range 295-388 K, the slope of the curve in the active
region does not change appreciably but. at 428 K, it appears
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to decrease. Measurements of the c:urrent in this region at
478 K were not rellabie and made interpreiation of the slope

uncertain. 'Ihe surface roughening occurring at this tenperature
(see section 5.6.6) further complicates a comparison of the slope

with those at lower temperatures.

(ii) The magmitude of the decrease from the critical current density

to the current density in the passive region is substarrtially
reduced at elevated temperatures, particrilarly 478 K. Nevertheless,

the fact that the r.r-shaped curves are obtained over the temperature

range indicates that passivation of the electrode surface continues

to be effective but with apparently decreasing success at the higher

temperatures.
(iii) The passive potential, E'n, shifts to l-ess 5rositive values with

increasing temperature. Values of the passive potential corrected

using equation 3.5 are shown in Table 6.1 from which it is evident

that the shift t" 
"in 

from 428 to 478 K is greater than might be

o<trrected from the tendency at lower temperatures.

Table 6.1

!/K

295

348

388

428

478

Values of El
PP

Et /V (SriE,T K)
Pp'

0. 50

0. 37

0.28

0.23

0. r0

(iv) The secondary peak disappears at elevated temperatures which may

be accounted for by the shorter time taken to achieve the maximurt

in the current-time curves for AgZoZ formation.

(v) The oxygen-evol.ution ortrerpotential is lowered' particularly at

428 and 478 K.

6.3.3 Reproducibility

The reproitucibiLity of the measurements depends on several factors
(see section 5.3.3) inctuding temperature control and surface preparation.

The potentiostatic experiments were performed on the freshly polished
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electrode surface, that is, the potential was not cycled until super-

irnposabt-e curves were obtained as in the potential-sweep rnethod. rt is
Iikely then, that the potentiostatic measurements would be more sensitive
to the initial surface than those from cyclic voltammetry. In general, the

pretreatment of the eLectrode is known (24,79, to have an influence on

the anodic products of silver at constant potential (24'). For exanple,

the orientation and degree of coverage of AgrO growth centres is so

dependent, although the current-time transients were shown to be

insensitive to these factors (79) . Ho!,tever' the method of preparation

descri-bed in section 3.3.2 was conside:red suff.icient since the relative
influence of the pretreatment on the reproclucibility is reduced due to

roughening of the surface.
lleasurements became less reproducible with increasing temperature'

However, provided that the time allowed to achieve the steady-state was

adequately controlled, the measurements were sufficiently reproducible,

2-5t over the range 295-428 K, to permit an exarnJnation of the L/t'\
reLations.

At 478 K, the steady-state currents were not very stable with

respect to tinre and were less reproducible. Although, the reproducibility

was sufficient to allow the results at this temperature to be analysed

for the presence of diffusional processes, the instability in the steady-

state curent gave rise to large uncertainties in the Low values of i=u

at negative potentials (see rigure 6.3).

5.4 DTSCUSSTON

6.4.I Active Region

The lineat L/t-\ relations provide evidence that diffusion is the

rate-linuiting step in the dissoLution of silver. Diffusion of the ions

from the electrode reduces the initlal concentration gradient at the

surface an<l the current decreases, as shown by the shape of the current-

time transients at these pctentials.
At sore positive potentials, initial formatj.on of Agro begins by

a dissolution-precipitation mechanism (see section 1.2.1) which provides

a sink for AgO- ions. The peak observcd at long tines in the transients
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corresponds to extelrsive

precipitation of 6SZ0

From equation 6.1, it will be seen that the slopes of i,/t
plots are proportional to the concentration of the diffusing species*

c-, and to the square root of the diffusion coefficient. It is notoL
possible to evaluate co or coD'over the temperature range studied,

since u., the charge-transfer coefficient for the dissolution reaction,
is usually a function of temperature (40). Ho\,^tever, both co and D are

temperature dependent (see section 5.6.I) and must increase sufficiently
to cornpensate for the change in the temperature term if the slope is
to increase with temperature for a particular potential. Since an

interpretation of such behaviour is likely to be conplicatecl by the

effect of temperature on the precipitation of Ag2O, it is usefuL to

consider first, changes in the polarisation curves at elevated temperatures.

The decreased sJ-ope of the polarisation curve at 428 K reLative

to ttrat at the lower temperatures nright be e>cplained as foll-ows. As the

potential is increased anodically, the AgO- accumuLates so that the

precipitation of AgrO causes a greater extent of surfaee blocking. This

increased surface blocking is opposed by the high soLubility of the oxide

which therefore gives rise to a trore gradual approach to the active-to-
passive transition than observed at lower tenperatures.

Such behaviour should give rise to a situation similar to that

at room temperature where preci.pitation of AgrO provides a sink for AgO-.

This hypothesis is supported by the appreciable intercepts which deveJ.op

on the cuffent axis in the irlt-l plots as the temperature is increased.

It is assumed that precipitation does not occur at a sufficiently fast
rate to provide complete blocking of the surface over the tine interval
under investigation. Nevertheless, the rnore extensive preci'pitation
accounts for the lovrering in the passive potential at elevated temperatures.

It is desirable to isolate the contribution of dissolution from

thaL of precipitation. Thj.s would allow changes in the sl-ope of the
-LL/E 'plots with tempera+-ure to be related to changes in co and D.

It is proposed that a hypothetical line in these plots taken from

currents measured at short times, to the origin, corresponds approximately

to unblocked dissolution. It is evident in rigure 6.4 that the slopes

of such lines increase with temperature which is consistent with higher

*c=
o % .rcp ,offin,.

blocliing of the surface caused by sr:bstantial

-t
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values of the concentration arrd the diffusion coefficient.

(ttz t sJtz

Figure 6.4 Seporot i on of d issolut ion f rom
pnecipitotion contnibution to the

' t{112 dependence

6.4.2 Passive Region

The lineat i/t-\ dependence is consistent wittr mass transport

as the rate-deternr"inJ"ng step which is in agreement with the results of

Fleischmann et al (79). These workers concLuded that diffusion through

the soLution is not reLevant since the slope of such plots at room

telq)erature vrere at least two orders of magn:itude higher than would

arise from the soh:bility of Ag"O. This conclusion is supported by

- - -D issolut ion component
389 K, O.13 V

348 K, O.14 V
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the absence of solution-stirring effects in this region as noted by

Tilak et aI (see section 5.6.2), thereby indicating that the above

dependence is associated wittr fil-m thickening by transport of ions

through the oxide.

The oxide filrn formed at constant potenti.al becomes less

protective with increasirrg temperature as shown by the temperature

dependence of the passive current in Figure 6.3. It is apparent,

particuJ-arly at 428 and 478 K, thaL the currents in the passive region

approach the magnitude of the peak dissolution current. In this region

of potential, the increased solubility of the AgrO multilayer (see

section 5.5.3) would give rise to a large dissolution component in the

overall current. The decreasing effectiveness of the oxide layer as

a passivating agent, presumably due to the increase in the solubiJ.ity

of Aq^o, is evident from the irzt-L plots themselves by the magnitude-z
of the intercepts on the current axis at higher temperatures.

6.4.g ASZOI AgZoZ Phase Change

The effect of tenperature on the current-time transients for
' the.formation of A9rO, is analogous to the effect of overpotential. In

both cases, the time taken to reach the maximum current decreases. The

rise in temperature presumabl.y facilitates the overall process of

nucleation and three-dimensional growth of AgrA, centres (see section

f.2.1). Consequently, impingement of the growth centres on each other,

thereby reducing the area for the interfaces to e)q)and, may occur at

shorter times.
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CHAPTBR 7 GALVANOSTATIC CHARGING

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The galvanostatic charging method involves an anal.ysis

tirre transients as a function of the applied current which rnay

as

k = ko erp (aE)

of
be

overpotential'-
e>rpressed

i = cu, (fiI) * i, (7.1)

where i, is the faradaic component of the current and 
"dl 

i" the double-

Ia1zer capacitance. However, the anal-ytical solution is nornally difficult
because rate constants of the form

(7.z'.)

wilL be time-dependent under gal-vanostatic conditions. The problem is
firrther complicated by the potential and hence time-dependence of the

double layer capacitance. Consequently, the galvanostatic charging

technique has not been widely used for the quantitative analysis of the

kinetics of surface processes. Nevertheless' as in studies of other

metals (133,134)rthis method enables a qualitative examination of
passivation and film growth processes of silver to be made.

7.2 SEAPE OF POTENTIAL-TIME CURVES

7.2.L General Features

The garvanostatic charging curves for silver in I nnl kg-l rou

solution over the temperature range 295-478 K are shown in^Figure 7'1'

These curves were obtained at a cutrent of 9 nA (5'? nA cm-z apparent

surface area) and were for,nd to be superimposable after 3 to 5 cycles

at all temperatures except 4?8 K (see section 7'3'3) ' The forrn of the

curve at 295 K is typical of those observed in past studies of siLver

at a similar temperature, with the potentials of the arrest generally in
good agreement with previously measured values (IO3) '
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The initial rapid chanse in potential in thc positive direction
due principally to charging of the double layer, is folLowed by two regions

of relatively constant potential. EO, anrl EO, with a rapid transition between

them. The duration of the arrest, EA3 is very much longer than the initial
arrestrEo, and is imnediately preceded b1'a peak (discussed in section 7.3.2)

Subsequently, inhibition of the Process corresponding to EA3 causes the

potential to shift to a value at which oxygen errolution wiII consume

charge at the required rate. If the current is then reversed, the potential

tnoves rapidly to the first of two arrests on the cathodic sweep' Ea,

followed by a shift to the second, longer arrest Ea, which occurs at a

practical-J.y steady potential and, similarly to te3 i" accompanied by a

snall initial peak (discussed in section 7.3.2). Terrni.nation of the

reaction associateil with EC2 causes a rapid change in potential to the

bydrogen evolution region.
The characteristics of the potential variation with time were

for:nd to be dependerrt on current density over the range 2.6-15.9 mA 
"ro-2,

(i) The time interval of the arrests decrease with increasing

current density. In particular, EO, is reduced from a

distinct arrest at low current densities to an inflexion ln
the potentialr/time curve at high current densities'

Ui) The potentials of the anodic and cathodic arrests move to more

positive and negative values, respectively, with increasing

current density.

7.2.2 Effect of Temperature

Changes in the potential/time curves with increasing temperature

are notable b1' their appearance over the range 295-388 K and subsequent

disappearance at higher temPeratures so that the shape of the curves

becomes simplified. The following are the changes observed at elevated

temperatures:

348 K: (i) A distinct inflexion desigrnated Eo, aPpears prior Lo

EA2 *d probably represents an enhancement of an

initial process which cErn Proceed for a longer time

atthehighertemperaturebeforeinhibitiontakes
place. In addition, the potential nrinimum at EOt
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evident at ?95 l:- is i:ot so apparent at elevated

temperatures.
(ii) A series of arrests aFpear after Eor. These consist

of one main arrest and several secondary ones.

(iii) E^, is preceded by a large peak whereas the peak
UJ

acconpanyinS Ea, is reduced.

388 K: (i) The region following the initial arrest*, EA3 is
reduced to a small peak.

(ii) The peak preceding Ea, disanPears but a brief arrest
now occurs in this region of potential.

(fii) An inflexion, Ean appears after Ear. This feature

is, in fact, present at 348 K but only for low current

densities.

428 K: Although no further arrests appear, Lhe effect of
tenperature is apparent:

(i) The potential-time curve extribits a relatively slow

rate of shift of potentiaL between Eo, *d Ea3

compared with the lower temperatures.

Gi) The brief arrest and inflexion before and after ECa'

respectively, which appeared at 388 K on the cathodic

sweep, now disappear.

478 K: As was the case in the previous techniques' aPpreciable

changes in the polarisation behaviour of silver occur

at thLs temperature.
(f) The npst siginiflcant feature is the sirnple form of

the potential/tirne curve. Only one anodic and one

* In this chapter, it wil-I be assumed that the initiaL arrest is EOa at all
tenrperatures. However, as the ternperature is increased' one of the arrests

in the EA3* grouP at 348 K rnay develop to become the main arrest at 388 and

428 K. A sinr-ilar possibility was suggested for the peaks,A3 and e3r' in the

cyclic voltammograms (section 5.2.3) and this will be discussed further in

section 9.2.4. However, the situation regarding EO, and EOr. will not

affect the comments made in this chapter.
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cathodl"c arrest carr be clistingutstred andt the
potenti,als of these arrests are aptrtrorcihately

the same,

(if) PartLeularly slnptrasised at this teryeraturo i.s the

slow rate of, eihanger nsted at 428 K,, f,ollowing the

Lnl'btal arrest,.
(iii) The potential adljusts to a fLnal steady-state region

whLdh appears to corrcspond to orcygen errol,ution since

on r.eversal of, tlre eurrent, the potential rnvea

dlrectly to an arrest ln the regiolr arssociated with

' ucz'
(tv) cYeliflg of, the aurrertt caugedl J.arge,r shifts ln

tlre arrest poteratials ttran at lower temperatures.

lEhe Sntentl.al arrests cantinued to shift after
fl.ve qycles - the maximum number required to
aalrieve superirnposable arrests wLth respect to
potential' at lor*er tenqreratures. Eowever, this
effect, as at lower te4pelra€ute6, was less lnarlted

colqtaned with the ,clrclic voltaturetry.

7.,3 ABREST PC'$EI'ITI$I,S

7.3.tr Introduction

As 4iscqseed iu geetion 5,3.1f the lrqterrtial at whlctr a transition
Lq observed extrreri.rnentall,y wLll contain not only an actiVation overp-otentLal

eontribution but, very trlkeJ.y also siqnificant contributions due to, for

examlrle, nass trarlstrnrt? f,ilur resistance. Nevertbelessr the poss.fbil-ity

of a teaetion trray be derc-nstrated witb respect to inequalitLes 5.14

andl 5.16:
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"it Er'rii

S'-. > E'. atrodicdlss 'l', ctlss

uli"" ' Er,dis" cathoiLic

where El and El are the corrected potentlals* for conjugate oxidation,/
AU

reduction arrests, respectively, E, is the equilibrium potential for the

corresponding reaction, ..d Eii", is the corrected arrest potential for
a dissolution process with equilibrium potentitl ET,di"". By this
means, the charge transfer processes occurring at the predetermined rate
(current) can, in many cases, be identified.

7.3.2 Assignment of Arrests

Previous workers 124'25'59) have estabi-ished the electrode
processes in reLation to the gal-vanostatic oxidation and reduction

curves at room temperature. The two arrests, EA2 and Ea, I are

attrLbuted to the formation and reduction of Ag2O, respectively. It is
generally accepted that the second arrest folJ-owing ternination of AgrO

formatLon corresponds to conversion of the AgrO to A9ZOZ, and that
reduction of the AgZOZ occurs at the arrest E"r. The presence of Agro

and AgrO, tt EA2 and EO, respectively, has been confirmed by X-ray

diffraction measurements Q4) .

The potential peak preceding EO, indicates conunencement of AU.O,

formation which takes place by an electrocrystallisation process (see

section 1.2.1). The appearance of this peak is consistent with the

relatively large nucleation overpotential erchibited in potentiostatic
poLarisation studies for the formation of A9ZOZ. Siurilarly, the peak

prior to 
"a2 

is probably associated with the nucleation of Ag centres

(section L.2.I).

* The observed arrest potentials n(arrest) are corrected using equation 3.5

in the form

Et(arrest) = E(arrest) - "Af 
- 

"", 
+ 0-246 V.
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7.3.3 Effect of TemPerature

I

In Table 7.1, the corrected potential-s of each main arrest in the

potential/time curves shown in Figure 7.I (current density = 5.? rne "ri2
apparent surface area) are given wit} corresponding equilibriurn potentlals

for the temperature range studied.

Table 7.1 Comparison of Arrest Potentials with Equilibrium Potentials

PotentiaL V (SHETT)

T/K 295 348 388 428' 478

E| o.3L o.25 0.L9 0.05 ? *-A1

F: -, 0.22 0.07 -0.03 -0.15 -0.28-Aso lag

Ei,z 0.51 O. 34 O.2B 0.20 0.05 ?

F: , 0.35 0.27 0.21 0.13 0.02-AsrolAs

Eiz 0.30 o.25 o'21 0.1s 0.06

"it 0.69 0.60 0.55 0.50

0.6L 0.54 0.48 0.42 0.3L

0.56 0.49 0.48 0.43
"egzozlagzo

"is

Frorn the above table, the foJ-l-owing changes are evident with

increasing temperature :

(i) The arrest potentials move to less positive values. It
will- be observed in Figure 7.I that the shift Ln the arrest

for oxygen-evolution decreases the rarrg€ of potential over

which the charging behaviour of the electrode can be

studied, particularly at 47e K.

(ii) The potential differences, (E'2-EC2) and (EA3-ECa),both decrease.

* Since separate arrests corresPonding to Eo, and Eo, could not be

distinguished, the assignrment of the arrest potential is uncertain'
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The arrest potentials at'i1 eqrriliblium potentials satisfy

inequalities 5.14 and 5.16 within the lirnits of experimcntal uncertainty
(section 7.3.3) and the precision estimated for the corrections due to
the thermal junction potential (section 3.5.2). This consistency shows

that the reactions proposed to account for the galvanostatic behaviour

at room temperature are also applicable at elevated, temperatures.

The potentials at which arrests occur in the qalvanostatic curves

generally lie in similar regions to the potentials at which peaks occur

in the cyclic voltammograms. The responses of the arrests and peaks

to varying temperature suggest that the two e>rperimental techniques respond

to the same electrochemical processes at the metal surface. In particuJ.ar,

it was found in the charging sturiies at 348 K that the change in the EO,

region (see section 7.2.2) is consistent with the change in behaviour

exhilciteil by the cycJ-ic voltammograms in the potential region corresponding

to the formation of Ag^O^ at this temPerature.-z z

7.3.4 Reproducibility and Uncertainties

The uncertainty in the arrest potentials in any particular run vtas

t5 mV at temperatures up to 428 K. At 478 K, the potentiaL continued to

shift to some extent on cycling so ttrat the,potential could only be

estimated to within 120 mV. Such shifts were observed in cyclic voltarnmetry

and were thought to be associated with roughening of the electrode surface

(section 5.6.5). For this reason, the potential sweep under galvanostatic

conditions was also cycled only twice at this temperature.

As in the previous technigues, the meas'drements were less

reproducible at higher tenperatures. Over the range 295-388 K, the

potential \^ras reproducible to within !10 mV which increased to Il5 and

t25 mV at 428 and 4?8 K, respectively. However, the lack of reproducibility

of the arrest potentials at 4?8 K after two cycles was noticeably less

than that for the cyelic voltamnetry study (see section 5.3.3).

7.4 CHARGE CoNSIDBRATIoNS

At all temperatures, it was observed that the charge consurned,

during the arrests increased on cycling which is in accorclance with

the behaviour of the peaks in cyclic voltammetry.
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The total. charge consumed on anodic polarisation during the

transition from 
"AI 

to the termination of UO3 relative to that involved

in reduction is sirn-ilar at 295 and 348 K bttt increases substantially at

higher temperatures particularly at 4?8 K (see Figure 7.21. These

changres are generally consistent with the cyclic voltammetry measurements.

The difference in charge is attributed to greater dissolqtion of both the

metal and the oxide filn at higter temperatures (see section 5.S.1);

the d.issolved species diffuse away from tire electrode surface and are

therefore largely unavailable for reduction.

It, is noticeable that the time cf the arrest, EAI and therefore

the charge passed, is greater at elevated temperatures. This is in
contrast to the situation aE 295 K when it was not possibLe to distinguish
this arrest, impJ.ying that relatively little charge was transferred during

the reaction at this ternperature. However, in a room temperature studyt

Dj.gmam et aI (59) were able to show that for particular pretreated

electrodes, the curent ef ficiency for the formation of ASro fiJ.ns at

Low current densities is less tharr I00t which was attributed to the

simultaneous dissolution of silver.

Figure 7.2 Dependence of Q4/ QC

Ug

d

T/K

on temperoture
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7.5 DISCUSSION

7.5.1 General Behaviour at Ele'rated Temperatures

The dissoLution of silver is shown to become appreciable by the

distinct arrest for this process which appears at elevated tenperatures.

It Ls evident ttrat this process can take place for a lcnger time at
higher temperatures before inhibition due to precipitation of AS,O occurs.

The lack of hindrance in the early stages of silver dissolution is no doubt a

result of an increased rate of diffusion of AgO-. and the higher solr.:biJ.ity

of AV'O. The charge difference between anodic and cathodic charging

confirms the formation of a soluble species during oxidation. On

inhilcition, the potential shifts to rnore positive values due to the

i.:lcreasing current density as the surface area for dissolution decreases.

7.5.2 Specific Behaviour at El-evated Temperatures

348 K: The series of arrests in the Eo, region is the most

significant change at this temperature. By conqrarison with the charging

curves at 295 K, the initial plateau is assumed to c-orrespond to formation

of AgrO, by an electroerllstallisation process (see section 7.3.2).

The remaining arrests are probably associated with the conversion to

(secondarV) aSrO, also, but possibly under different kinetic conLrol which

is effective at a different overpotential.
Althoughitisunlike)-ythatthelargepeakpriortoE.'

corresponds to a large nucleation overpotential because

(i) agzoz is considered to be a mixed oxide Ag(I)Ag(III)02
' and hence already contains AS(I) centres,

(ii) at elevated temperatures, the nucleation overpotentials for

the forrnation of ogZOZ and the reduction of A9rO, are both

lowered'

this possibility should not be entirely discounted. Indeed,this peak may

correspond to reduction of the secondary A}ZAZ which uright trave different

resistive characteristics so that when i-t is reduced, the primarY AgZOZ

J-ayer then becomes available for reduction at the higher potential'

Ttlaketal(182)showedthatasirn.ilarsituatiorrexistsfortherpre
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ohmically -resistive AgrO formed in potentiodlmandc experiments at room

temperature. Impeclarrce riieasurements obtained in this region by these workers

indicated a "more nearly stoichiometrj.c, less c-onducting, surface region in

the AgrO film which, when reduced, reveals a rnateriat of different capaci-

tative and ohnric properties."

388 K: The charg.ing curve is consistent with the cyclic vol-tanunograns

at this temperature in that the double peak observed in the latter at 348 K

has novr disappeared. The small peak, Eor,, , rernaining at the end of Eoa

is unlikely to represent conversion of AgrO2 to Ag2O, since this process

is obscured at room temperature by oxygen e'lolution and only becomes

resolvable at low temperatures. Presumably EA3, represents some adilitional'

formation of the AgZOZ and the brief arrest, 8g3,, , rnight then be attributed

to the corresponding reduction reaction.
The aresa, 

"C4 
following E", lrobably corresponds to the small

peak observed between C3 and C2 in the cyclic voltarnrnograms, and sirnilarly
is associated with the red,uctive dissolution of. AgrOr, not yet reduced at

"ca ,to Ago (section 5.6.4).

428 Rz Although the arresa, Ea3' , is not evident at 428 K' its
disappearance may be explalned possibJ-y by the

(i) smaller amount of charge passed during oxidation at EO3r, r

(ii) increased solubility of the oxides which allows the removal

of the add.itional layer before reduction can occur to any

extent.
The high soh$ility of the oxides probably accounts for the rnore

gradual transition from AgrO formation to OgZOZ formation since an increased

rate of dissolution would cause the lirniting fifun thickness to be achieved

rpre slowly and hence, the potential adjusts itself accordingly to the

Iower rate of inhibition.

478

temperature
(i)

K: The simple form of the potential/time curve at this

is probably associated wiLh two factors:
The rate of filn thickening is reduced to such an extent

that the current can be maintained by Agro formation and

ilissolution over a now decreasecl potential range following

the initial arrest. The decreased range is the result of



(ii) the lowerec overpoten-tial. for o:4,-Ecn evolution, thereby

preventing the formation of A9rOr. It would be expected

that any AgZOZ formed on anodic cxiclation would be srrb-

sequently reduced causing an i-nflexion, even if brief,
on the cathodic svreep. However. it .is cl.ear that no

such inflexi.on occurs.
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CHAPTER 8 A.C. MFEDAI'ICI

8.I INTRODUqIION

8.1.1 Electrode Impedance

The overalL reaction at an electrode is generally composed of a

series of partial reactions at least one of which must involve charge

transfer across the electrical dor:ble layer. Others nay include transport

of reactants or products by diffusion, and crystallisation at the electrode

surface. A chemical reaction, the rate constant of which is, by rlefinitiotr'
independent of potenbial, may aLso be involved. Any step in the overalL

reaction rnay be hindered or impeded, and hence ev,hibit a slow response to

an appJ.ied potential. This hindrance gives rise to an overpotential for
a particular rate (current) r the rnagnitude and tlpe of whj-ch is governed

by the slowest partial reaction.
A.C. impedance methods, in many cases, pern"it the deterrnination of

kinetic parameters in electrochemical processes. In order to evaluate

these parameters, it is conunon to examine them in terms of the components

of a circuit (94) which is equivalent to the impedance of the eJ.ectrode,/

elect:rolyte system obtained e><perimentally. Hence,a model of an

eguivalent-circuit tlpe must be advanced.

8.1.2 Equivalent Circuits

The overall electrode impedance (94r188) is commonJ.y represented

by an equivalent circuit of the form shown in Figure 8.J-.

cot

Figure 8.1 @neralized, Equivalent Circuit for Electrode Impedance
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The impedance of the basic equivalent circuit consists of R"o , the

solution resistance,and CU, ,the dorrble J,ayer c:apacitance,in parallel
with the faradaic impedance, Zf. It is usual to regard the electrotyte
resistance as ohrnic since the freguency dispersicn of this impedance is
sigrnificant only for frequencies above ! MHz* - nuch greater than the

frequencies employed in charge transfer studies in aqueous systems.

The other component, CdI is associated with the eLectrical doubl.e

layer of charge at the electrode/electrolyte interface and appears as

a result of a change in the excess charge of the double layer caused

by a voltage change.

8.2 AN EQUTVALENT CrRCUrr FOR METAT, DrSSOLtlrrON

8.2.1 Introduction

GeneraLly, in an impedance analysis an equivaLent circuit which has

the same form of impedance l-ocus in the complex plane as that obtained

e:rperinentalLy, is proposed, Known equivalent circuits and the corresponding

J.oci generated in the complex plane, in many cases, by computer simulation
(4,6,, are derived from the theoretical e:q>ression for the impedance of an

electrode under particuJ-ar conditions. Comparison of the experimentaL

locus with the theoretical shape often (8) enables the inpedance data

to be fitted to the equivalent circuit. However, a subseguent analysis

of the freguenry-dependent data is required to test whether the proposed

equivalent circuit is adequate.

8.2.2 Inpedance Components for the Randles Equivalent Circuit

The impedance of an electrode r.:ndergoing clissolution is generalLy

considered to be equivalent (for example, 7) to the simple Randles circuit
shovm in Figure 8.2.

* Debye-Falkenhagen Effect (50r76): The increase in conductance of an

electrolytic solution produced by alternating currents of sufficiently
high frequencies over that, observed with low freguencies or with

direct current.
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Figure 8.2 Randles Equivalent Circuit

The faraiLaic impedance

zf =,#,h

R. is
€E

Passage

related

for this equival-ent circul-t is exSrressed by

*--L I t * I ll'il'* L*F'AtJl

the

ot
to

-*,q,f I I r * t ll-lt6rf :--l r.,- + fl
I nr(2o) ' 

L rooo' .*%' 
JJ

charge transfer resistance representing the hindrance

charge across the electrode/eLectrolyte interface and

the exchange current density io, by

Z*r the Warburg impedance (I94), corresponds to pure dJ.ffusion control
and is freguency-dependent according to equation 8.3.

Zw = or-t - jor-L (8.3)

If, at the. interface, cor the concentration of the oxidised species is
nuch greater than c*r the concentratlon of the red.uced species, then the

!{arburg coefficientro, is given by

R =g--'ct nFto

", = 
---S--

- 
n2r?tzo)Lco

(8.1)

to the

is

(8.2)

cur

(8.4)
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Ehe tqreclartce Loeus for thLs equivalent ci:cquit (116) has tlte
fortu stlowU in t'Lgure 8.3 and lnvolves the followlng couibinatLon:

(fl a semi=ci.rele at high frequencies arising fro[n charge

trangfer. llhie serol*cLrcle, gentred on t!,re real axis,
has a radLrrs gex/? and a high frequenry i.ntenaePt, Rso.

(if, a llne of slope 45o at low frequensLes dlre to the Warbrug

L4pedance,

gr':(CAf Rct)a

k)..rso -'jo.zqlt
+Rct

I'Lgure 8.3 Degrcndeaee o.f l( on B u5ren qarlatierr of freguency' for a

quagi.-revers ilibtre reactiqn,

8.2.3 Snalysis by Adnrittance Cornponents

llhe eoneept of interr,ction betreen ttte f;aradal,c and non-faradaic

cougnnents of, the electrode l,rpedance was deveLoped ctrearly l,n work by

.LloPi.s Ft' aI (12-51 r The cletefninalEi.on of Uie double layer capacityr, Cif

/,

I
I

I
I
r
I
I

t Cn = C*,y'A* .
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by extrapolation to infinite frequency htas shown by these workers to
be unrel.iabler* and it was found that the Randles circuit diil not adequately
represent their data even if aII the parameters of the circuit were

adjustable. This methoct,therefore,is not used in the present work,

SLnce the irrpedalice components of the RattdLes equivalent circuit
for the electrode itself are in parallel, it is more convenient to
consider the adrnittur,..*Lrrd data obtained in this study are treated by

the method proposed by Sluyters et aI (172,L83). Such a technique has

the advantage that Cf,, naV be conveniently obtained as the slope of an

appropriate adnittance plot (see section 8.3.4). The solution resistance
is obtained as the high frequency intercept of the impedance spectn:rn
pJ.otted in the complex plane.f The electrod,e impedance Z I , is determined

as

Z.=Z-&-^=Rr-jX,
so

(8. s)

The real and imaginary conponents of the adrnittance,are calculated using

the following er<pressions:

and the frequency dependence of the components, At and Br, is then

investigated. If the RandLes equivalent circuit is adequate to represent

the electrode impedance, then the real component, A", is given by (L72,

Ar = Rr/1R,2+ 1'21

Bf = Xr/(gr2+ X'2)

(8.6)

(8.7)

directly from measurements at
impedance is pureLy capacitative.

L-
A,',- A,,A" = +t#] (8'8)

where A^ is the area of the electrod,e and p is the irreversibiJ-ity
e

coefficient defined by

* This nethod has the disadvantage that the result depends very much

the measurenents at high frequencies where the error due to the

**

+

inaccuracv of R is larqe.so-t
The adrnittance is defined as y = i.
Alternatively, R"o could be obtai"ned

other potentials where the electrode
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-Lp = foi/oro 
1

\Tf A"/1x' is independent of frequency,

systern behaves reversibly (p=0) with
The imaginary componentrB", is

then it may be assumed

A"y'ot = !/2o-
glven by lL72l

t#J+ucaP

(8. e)

that the

B,, = B,/Aa (8,10)

Ilence, the apparent dotrble layer capacity can be calculated from

a.p= [B'- t"/(L+p)]/u (8.11)

If C__ is for:nd to be frequency independent but at some potential.s differs
aP

from the val,ue of Cja for the supporting electrolyte, it can be inferred

that weak reactant adsorptlon is present (183). on'the other hand, if
L

O"/ti'increases with frequency, then it is probable that strong reastant

adsorption is present.

8,3 DETERMINATTON OF Al{ E9UTVALENT CrRCUrr FOR STLVER

DTSSOLUTION AT 295 K

8.3.1 Comparison with Oata

Bhe irnpedance coqponents, R and X, at a potential of 0.12 V (SCE)

are plotted in the complex plane in Figure 8.4a.* At 295 K' this potential-

lLes in the active region of the steady-state polarisation curve

(figure 6.3). At high frequencies, X tends to zero, the liniting value

of R being equal ao *"o. Ilowever, no definite sernicircLe is evident and

the low freguency line has a stope of 54o. The tack of a distinct semi-

circle can be explained if Rct is very snrall (see Figure 8.3) but

* The numbers shown at various points are the corresponding frequenciesr fr
in llz.

t
=o) o
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the angle of 54o is clearly ntuch greater than the e>rpected, value of 45o.

Fol-Iowing removal of *"o from the impedance, the real and

inaginary components of the admittance were calcuLated. If the system

is reversible, A'/w\ should be independent of frequency* and equal to A./2o.
It was forrnd that plots of A' ,on ,L were linear over the frequency range

shown in Figure 8.4a from which it can be inferred that over this range

at least, p=0, and the reaction is therefore reversible. However, at
high frequencies, the slope of the A)/oll plot was observed to lncrease,

and furtherrrnre, Cup was fourrd to be frequency dependent. Hence, it
rnust be concluded that the simple Randles circuit does not adeguately

represent the eLectrode impedance.

8.3.2 Origin of the Observed Behaviour

The frequency dependence of aup has been observed by previous

workers (B8rt82) and was attributed to roughness and/or porosity of the

electrode surface. Indeed, high real/apparent area factors, r, have

been detern-ined (182) from double layer capacitance measurements derived

from curents passing in the double layer region in potential- sweep studies.

For exalple, in a 1l't KOH solution, r was found to be 26 assuming a true

doubLe-layer capacity of 40 yF .*-2 fot positive surface charge.

Sr:rface roughness is not the onJ-y cause of frequency dependence

of electrode impedance. Certain adsorption phenomena (I40), even in the

absence of reducible and oxidizable species nny cause such effects.
Whereas weak reactant adsorption does not give rise to a frequency

dependent C"nr strong reactant adsorytion for vrhich also A",/toL ir,.t..""",
does give rLse to a frequency-dependent C"n.

It is more likely that surface roughness is restrronsible for the

observed behaviour sincer in the,present work, it is shown that there is
(i) an increase in A'/ua only at high frequencies

(ii) agreement between the e:rperimental and predicted frequency

dependence for the apparent electrode impedance assuming

surface roughness.

ar- t- to use At rather than A" (= i-) .
A

e
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e,3.3 Impedance due to Surface Roughness

Hence, the apparent irnpedance due to surface roughness must be

taken into account in the pa:alle1 equivalent circuit. De Levie (55)

has treated the effects of surface roughness on the doubl-e J"ayer

capaciLance using a nrodel of grooves as a representation of a surface

which had been mechanicalJ-y polished and is left with a large nrrniber of
fine, nearly parallei. scratches.

Two simplifying assumptions were made in the theoretical treatment
(i) the grooves have virtualLy infinite Length

(ii) each half-groove may be described as a tapered transmission

line, that is, a transmission Line with longituclinal and

transversal impeilance, per unit length, which varies with x.

Using this ncdel, he derived the components of the apparent

electrode adrnittance, and impedance, arising onJ-y from the geometry of the

surface, that is, in the absence of charge transfer processes.

The frequency dependence of these conponents is dete::urined by a

parameter, z, which is given bY

z=2 (8.12)

where or is the angular frequencyr r is the double-layer capacitance Per

r:nit true area and 28 is the groove angle. If the only variable is 6r

then for z >>2 (high 6) *, the apparent paral3.el capacity, Cap, due to

surface roughness is found to be proportional to JT. E:rperimental

evidence (57) confirms the freguency dependence of a.n predicted by

de Levie. In the same frequency region, it was also predicted that Run

wour.d vary linearry with r-L (*.". Gites e! at (88) apparently

(incorrectly) quote the dependence "" ,-t), However, e:qperinentally

R-- is forurd to be proportional to ar-I. It was proposed (88) that Run
ap

is proportional to ul-t where I < n < 2 and in fact, log log plots of Rn

and o for I N and 7 N KOH solutions were founil (182) to be linear with

n between 0.9 and 1.4 depending on the history of the electrode.

* For z << 2 (that is, at lower freguenciss), Cap tends to

vaLue. Hence as apparently considered by other workers

it is not stated, the behaviour of a"o is accounted for
frequency dependencs for z >> 2.

a constant
(88), although

by the
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8.3.4 Proposed Equivalent Circuit

GiLes et al (88) separated out the freguency dependent component

of the apparent capacity from cf,r, the true doubLe layer capacity, which

is assumed initially to be potential independent at the potentials of
dissoLution, according to

Hence

za
admittance

extended to

.p=cll+g"t-L

- =++ jtoc^*a%paP

= btron + jg,,tL

Rct

(8. 13)

(8. 14)

where b" and g" are surface roughness coefficients. The capacity components

are considered in paralleJ- since the rernainder of the equivalent cLrcuit
is parallel to Cun,

lltre treatnent proposed by Giles et aI is equivalent to the

circuit shown in Figure 8.5 and this circuit will be used in the present

work to represent the iupedance of a silver electrode undergoing

dissolution.

col

zv1

Figlre 8.5 Equivalent circuit representing the impedance of

the siLver electrode in the active fegion.

is the apparent impedance due to roughness effects and the

components given by equation 8.8 and 8.lO can be conveniently

aLlow for such effects. The overall e:<pression for the
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adrdttance is sinplified if Ret can be neglected. This approxination

is justified by:
(i) An estimate of 0.06 O "*2 fot R^* bY previous workers (88).

'Ihis value corresponds to a very high exchtrnge current
density (greater than I e "*-2) 

for the dissolution process

mpJ.ying tirat this reaction is reversible.
(ii) The cLose agreement of the potential--dependence of co t$f

with 60 mV which has been demonstrated in previous

work (88).

(iii) The corrstant slope of the A'/,j plot over the frequency

range (see section 8.3.1).
The overall admittance is then given by

yf,= (L+)l.n\/zo + b"urD * jg"tl + jorcdl (8.f5)

for which the real and irnaginary components of the admittance, A" and

Brr, respectively, are

A"=u\/zo+b"ron

8,,=u\/2o+urclr+g*rl

(8.16)

(8. 17)

' There are two limiting cases for A"; at high frequenciesr the slope wLLI

be proportional to ron and at lower freguencies, to,rtt. Such a plot of A"
L

against o= exhibits a lLnear region at low freguencies with slope U2o.

It Ls evident from equation 8.16 that the effect of surface roughness

is to increase the real conponent of the diffusion adnuittance at high

frequencies causing the devLation from Warburg behaviour.

DLvision of equation 8.1? by url yields

BrIL
-i-= -+ 

g,'+ r- 
"Uf 

(8.18)
,t 20 dr

Hence, a plot of B"o-L rr".L will be a Line of sJ.ope c"* and
Iintercept (* * n") .
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8.3.5 TestLng of MoCel

The impedance data at 0.I2 V was re-exarnil"ted in terms of the model

represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8.5. fn order to

demonstrate that the proposed equivaLent circuit is adequate, tbe frequenclr
-\dependence of Ar and Brtrt'is investigiated. If the model holds, A'is

still expected to be proportional to t-t bot Cdl *y now be determined

from the slope of a linear Brr-t rr" ort plot, while the intercept gives

the roughness coefficient*, g, after subtraction of A"/2o. Plots of the

e:<perimentaL data (Figures 8.4b and 8.4c) are found to be consistent

with the relations predicted on the basis of the proposed equivalent

circuit model. Hence, use of the equivalent circuit in Pigure 8,5 is
justified and the impedance data may be converted into the parameters, o

and Cf,r, given in Table 8.1. From the value of o ' co, the equilibriun
concentration of A9O , may be obtained using equation 8.4 with the

diffusion coefficient** of Ago , Do = $x1g-6 .t2 "-1 
(295 K).

The vaLue of co at O.I2 v and 295 K, 1.410.2x10-4 mol dm-3, is in
reasonable agreement with other values at room tenperature obtained from

previous impedance rneasurements (0.:xto-S mol drn-3 (88)+) and from

solubility data for egrott(1.g7*to-4 *oI tu-3, see secti on 2.5.4) .

The double-layer capacity at 0.12 V and 295 K, 59t8 pf "*-2 i" consistent

with the value of 27t3 pF 
"m-2 

obtained by Giles et al (88) from impedance

measurements using electropolished, single-crystal electrodes. The

present value is less than those obtained from overpotential-time
transients (85t20 pF cm-2 (34) ) and differential capacitance measurements

-)(7Ot2O yF cm - Q7)1. Since the electrodes used by Giles et aI were

shown to have very smooth surfaces, the higher values of Cf,t in these

studies and the present work are probably associated with a greater

degree of surface roughness.

It is worth noting that for the equivaLent circuit shown in
Figure 8.5, that is, in a situation where surface roughening is present,

g = gttA
e

The diffusion coefficient obtained at 298 K by Miller (14L) '
-Ar-18.6xlO-" cmo s'was used to determine values of Do over the temperature

range 295-478 K which will be discussed in section 8.7.2.
Read from co,/E pl.ots for which the c- values were calculated using

E)-IoD = lx10-r cm- so

**

11 The value of co may be compared with AgrO solubility data since it has been

shown (see section 1.2.f) that a monolayer of Agro is formed at '090 V ('scE)

and the Ago- ions sirould be in equilibriurn with isro at Bngzolos(='098 v) '
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the phase angle, Q, is not 45o as expected for a

Fron equations 8.16 and B.J-? r at low frequencies

Ls expected

Warburg impedance,

where Warburg behaviour

= J_ * 2og"

(8. re)

(e.20)

the roughness coefficient, 9", is of the order of 103 pr cm-2

of the order of L02 Q "*2 "-L. Using these values, the phase

for:nd to be typicall-1' 5ot5o which agrees with the e:rperinental

S within the uncerta.inty stated-

ranQ=i;=#

-\
At 295 K,

and o is
angle is
value of

e.4 DETERI4TNATION OF THE EQUMI;ENI CIRCUTT FOR FILM TORMATION

AT 295 K

8.4.1 Proposed Equivalent Circuit

The frequenry dJ-spersion of the impedance of the silver electrode

was examined over a range of poientials extending from the region of

clissolution through film forrnation to regions where phase changes in the

oxide film occur. Hence, it is only to be expected that modifieations

to the initial equivalent circuit (Figure 8.5) must be made.

The locus shown in Figure 8.6 for 0.3 v is tlpical of the changes

which take place as the potential is increased anodical-ly from O'12 Yi

the locus is observed to bend off at lower frequencies and at 0.2 V

particularly, decreases towards low values of X.

This form of locus might be regarded as ty5rical of that derived

(4) for an active-to-passive transition in which the modeL considered

involves the progressive inhibition of the dissolution reaction

by adsorbed species at the metal surface. This model woulcl be erpected

to fit those cases of passivation of metal-s for which the steady-state

current,/voltage curve is bell-shaped. fhis is in contrast to the shape

of the curve shown in Figr:re 6.3. Furthermcre,the impedance loci for

the film formation region of silver exhibit the folLowing featEres:
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(i) a high frequency warburg region sitnilar to that at O.I2 V.

(ii) a linear 3.ow-frequency region at higher temperatures.

It will. be shown that such behaviour may be interpreted in terms

of a rrcdified Randles circuit as proposed by Armstrong and Ednondson (7).

Essentially, provision is made for the interaction of the a.c. diffusion
Iayer with the Nernstian layer and if necessary, the inclusion of an

additl-onal Warburg impedance to account for diffusion of species in the

fiJ-m present on the eLectrode surface.

in solution (Warburg coefficient, o.)

coefficient, oF) such that

(8. 2r)

(8.23)Rct

=os
fr="T

oJ ls
trl is

Iarge, f (r^r)-r I, and hence o,
small f (o) + real- part onIY'

*oF
oF.

This form of analysis was tested by these workers for the active and

passive regions. Using experimentally-obtained values of the components

in the Randles equivalent circuit for the cd/KoH system and the

theoretical- e:<pressions for o, and ZU*, the impedance spectra in the

The total diffusion impedarrce (Warburg coefficient, or) is
considered to consist of diffusion
and diffusion in the film (!{arburg

o* = o" f (trr) * oF

Eof=

Two Limiting cases

(1) when

(21 when

The fiurction, f (r,l), al-lows for interaction between the a.c. diffusion
layer and the Nernst diffusion layer as they become comparable at lower

frequencies and consequently cause a deviation frcm the normal behaviour

of the Warburg impedance,

f (t^r) = tanh I o(j./no)L ] (8. 22)

where 6 is the Nernstian diffusion layer thickness and Do is the diffusion

coefficient of the AgO- ion. The faradaic impedance is therefore given

by

+ (r-j ) (o"/rt) , (r) * tr-j ) orltot

may be considered for equation 8.21

* ZU is given by the second term in equation 8.23-
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complex plane were generated by computer sirnulation. Comparison of
simulated and experimental spectra showe<l qualitative agreement, thus

justifying the analysis used.

It wiII be assumed here that R"a is negligibLe. The exchange

current density for the formation of Agro is qiven as 2.8 rnl cm-2 (34),

so that Rct = 4.6 O cm2. This value of R.a is smal1 compared with the

real- component of the Warburg impedance over rost of the freguenry range

shown and hence, the assumption is reasonable. The equivalent circuit
used in the dissolution region can then be used as a mode1, with a

rnodified Z*r for the el-ectrode impedance for film formation at these

potentials.

8.4.2 Comparison with Data

If the equivalent circuit proposed by Amstrong and Edrpndson is
adequate, a subsequent analysis of the frequency dependence of the conpot:ents

of the adnuittance should demonstrate that two regions of linearity are

present. Two such regions are in fact found to be quite distinct in the
L

Ar/u= plot at 295 K and 0.3 V* (figure 8.6b) anrJ particularly at 348 and

388 K (see Figure 8.9b). From these plotsr oT was determined from the

Vlarburg slope at high frequencies and o" from the Warburg slope at lovr

frequencies. Hencerwhere possibler o" cdn be obtained using on = oT - 6F'

Having found os, the equilibriun concentration, cor of dissolving silver
species may be calculated from equation 8.4 (see Table 8.1).

Assuming that the Warburg coefficient for diffusion in the filn
is given by an equation of the form (7);

(8.241

* At 295 K, the duration of the steady-state d.c. current at 0.3 V was

Lirnited. Over different runs, the lowest frequency which coufd be

attained was g Hz before the cl.c. current exhibitecl severe fluetuations'

The most likely er<planation for this behaviour which was evident only

at the temperature and this potential, is a cracking of the thick oxice

multi!.ayer. As a result, the low frequency Warburg region is rather

uncertain and hence,this value of o" is subject to a largte error'

oE = r*t/2Ln2u'ort 
",
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it is possible to obtain a valuc of coD,-ltr.r
in the film. The difficulty uow is that
is not known and therefore, c" cantrot be

However, the steady-state cur-rent in the

is given by (71,

reial-ing to the rnobile species

the diffusion coefficient, DF,

deter:mined by this metirod aione.
film under potentiostatic conLrol

i=" = nF Du Acr/x (8.2s)

where x is the film thickness and Ac" is the difference in concentration

of the rnobile species between the metal-film interface, cI, and the

film-solution interface, c2. If it is assurned firstly that silver ions

and not oxide ions are the mobile ionic species and secondly, that Lhe

following approximation is val.id:

A"r=cr-crlc, (8.26)

then the impedance and steady-state terms involving c,, and D" can be

compared. The thickness, x, was estimated from the constant current

measurements of Dignam et al (59) for the steady-state current at 0.3 V.

Tlre value of x, 3x1O-5 cmr was consistent with the observations of
Briggs et al (24) which indicate "deposits reaching a thickness of
several thousand 1000 A. " Substitution of x and in" enabled DUc, to be

evaluated, and using the value of c"Dr' obtained from the impedance

measurenentsr c" and DU could be determined. At 0.3 V' the fraction of

sites*, \, occupied by mobile species is L.6x10-5 and Du is
z.3xlo-12-"*2 "-1. This vaLue of D, is reasonabJ.y consistent with that
(axLO-l4 

".' "-1) 
obtained from the Nernst-Einstein equation (see appendix

4) for which it was assumed that eg+ are the charge carriers. However, it
shouLd be noted that AgrO is cornmonly described as an n-t1pe semiconductor

(187) and AgrO films evidentl-y exhibit such beha.'iolrt (59) which is difficult
to reconcile with the above consistency.

*.r, and therefore \r relate to the rnobiLe Ag+ ions at the AglegrO

interface.
Fraction of sites = "r 

* rJ2, where Vrn is the moLar volume of A9ro,

32.7 cm3 moI-I. V* = molecular v,reight/density. It is assumed that
(i) the bulk density of Avro, 7.L s cm-3 (203), nay be applied to the

o:ride filn,
(if) in the estimation of \ at elevated temperatures, the density of

' gSZO does not change greatly over the range 295'478 K.

Since the coefficient of volurne expansion s3 x coefficient of

Iinear expansion (-fo-a K'11, then for a 2oO K interval, the

change in densit"y : 6*.
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In order that the diffr,rsj-on layer thickness for diffusion in
the film shculd be less tharr the film thickrress, the following inequality
must hold (7):

(or/2ul\ . * (8.27)

The lower frequency lirnit of the range studiedr 0.5 Hz (o=3.t 
"-1)

would clearly lie in the low frequency Warburg region, that is, where

diffusion in the film is rate controlling. Then for o=3.I 
"-1, ahu above

inequality requires that D".5.6xIO-9 which is consistent with the value

obtained e4perimentally. This consistency iniplies that use of the rodel
invoked Lo represent the diffusional processes in the solution and in the

film is justified.

8.5 DETERMINATION OF EQUIVAIENT CIRCUIT FOR A9ro,

FORMATION AT 295 K

8.5.I Proposed Eguivalent Circuit

The irnpedance spectrum i-n the complex plane at 0.5 V (Figure B.7a)

erctribits a line at low frequencies having a slope very close to 45o.

Holrever, while the plot of A' .r" ,L (rigure 8.7b) is linear, the

corresponding plot of Brr-t .r" r,rt (Figure 8.7c) is clearly not so.

This potential lLes in the region for formation of A9rO, which has been

shown to occur by an electro-crystallisation process (see section 1.2.I).
This process must be considered as part of the overall faradaic electrode

reaction and therefore corresponds to an additional faradaic impedance

in series rvith the Warburg impedance associated with AgrO formation.

A mechanism for the lattice formation of AgZoZ proposed by

Fl-eischma.nn et al (?9)rin'rolved slow formation of the lattice by the
+reaction of Ag' ions with adsorbed OH radicals, these radicals beinq

formed from oH bv an electrochenical reaction;

OH = OH - +e (8.28)
. aqs

ag++oH"d" .I.T, Ago+H+ (8.2e)

on the basis of this mechanisrn, it may again be assumed that the

charge transfer resistance ma!' be neglected, since the charge transfer

reaction presumably occurs at a sufficiently fast rate to maintain a
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pre-equilibrlurn. From an examination of Tafel plots, CLarke et al (34)

had previously estimated io for A92oZ formation as O.O2 mA cm-2.

liowever, steady-state measurements of Tafel lines cannot be applied to

this type of electro-crystallisation process and furthermore , it is

likely that for a significant potential range of these pJ-ots, further
fornation of Agro is the main faradaic process.

It is proposed therefore,that the following equivalent circuit
may be used to represent the electrode impedance for rate control by

diffusion and crystaLlisationl

car

ze1

Figure 8.8 Equivalent circuit representing the inpedance of

the sLlver electrode during formation of AgrOr'

where Z- Ls the eLectro-crystaLlisation impedance.
c

l-mpeitance of the series colq)onents, ZW and Z"* is
The faradaic

given by (84'188)

zf=zw*2"

* The expression for the irnpedance, 2.., was considered for the case

of crystallisation on a metallic lattice, that is, metal deposition'

It is possible that an analogous e:rpression for electro-crystallisation
on an oxide film would apply and involve a siruilag frequency dependence'

The results of Takehara et a1 (180) in fact, appear to indicate this

to be the case.
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= (r-Jlolrol + (ekc - 'jek"o) /lxrz + 0t2l (8.301

,2-
where e = tr$,/n-F-Gk"r k" being the rate eonstart f,or crystalllsation
and E, the concentration of adsor.bed epecies. Rate i:ontroL'in the

cqrstatrll,satLon proceas i.s assuned to be due to incorporation of the

adsof,beil specl-es fornecl i.n the cha'rge transfer steg, oHrd", Lnto an

sxldle s-tructtrre.

Cr1's:talli.Eation rate control nay be present (188) when the values

of, R, and 1rl,6.c, ln tlre Blote versus *-L dr not show a lLnear relatl,onshitrr

f,or verlr high freqteencJ.es where the corqnnents of the d,lffr:slon Lrpedance

becorne relativellr snall aq8 assrming rouEhness effects are absent. Hencer

ttre ease . t, k" wiII be conslderedl slnce it ls ttren that the presence'

of a ciystal,lisation irpedance nay be indicated anil possi.bly idrentified..

Equation 8.30 then sirplifies to

zf, = 1t-J) o/,i + [ek"2-jeo t<"1/w2

ek^2 6 5k^
= ,F-.i,- j(+*r,)

I rlr2 to,o2+eko2rh) -J tor2-"kr,o3l2)

"r=:+=

l,or :to ,r ltc high ffequencies.) , only tersrs cont'aining, t4 ut ' retained ln

the dleaoni.nator. Hence the rettl cotqonent, Ef, ls given by'

oa9/2 * "k 
216/2

c

(8.3u

(8.321

(8.33)

(8,34)

af=
zo214

a,lrd tbe overall real conponent of the adrnj.ttance of the equivaleut

cLreuit (E'ieure 8.8)

L er2
A"=#.*+brurn

which can be rewrj.tten
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rfr ., Ek^z

-= r --n-
' 2oua zo"u

imaginary component,Brr is given by

9/2 4OU, + eKCU)

^24zo u)

bt'ojt-r (8" 3s)

(8.36)

(8. 37)

(8.38)

(8.3e)

SimiJ.arly, the

or as

Br

and the overall inaginary component is

B'

,\

,,,=*.=*g,,rot*r"ir
-v 2o-

which can be rewritten

,EKqc
s,' * ro'clir * fi2o-u

I-2a

nt1t
?= (** s")/u

ek.;a* cir

8.5.2 Comparison with Data at 0.5 V

Equations 8.35 and 8.39 e>rhibit the same form of frequenry

dependence as the faradaic series components of the impedance (eguation

B.3I) in the absence of surface roughness effects. Since the dependence

-1 'I) and R-, and I -t -1 ot frequency areof A"s1 
* (for n=I) and n* and B"o - and (olcr)

similar, it is expected that the a&nittance collponents as a function

of ,-t wil-l exhijcit similar behaviour.

The superposition of diffusion and crystal-lisation reaction rate

control results in characteristic behaviour of the impedance co{q)onents

which have been represented diagrammatically by Vetter (fee). In this

work, the high frequency region of A rrr-1 (= A" o"r-tl t= ,-! plots is

e:<pected to be influenced by the roughness t*tt ,t-1. This is indeed

the case (rigure B.7c) and thereforera comparison of the form of this

plot witb that predicted by Vetter is not likeLy to be useful'
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Notwithstand5-ng thc effect of surface rougturess' the curve of the

capacitative component (urcr)..I, as represented by Vetter, is similar irr
-1 -Lshape to the B'ol *r/rrr 'plot in Figure 8.7d. The sirnilarity in the curves

provides justification for applying the expression for the crystallisation
impedance to the Present case-

The real component, A', is linearly dependent on ui (nigure 8.7b),

the slope of the plot being Ae/2o. Since it is more desirable Lo obtain CU,

as a slope rather than by extrapolation to high frequencies (see

section 8.2.3), it is determined from plots of Brt-\ t" ,\ (rigure 8.7c)

which as might be e4pected, are linear only at high frequencies. At low

frequencies, the crystallisation component becortes effective and B'or-l

as predicted, is proportional to to-L (Figure 8.7f) and hence ek-/2wz
)-

can be deterruineil. The parameters, Cif, u and ek"/2o- with subsequent

values of co ana i (in this case, I is ttre surface concentration of
adsorbed OHads species in the equilibriun state) are given in Table 8.1.

These values are discussed in section 8.7-

8.6 EFTECT OF IEMPERATURE

8.6.1 General Changes

The impedance spectrum in the conpl.ex plane is rodified as the

temperature increases. The two basic changes which take place nay be

sununarised as:
(i) The appearance, at l-ower potentials, of a locus in which the

imaginary component decreases at low freguencies'

(ii) The appear;rnce of the low frequency Warburg region, as

' shown in the l'/r\ plots, in the conrplex plane at potentials

in the passive region. These changes in the loci are obviously

dependent on the position of the particular potential in the

active-passive regions of the current/potential (iss/E) curve

at that temperature.
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8,6.2. Basis for the Proposed Equivalent Circuit for 0.30 V

The basic equivalent circuits used to represent the electrode

inpedance at 295 K are appllcable at elevatecl ternperatures. However, at

potential-s in the passive region, modifications to the equivalent circuit
as suggested by the form of the plots of the admittance components, in

-LLparticular Bt6J ' against 6' (see Figure 8.9d) r are necessary. Althoug[

some plots of Brtr-L/r! ,r', the passive region are Ll-near at higher

frequencies, generally this is not the case. It is more common for

approximately constant values of B'o-t to be exhibited at high frequencies

probabJ-y refl-ecting very low vaLues of the double layer capacity at these

potentials. However, the scatter of data does not Siermit an estimation

of C-- in mosL cases. Deviations from the predicted behaviour inpLy tlrat'
OI

the equivalent circuit proposed at room temper.'ature is no longer adequate-

The observed behaviour may be associated with changes in the

kinetics of oxide growth with an increase in temperature. Studies at

room temperature by Briggs et al (24) showed the three-dimensional growth

of AgrO on centres formed on a primary layer of the oxide (see section 1.2.I).
The form of the current-time transients at constant potential indicated

that the rate-deternuining process did not occur at the e>glanding interfaces of

the growth centres but rather in the primary layer. However, an increasing

rate of diffusion of species through the film with increaslng temperature

might cause the relative rate of formation of the growth centres to become

more signrificant. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that diffusion

tqould probably remain the dominant influence in the overaLl rate control'

8.6.3 Equivalent Circuit and Data for 0'30 V

It is proposed that the impedance data at elevated temperatures

be analysed in terms of an eguivalent circuit which makes provision for

an irnpedance component associated with the estabLishment of the 3-D growth

centres. InitiaLly, it is assumed thaL-., as for the formation of ngzOZ ^t
room tenperature, the nucleation impedance nury be represented as having

the frequency deperrdence shown in eguation 8.30. Hence, an equivalent

circuit of ttre fo::nr shown in Figure 8.8 is used as the rnodel to represent

the electrode impedance under. these conditions although Z" w:'ll now refer
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to the formation of Agro nuclei.

The frequenry dependence of the admittanr:e components was given

earlier in a form similar to thaL presented by Vetter, that is' at high

frequerrcies (to >>k") A"tt-l and B"o-I shouLd vary according to r-2 "td ,-I,
-1 -) 'l -'lrespectively. Plots of A"o -/a' (nigure 8.9c) and Bo -/u' (Figure 8.9e)

are founcl to be linear at high freguencies justifying ttre application

of the equations for a crystalLisation impedance to the present situation
involving formation of oxide growth centtes.

LA"/ti' relations are linear over the potential range exhibiting
two such regions very clearly at 0.3 V (Figure 8.9b). This is sirnply due

to the appearance of the low frequency Warburg region associated with

&iffusion of ionic species through the oxide layer. According to

equation 8.34, it. is expectad that Ar would be proporticnal to

L/u at low freguencies. In some cases, a temporary increase of At with

a decrease in freguency is observed (see low frequency region of
Figure 8.9b), but generally suctr a change is brief and more detailed

examination of the data is not possible.

At low frequencies, plots of B''-L .r" r-L (rigure B.9f) also show

two linear regions since the slope is given bY ek.A"/2o2,and equation 8.21

which expresses the total Warburg coefficient as a combination of o"

and oo., then applies.

8.6.4 Equivalent Circuit and Data at 0.50 V, 348-428 K

At 0.5 v, it is likely that the Agro growth centres will have

overlapped to such an extent that the overall electrode impedance for
oxide formation for this potential at elevated temperatures rray still be

considerdd in terms of the equivalent circuit in Figure 8.8, that is,

a Warburg impedance in series $rith a crystall-isation impedance associated'

r+ith the conversion of AgrO to AgrOr. Some rnodification is required,

however, to the equivalent circuit for this potential at elevated

temperatures since exanrination of the steady-state current./potential

curves over the range 348-478 K (Figure 6.3) shows that 0.5 V now lies

in the region at which oxygen evoLution can take place at a sigrificant
rate. Accordingly, provision in the equivalent circuit must be made for

components representing the controlling factor in this process.
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The evol.utLon of oxl'ge:r hay be repregertted by the discharge of
hvilroxide l-one aepording to the reaction (.64)

20g-=tOr+HrO+2e (8.40)

HoqEe. (1041 has euggested that the $echanism of oxygen evolutlon in
alkalj.ne solutions' cquldl invslve

oH- )(oH)rds+e
(on)a&ou* = [o)ads * Ix2o + e

(o)ads + (u)*u"

(ozl.d" = oe

= (oz)"ag

(e.4!.a)

(bl

(cl

(a)

althor1g-h he dlld not tndLcate whether Eueh reactls{is occnr sn lnetal o*ide

surfaceg.
The inBedancel Zot corresipo$d.i"ng to the arech-ani.6n trlroIDsed by

Hoe1le, sight be represented by a sinple equi,valent eirsldt as shown In

t'tg qe 8.10,

l}tgufe 8.IO Equirmlent cj.rcuit EepreselttinE the faraclial'c

J.$pdlhnce Zo of the s:i-lver electrode associated

w:ith oxygen evoLution.*

* As Lndl"eated by the steady-state oUrrent/pqtential cu:nt€ at- 478 K,

0.5 V lies wetrl into tlrc regi,on of o.r<ygren evolut{on. Sl,nce the large

d[.G, curyenb due to tlri.S proceSS h{nders an!. usef,rfl eXam,1natl-on of

the f,?cedaic fnped,ance associated with oxide foruratl'oa, this potential

uae not ettudi€d at 478 K.
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%g i" bhe charge transf,er resistance associated r*ith the discharge of the

OH- ions, COH is the pseudocaparcity due to adsorption of OH (also O and Or)

species and Z, is the reaction impedance corresponding to removal of the

adsorbed species. Since oxide formation occurs simuLtaneously, oxygen

evolution is assumed to take place in parallel as lndicated in the

following equivalent circult.

Figure E.1L Equivaleut circuit representing the

overall impedance of the silver electrode at

0.5 V over the temperature rarlgie 348-428 K.

However, i-nclusion of Zo into the equivalent circuit in Figure B.1I

ylelds a complJ.cated e:<pression for the overall faradaic adm:ittance.

For simplLfication, it wilL be assumed that the initial charge transfer

step 8.41a is sufficiently slow so that it is predomLrrant in determining

the overgll rate of oxygen evolutj-on. It is worth noting that conduction

of electrons through the oxide multilayer on silver ls possible since

both Agro and AgrO, are n-type semiconductors (59). For the purpose of

this analysis then, the electrode impedance associatecl with reaction

8.40 is representeil by a simple charge transfer reSistance in the

equivalent circuit. Hence,the real component of the adrnittance is given

by
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2

a,,=f*t*: *.r.*+ (8.42)2o zi'^ RoH

which clearly does not aLter the frequencl' dependence of Ar'. The

o<pression for the irnaginary component as given by equation 8.37 remains

rrnchanged

As predictecl, plots of Btto-t t= rL "tu Linear at Low frequencies

(t'igure 8.I2c) but it should be noted that, in contrast to the potential
of 0.3 V at these temperatures, only one Linear region appears in such

plots. However, two regions are nolrr exhibited by the A'/ol relations
(Figure 8.12b) for the ternperature range, thereby demonstrating that
cliffusion in the solid state must give rise to a component in the overall
faradaic impedance.

8.7 DISCUSSION

8.7.1 Effect of Potential on the Impedance Parameters

The following changes are observed as the potential becomes nore

anodic:
(i) co decreases which is attriJcutable to an inadequacy of the

Randles circuit with R"a=O since t'he concentration of Ago-

should remain constant at anodic potentials greater than

that corresponding to the formation of bulk aSZtr'

(ii) cl, achieves quite low values (0.4 ur cm-z at O-3 V and
qI

295 K). This trend is consistent with the potential-
dependence of the double-layer capacity at room temperature

observed by Giles et aI, following the formation of a

nonolayer of AgrO, particularly at potentials greater than

0.I3 v (scE).

(iii) 6 is observed to decrease in the cases where cornparison of

data is possible. The low values of I are no dor:bt

indicative of the extent to which overlap of the growth

centres has taken Place.
(tv) X" increases, again where comparison of data is possible.
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8.7.2 Effect of Temperature on the Imped.ance Parameters

Several temperaturc-dependent quantities, namely T, D and e

are contained in o. In ortler to evaluate co and crrthe associated

iliffusion coefficients mr:st be determined at each temperature. Do (165)

and D- (185) are L'oth a fr:nction of temperature as expressed by eguation
T'

8.43

En
D = Zoexp(- *i )

q?-'l
10-D^/cm-s-o'

0.8

3.6

8.9

L8.2

37.9

(8.43)

1)2-LL0-- D-lcrn- s -
.E-

2.3

4.6

6.7

9.3
L2.8

Table 8.1 as the tenPerature

of co increases excePt

passive region occurs

where Eo is the activation energy for diffusion. For aqueous solutions,
zo|- o.2 (165) and for the Ago ion in l rnol dm-3 roH, Do has been

evaluated as 8.6x10-6 .*2 "-1 
(141). Assuming that EO is independent of

teruperaturer Do can be evaluatecl over the range 295-479 K (Table 8.2)

rn section 8.4.2, D.was estimated to be 2.gxto-12 .*2 "-l
at 295 K. The nost applicable value for the activation energy of
d,iffusion of ag+ in AS,O which appears to be availabLe is for a9+

in AgrS and this was found by okazaki (145) to be 1I kJ nrcl-I. using

this valuer Da for ag* *y then be determined, over the temperature range

studied (Table 8.2).

Table 8.2 Diffusion Coefficients, Do and DF over the

temperature range 295-4?8 K

E/x.

295

348

388

428

478

The following features are evident in
increases:

At a particular potential, the value

at potentials where a shift into the

with the terperature change.

(i)
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(ii) Xr' jn general, itrcreascs, The lack of a distinct oo in the
tL!-

A, /u' plots at .128 K could be attributed to a thickness of
the oxide film such that a higher rate of diffusion at this
temperature reduces the significance of the solid-state
diffusion inpedance. Nevertheless, two distinct slopes are

evident in the 
"'r-!rr-t 

plots and the high slope at l-ow

frequencies could be attribuEed to a small oF.

(iii) The surface density of AgrO growth centres appears to
decrease.

(iv) -e(e1rOr) passes through a maximum in the region of 348 K

and decreases at 388 and 428 K. This decrease probably

reflects a higher degree of overlap of Ag^O, nuclei at a

particular potential due to the increase in temperature.

(v) The double-layer capacity is fo'.rnd to increase. Since

cll, is associated with the doubLe-'layer of charge at the
qJ.

electrode,/electrolyte interface, the high values of this
parameter for elevated temperatures, at least for the active

region in which the dissolution reaction is highly reversible,

may be attributed firstly to an increase in the accumulation

of ionic species at tbe electrode surface with temperature,

and secondly, to more extensive roughening of the surface

by dissolution. The second factor is reflected in the

increased values of the surface rcughness coefficient, 9"

(Table 8.3) which were determined from the prots of B'1:-* vs urt

over the temperature range 295-428 K by the nuethod described

in section 8.3.5.

Table 8.3 The surface roughness coefficientrgf',over the temperature

range 295-428 K

g,, /vE .r-2 
"-L

r.3xlo3
r.9xl-03

1. 3x102

1.7x102

T/r<

295

348

388

428

E/V

0.12

0.r3'
0. 12

o.L2
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8.7. 3 neprod'ucfblllty

It ls evident f.rorq the trends edrlbited by the i4redance paramet€rs'

trrerti.cularlV C[, andl co, that sincs surface rougfrrening becoues rrbre 3everq
' at higher teqrerature,s ttrese para$eters t*ill dlapenel strongly sa tlre

reprod\rcibili.ty of the electrode surface. Surface roughness of the

electrode ist reftrected in an lncrease Ln Cel but it ,also aff,eets the

faradtal,a component. It wds assumed throughout tlre arralysis that the

rogghness has no e,ffect on the farailale colntr)otient r for e*aupl'e, with
regard to the dlffqsional area, lthis assunptiqa ls not sEictly valld
sLnoe, the diff,usXon irngedlance (adrrittance) ,at ll-tgb frequeneies is
lowered (Lncreagefl by :surfdce rougtr$ess (Eee sectlon 8.3.4), iir other

words diffusion ls f,:actl,ltated b1r a rough surfaoe. Iilo$ev,er, as in
prevjous wOrlc (88), theee Alfe tfealed as sedqnd-oldet eff,ects.

lltre nrettlode used to p,repare the electrocle surface rtejre considered

adeqtrate (see sectlon 3'3.2) and are justifi'ed try a' reascvnable deggee

of reBrodlrreJlblllty,p.articularly in vLew of the tegreratEte taDEe exa$ined.

fhe awerage reproduoio-ili,ty for the values shown in Table 8.1 ranges

fron *10-128 at room tenperaturer to t15t at bigh,er teruleratures tp to
428 l(,anril approxirnately t20t at 478 K.
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C}IAPTER 9 DISCUSSION

9.1 II$RODUCTION

The effect of temperature on the oxidation and'reduction reactions

corresponding to the peaks and arrests of tbe cyclic voltanunograms and

galvanostatic charging curves, respectively' are interpreted in terns

of the mechanism accepted for each electrode reaction at room terflFerature.

The data available from each technique over the temperature range 295-478 K

are combined in order to provide a description of the effect cf ten^oerature

on the overall mechanism. Finally, the contribution of data from each

technigue is taken into account and the advaltages of the inpedance

technique compared w:-th the other electrochenical" techniques are

considered in relation to its application at elevated temperatures.

9.2 ELECTRODE REACTIONS OF SILVER AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

9.2.L General Features

These studies show that temperature has a marked effect on the

electrochemical behaviour of silver in potassium hydroxide solution. The

most notable feature with an increase in temperature is the trend towards

more complex forms of the cycJ.ic voltammograms and galvanostatic charging

curves over the range 295-388 K, foLlowed by a change to progressively

simpler forms at higher temperatures.

The principal changes in the polarisation behaviour include:

(i) the appearance of aclditional charge transfer peaks in cyclic

voJ.taurmetry (Figure 5.I) and associated a.rrests in galvano-

static charging (rigure 7.L, ,

(ii) a shift in rate control of the growth of the Agro rnultilayer'
(iii) a marked decrease in the oxygen-evolution overpotential.

Comparison of the charge consuned on the anodic sweep to that on

the cathodic sweep (sections 5.5.3 and 7.4) indicates that solubility

effects appear to have significant irnplications in the electrochemical

behaviour of silver. Under controlled potential-sweep conditions in cyclic
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voltarunetry over the temperature range 295-3Bg K' dissolution of the metal

and the oxicle layer are limited in relation to film formation processes,

l-n terms of the overall charge involved. llowever, for constant current

charging in which film growth is generally nct so e:.tensj-ve, dissolution
processes are shown to become significant at 388 K. In both tecirniques,

a considerable increase in the charge ratio is observed at 428 K, and a

further marked increase is evident at 478 K. These relatively high values

of the charge ratio indicate that extensive dissolution takes place at
these temperatures.

For the complete potential range between hydrogen evolution and

oxygen evoLution, the foJ-lowing reactions wer:e proposed to account for
the polarisation behaviour of silver in I mol kg-l xOH over the tclrrperature

range 295-478 K. In the foJ-Iowing sections, the behaviour of the associated

peaks shown beLow are discussed in relation to these reactions.

Reaction

(i) Ag + 2OH -+ AgO + H2O + e

(ii) 2A9 + 2OH * a92o + H2o + 2e

(iii) AgrO + 2OH * Ag2O2 + H2a + 2e

(iv) Agro, + 2e + 2AgQ 1
)

2Ago + H2o = Ag2o + 2oH- l
(v) AgZO + HrO + 2e + 2A9 + 2oH

Peak Arrest

A2

A3,A3 t

c3 tc4

c2

Eel

,o,

uag

ucg

"cz

A1

9.2.2 Peak AI

General Behaviour:
potentiostatic polarisation curves for sih'er at elevated temperatures

(rigure 6.3) exhibit an active region which no doubt is associated t'rith the

formation of the AgO- ion as recognised for alkaline solutions at room

temperature. Thermo<lynamic caLculations show that the argentite ion

should become increasingly stable with respect to silver metal for a

given hydroxide concentration as the temperature is increased (see

Figure 2.2). Although it is not valicl to irrterpret rate phenomenon in

terms of equilibrium thernodylamics directly, the increased equilibrium
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concentration of AgO at higher temperatures is no doubt a cont-ributing

factor in the deperrderrce of pcak current on temperature. Such a tendency

is consistent with the increases in the following parameters with

temperature:
(i) Diffusional currents for AI (nigure 5.3a).

(ii) Steady-state currents in the active region (Figure 6.3).
(iii) Arrests for EO, r,rith time as ohserved in the galvanostatic

curves (rigure 7.1).
Values of co (Table 8.1) obtained frclm impedance data.

ALl the techniques indicate clearly the substantiaL changes which

are observed upon oxidation at 428 K relative to the lorver temperatures.

A higher rate of dissoLution of the metal probably contrjJrutes to the

increased charge ratio QA/QC and is refl-ected in the greatJ-y increased

currents in the steady-state curves, and potential-svteep enperiments,

particularly at low sweep rates.

Specific behaviour:
\

Features suctr as non-zero sweep-rate intercepts in the in,/v'plots
(rigure 5.3a) have been discussed in section 5.6.1. However, it is
worthwhiLe to refer briefly to some of the changes in these plots with

temperature in order to make comparisons with the steady-state current,/

potential curves. It was proposed that an increased tendency towards re-

deposition at 348 and 388 K l-owers the diffusional current of ionic
species from the electrode surface, At 428 K,a higher rate of accumulation

of dissolved species possibly compensates for such a redeposition process

thereby enabling a high diffusional current to be maintained at I'ow svteeP

rates. Both the concentration of AgO , co, at a'particular potential

and the rate of diffusion, which is indicated by the steady-state

polarisation curves in Figure 6.3, alsc increase vrithr temperature.

However, at high sweep rates, the rate of accuxtuLation of dissolved

species aX 428 K apparently predominates, so that a greater extent of

surface blocking by precipitated AgrO increases the hindrance to the

dissolution process. This tendency is opposed by the reLatively high

solubility of the oxide rn'hich becomes evident in the nnore gradual-

approach to an active-to-passive transition at 428 K.

(iv)
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Part of the incr:eased currcut at 428 K nay also be due to srlrface

rougl-rening of the electrode since Llris factor will cause the currents in
the potential-step techrrique for example, to be Iarger than predicted

from the equations for diffusion at short times (57). However, if
diffusion is the current-limitinq factor, and also, diffusion very close

to the electrode is faster than that at sone distance from the electrode,

then roughness will have a negligible influence (57) on the steady-state

diffusion current. This current is deterrn-ined essentially by Ciffusion
towards and artray from the apparent (projecteil) nacroscopic surface of
the electrode (57).

9.2.3 Peak A2

General behaviour:

At elevated temperatures, the AgrO oxide layer clearly becomes less

protective as shown by the ternperature dependence of the steadl'-state

currents in the passive regions (Figure 6.3). It is evidenL that the

increasing solubility of the oxide is effective in causing more charge

to be required for filn formation in order to maintain a steady-state

thickness i.e. the current in the passive regiorr contains a large dissolution

component.

At 428 K, the increased effect of the solubility is evident in the

finite intercept of in at zero v (Figure 5.3b) which is consistent with

the high steady-state current in the passive reqion (Fiqure 6.3) and

the slow transition following the initial arrest associated with AVrO

formation in the gal-vanostatic curves (nigure 7.ld). Presum&ly, since

the slow transition in the latter is e.ren npre enhanced at 478 K, it is
probable that such tendencies nay be present at this temperature also but

any interpretation is complicateri by the highly porous nature of the

electrode surface now evidently existing (see the electron-micrographs,

Figure 5.6). Possible consequences of this type of surface on the charge

transfer processes at 478 K, particularly those corresPonding to Al and A2

are discussed in section 5.6.6

Specific behaviour:

The kineties of the oxide growth e:ctribits modifications at elevated

temperatures. The change to reversible behaviour at 388 K (section 5'4'2)
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is possibly attributable to the Ag+ ions which now exist in equilibrium
concentrations at each potentiar, transferred into the Agro layer.
since the concentration of Ag+, cr, at the rneta-l/oxide interface
at a particular potential is increased as shown in Table g.l, the
rate of diffusion is tikery to be greater. At 34g anti 3gB K, the
impedance data (seetion 8.6.3) indicate that a deposition step in
the formation of the growth centres on the prina.r1, oxide layer becomes
more significant in controlling the overall rate of oxicle grovrth.
AJ.though the higher rate of solid-state diffusion no doubt enhances the
rate of formation of growth centres, it would al_so account for the
increasing role played by surface reactions in growth-centre formation.

At 348 and 388 K, it was conclud.ed (section 5:6.2) that a ninimum
shteep rate must. be achieved. before diffusion controls the rate of filrn
growih. This behaviour may be explained as foLlows" At 1ow sweep rates,
the rate of accumulation of Ag+ in the oxide layer at the aglngro
interface, and hence the rate of diffusion. is insufficient to maintain
the rate of film thickening above the rate of dissolution due to the higher
sorubil-ity of Agro. As the sweep rate is increased, the rate of
accumulation alLows a rate of dlffusion which enables the fil.m to thicken.
Eventually the rate of diffusion is determined by the filn thickness and

so limits the overall rate of film growth. The ad:nittance plots shorn
in Figure 8.9 for these temperatures cLearll' demonstrate the presence of
d'iffusional processes both through the f.ilm and in solution.

Assuming that the above hypothesis holds, then it is possible that
at 428 K for a particuJ-ar potential, a higher concentration of Ag+ at
the metal/oxide interface gives rise to an increased rate of film
thickening which is adequate, even at low sweep rates, to permit limiting
control by solid-state diffusion. Nevertheless, the lack of a op in

Lthe A',/ro' plots (see section 9.7.2) indicates that the rate of diffusion
through the oxide has increased sufficiently at this temperature to be

exerting a much reduced infLuence on the reaction rate.

9.2.4 Peaks A3 and A3l

General behaviour:
In discussing the cyclic voltarnmograms, changes in mechanism with

temperature may be aceounted for in terrns of the activation energies for
nucleation and diffusion. The polarisation behaviour at 348 K provides
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some insight into the mechanism at higher tenlgerature, Changes which

take pJ.ace in the A3 reqion of potential as the temperature is increased
from 295 K to 348 K were common to both the cyclic voLtanrmograre

(rigr:re 5.I) and galvanostatlc charging cu.rves (Figtrre 7.I).
However, the latter were considerably more complex and correspondingly
more difficuLt to interpret. consequently, the following discussion
is centred arcund the results obtained from the cyclic voltanunograns.

It was concludecl thaE the additional peak A3' was most likely
associated with the forrnation of Agzoz (see section 5.6.3) but under

different kinetic controL from the conversion occurring in the A3 region.
The question then remains as to the differences in rnechanism which would
pennit the formation of Agzoz to take prace at a different potential,
that is, under a clearly separated peak.

Specific behaviour

The same shape of current-time transient (Figure 6.Ld) at constant
potential is observed over the ternperature range which irnplies that the

overall mechanism far AgrO, formation remains unchanged. However, the

complex-plane impedance plots at a potential of 0.5 V (Figures 8.7 and 8.I2)
do show some changes which is supported by equivalent-circuit analyses of
the data. At 295 K, such an analysis (section 8.5) showed the presence

of a crystallisation process in which deposition of species at appropriate
sites vtas assumed to be rate-controlling, but at elevated temperatures
(section 8.6), it was evident that j.n addition to a crystallisation
process, diffusion within the solld also contributed to rate control.

At 295 and 348 K, it appears that a deposition step may be

responsibl"e for rate-linriting control- of the reaction corresponding to
A3. However, A3t is observed at 348 K, and it was found in the io/va
plots (Figure 5.3c) that the limiting step in the associated reaciion is
a ntass transport process. Since this peak occurs at lower potentials
than A3, the A3' reaction is apparently nore favoured by the increase

in temperature. When the conversion at A3r which takes place under

diffusion control is eventual.J.y tnhibited, further formation of A9rO,

can evidently occur at A3 but the rate of this conversion stage is
Linited by a deposition step.

Since A3' appears with the increase in terperature from 295 to 348 K,

it is possible that the peaks observed in this region at higher tetrperar;ures

may, in fact, be A3r. This hypothesis is supported by the diffusional
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behaviour exhibited for Lhe ol-scrved peak at 3sB and 429 K (rigure 5.3c).
Further eviclence is provided by the brend in the surface density of ngclei,
;, (Table 8.1.) with ternperature, this parameter passing through a naxinum
at 348 K and decreasing at highe): temperatr.rres. rn other words, the
decrease in density of nuclej. with temperature occurs in conjunction wich
the increasing significance of diffusion in controUing the rate of the
conversion Process. Neverthel-ess, the adrn-i-"tance data at these temperaturesr
shown in Figure 8.L2, are stiLL consistent with a crystal.lisation process
involving a slow deposition step. Hence,it appears that at elevated
temperatures, both diffusion in the oxide and a deposition process are
involved in control.ling the formation of O9ZOZ.

The potential'-sweep curves (nigures 5.Lf and ?.Ie) indicated thab
the conversion of Agro is not significant at 479 K. Apparentry Agzoz
may be formed to a small extent as inferred from the cyclic voltammograms
but it is evident from the latter and the galvanostatic charging curves
that no reduction process takes place, impJ.ying that any A9ro, formed
is irurediately decomposed or dissolved at this temperature. This behaviour
was discussed in section 5.6.6.

9.2.5 Peaks C3 and C4

The reduction processes were investigated using only two of the
techniques, nameLy cyclic vortarnmetry and garvanostatic charging.
Consequently, the inforrnation regarding the kinetics of these reactions
is more restricted.

one feature emphasised by the current,/poterrtiar (Figure 5.1-), and
potential,/time (Figure 7.1) curves at elevated temperatures is the
apparently incomplete reduction of Ag2O at C3 (section 5.6.4). As the
temperature is inereased fron 295 K, the c4 peak began to appear at 349 K
and became cJ-early resolvable at 388 K. In a constant current study at
room temperature, Miller (f41) demonstrated the presence of a dissolution-
precipitation mechanism in the reduction of Avra, (see section 5.6.4).
The thickness of the Asro layer formed in tl"ris Drocess increases to some

lin-iting value at which the reduction is effectively terrainated, At
higher temperatures, dissorution of the Agro in tlre region following c3

may enable reduction to be compJ-eted, or at Least almost so, at c4. rt
was concluded in section 5.6.4 ttrat the reduction pracess at C4 is the
same as that taking place at C3, namely reaction v shown in section 9.2.I.
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Since the dissolution o:i AgrO ert C3 would be expected to be more
extensive at high temperatures, it is tikely that some other factor suclr
as the formation of a thicker filn also contributes to the apFearance
of c4. Arthough some dissolut.i.on of such a f-ilm occurs, it night be
expected then that a greater exteut of incomplete reduction is present
following termination of the reaction in the C3 region. Hence, a thicker
film nay assist in C4 becoming more sigmificant with increasing temperature.
The lack of reversibility apparent from the En,/ln v plots for C3 and C4

at 388 K is then possibry associated with the thicker firm at this
temperature. If it is assumed that the oxide multilayer has the fcrm
agfagroloszoz (see section 5.6.6) then a thicker layer of the more

ohndcally resistive AgrO could give rise to fR effects.
The disappearance of the C4 peak at 428 K is probably attributable

to the increased oxide solubiLity so that:
(i) the Agzo2 rayer is decreased sufficientry for ccnpl-ete

reduction to occur at C3.

(ii) the ASro layer formed by precipitation does not limit
continued reduction at C3.

9.2.6 Peak C2

LFrom tbe cyclic r,roltammetry data, the i^/v' relations for the
reduction of Agro (rigur.e 5.3c) are consistent iiar, uirrusion of Ag+ ions
probably to the two-dimensional centres of silver formed in the oxide
Iayer by a nucleation and growth mechanism (79). Although current-time
curves (at constant potential) characteristic of such a nechanism are
exhibited in this potential region (79), diffusion is clearly a significant
factor. It was pointed out that a detaiLed interpretation of these plots
was complicated by the occurrence of the nucleation and growth process
(see section 5.6.5). However, soLubility effects are no doubt significanL
as for the other electrode reactions. Ind.eed, the lowered slope of the

LL^/v'plot at 428 K is probably associated with a decreased film thicknessP
avaiLable for reduction relative to that formed on the anod,ic s$reep.

The distinct asymmetric shape of this peak at 4?B K has been

commented on previously (section 5.6.6) in relation to the extensive
surface roughening found to have occurred at this tenperature.
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9.3 EVALUATTON OF TIIE II.ITEDANCB TECHl,rigUE

It is desirable :lnitially to determine a spectrum of the charge
transfer processes as obtained from eycric voltammetry. From such a
spectrurn, it is possibre to seiect desired potentials at rvhich to
obtain imped.ance measurements which may be compared with the results from
other techniques. In the dissolution region for exampJ-e, the information
obtained from impedance measurcments was found to be quite consi-stent
with that indicated by potentiostatic and potential-sweep methods, namely,
evidence was provided for the presence of diffusional processes. llcwever,
the impedance technique clearly dernonstrated a number of advantages:

(i) A feature only infered from the other methods and furthermore
onLy at 478 K, was the effect of surface roughness of the
silver electrodes. Using the irnpedanee method, it was

possi5le not only to detect, but also obtain a measure of,
the roughness by estimation of a roughness coefficient g.

(ii) c_ is evaluated more readily from thj.s technique since itso
determination relies only on D, whereas a lack of data for
additional parameters hinders the evaLuation using the other
techniques.

(iii) The double-layer capaeity may be readily obtained., in principle
throughout the regions where charge transfer is taking place,
in contrast'to the other technigues in which it is usually
determinable only from curents in the double-layer region of
potential-sweep curves or from the initial section of over-
potential-time transients at constant curenL. fn particular,
the double layer capacity may be meas.ured, in nany cases,

throughout the passive region where in the case of silver,
lower values are coincident with the growth of the oxide layer.

(iv) In the passive region, the separate diffusion processes within
the solid and solution are dernonstrated simultaneously and in
addition, the presence of nucleation processes may aiso be

evident. Although potentiostatic studies would normalll,

ind.icate nucleation by a current-time curve exhibiting a

maximum (see Figure 6.ld). exceptions occur as in t'he case

of silver; falling current-time transients continue to be

observed at elevated ternperatures, yet the irpeclance data shovr

that nucleation (crystallisation) processes becorc nucre

prorrinent.
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Perhaps one of the rncst significatrt adrrantages of the impedance

technique is that it requires an equival-ent circu-it for an analysis.
Such a circuit is strictly only equivalent, in terrns of its properties,
to the system stuctied. Nevertheless, it is possibre to rationarise
the electrode polar:isation rrehaviour, for example with temperature, in
relation to the parameters of the equivalent circuit.

The obvious disadvantage with this technique as used potentiostati-
cally' is that an exarnination of re'luction processes is not possible,
al.though the cathodic sweep has been investigated by potentiodynamic
impedance methods (1,82) .

9.4 FI.'IIT'RE RESBARCH

It should be emphasised that- the explanations suggested for the
polarisation behavj.our observed for silver at eLevated temperatures are
often probabJ.y not the only ones possible and the interpretation of
this behaviour, in such cases, is provisionaL depending upon further
inforrr.:tion. In particuJ-ar, the reactions giving rise to the additional
peaks and arrests in the cyclic voLtammograrns and.galvanostatic charging
eurves, respectively, require npre evidence as to the nature of the overall
processes. Notwithstanding the difficulties in using rotating-disc
methods at elevated temperatures, such studies may well provide the
necessary data.

Although studies have been conducted on other metals such as

copper (1271, nickel (44,L34r152) anct iron (18,133,I58) in aqueous

solutions at elevated temperatures, various features of their reaction
mechanism remain unclear. Ttrese studies have usually employed one or
more of either cyclic voltarnmetry, galvanostatic or potentiostatic
techniques. 'Ihe application of the impeclance technigue as demonstrated

in this research, indicates that its use can be extended to the
investigation of other metals rvhich extribit more complex polarisation
behaviour than silver. Such an e>ltension wouLd be particularly
advantageous for those metals and alloys h;rving corrosicn problems

that are important because of their industrial significance.
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Appendix I

Computer (Fortran) Prosrarn To perform

Thermodynamic Ca lcuiations

C f ttEI t-NtRGy 0F cHEr't.tcAL Sy5 t'Ei,tS
c
C A -D----ACIlvIfY UF Sf i:CtES
c ADD --r-S0LLrHJl1tt f rttrM trucrvlrJdAL Rf:AGTI0,y
C AP -.-.-LOG Nf ACTiVITY/SULd,JII.ITY CALCULAIIU
C ARN --..Ri:ACTIUI" ACiIVI IY CT,LCtJLqTIUN INDII"AIOd
C C ----'-C[Jf FFIcIEttf s Lt E0Iri E(T) = C( I) + C(Z)*L0GtFR0uUCT) +
c c(r)*LuG(RUALT.rNlt) + C(4)*pr1
c oR ur r{H*Pr'l=c(r) + r,tr(*L0c(rlEAtrANT) - trP*LU6(Pd00uu'
C CC r-r--CRISS Ar,ril CrJUlitI Er,ltr{0py pAftAItTtRS
C CP -----C0EtficlLt{f) [rf SpEcItIc HEAT L,JUAtl0N
C SFrHlreCP(l) + 0r(A)'r1.h.-3*I + tP(J)'lrESrTr*6.21
C DG .---.FREI F-NLRt.rY UF r?IIrC I I IJNI

c E! -----[L[!tF NT dF C0trCL.RN
C F ------FAltAt)AY CLtNSTTNf (C*l-lVuUT)
C G(ITTIS)GIiJbS IHLL iNt-;i.IY
C ItM ..-.NUMdI:II TJF LIIUES OF ACTiViTY/SOLUSILTTY UUTPTJT iTtOUIRED II
C CuVF.R pH r(Ail0i
C IP$ rrrrPRlJUUCf SPECit5 Ct.,DL
C Iff r----REACTJUTv l\rJEX
C IR$ cTT.HEACTANT SPECiI.S CuDE
C IS -----SPECIES ItrDex
C ISQ rrrrS0LUr;ILITY C0DE
C T0 -.IdNIC FJITII CP COEFFICIEi!I5
C tl --C,'tTltlr;
C TZ.-SIMPLE ANION + oH.
C t:, --{JxyAt,tl iJN
C t4 -r ACID OXyiri.ll0,{c z0 '-SriLIt)c ru --GAs
C ISR(NSTI) 'IEACTION {IJI.'IBI:RS dTOUIRED Fi]R SOTUBILITY UETEilMINATIONc 0F sPb.cILs Ns
C ISS(NS) SPECIES IJUf'IuEH I'(]R aTIICII SOLLIIJILTTT IS TO 8t DETTRMINTD
C IT ---.-TE.'4i'fRAIdxE INutx
C LXDX ---NU"itrl:p ril. u,\iTs I'\CLu0E,J lr*,t pH RANtlL
C M ---t--DIN0u1ilAT0{ 0l- L0ti .rF ACTIVITy CALti/LATLD Fr(0r't Ptl E0UATit
C NH -.I.-NUYdER uF LIULt.S 11+

C NH2 --r-NU''idER UF r,lULES {Z
C NHAU ---NU',,lrrER UF MT.JLL S I'l?C
c rrr[.(lAtivF- rrr.rr.ltJt-N 0F r.t0Lt.s TFFELIIVELY CHAT{GLS TxE
. 

''0ru{AI 
RTACIANT'tJ)i[JUULT RUI..E UF' THAT TPECTES IN TrTE EUTI'tt

C RLTICIA,tT " 11+ + tlz rrr) pRUDUtI + FiAU
C NP -----NU;4ril:R tJF ,'luLfS pHtJr/rJCT
C NR -----NUi'tdFR tlF 14uLES ftt_-Av T r\N I

C NRS .-.-NUI.tiJER IIF RLAuTJUNs USEU TJ cALeULATL SuLUt,iLITY t T
c NS -----SULUljILITy lt,l-ClE5 Ii.lr)f^ .lT:*:jQIIg.c N5S --"r't[J14df'l uF sf,ECIts tidrJI|{ING s0LUgtLrTy uErEt{MITTtATIUN
C PH -----N!-G l.t.tr; ACTIVITy d+
c Pfl2 ----ttyiJ,it,l6t-r{ (rA) pitt'ssrJr(f
C R ------If)tAL GAS CJNSTANf rJ/G t,t0L[ Dt6 KJ r
C RH ---..D[.I.IOI'Ii\ATUH OF LI]r; UF SULUF'ILI TY CALCIJLATED FNOM POTENTIAc souAtiu,!
C S .--.-.ENTRUPY AI I5 IIfC c
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c sPt-t -r-sPrCrFs t.:A,r'lL
c sPIc(l)-tr+
C sPEC(2)-r{2
C SPEC(J)-r.rzU
c sPEc(4)-U?
C SS orrrrftrrTxrtPy nf sFbCIF,S rf I'1.ilp[4g1UrtE
C T E----..l'Fr'tt)[.RA'IUKLT(ttl_ti ()
C XMIi! r'-MlitJlr.lU;'! i'JR trrl AXIs
C Z r-----F []Ht,tilL A UN I IS Ut' ELTC TRUNS TftANsi-Er(L0 I r,r hEnC I I rJtv
c

LOGICAL ERr{( 5U)
0UUtsLE PREcI5i0,'t TYPt( 3,
D l M t ll S i ti N c c ( ,{ , i 4 ) r I S c ( r 0 ) r c rr ( 3 ) t A( t 0 ) r t t t ) r S S ( / ) r I ri S ( 5 0 ) r N R (5

I ilH( 50 ) r f.lilz( 5u ) r I f!S( 5r) ) r t'lP( )0 ) ' t\rt2u( 5O.lr D,i( / t50 ) t
2 C( 50r 4 )r PHA( 5)r AA( 5 )r Gt 7 r?J) t TT (t)r lSr(( l5 t t0) t
3 ISS( 20) r i'lr{S( 15 ) tPrt2( 5() )r SPI-C( 30 ), TY( 3J
RtAL LXUXr Xivilrrt
DATA TYP[/'SI,II.IJiJLE bOLId bA5!.UUS :/
DATA f / 2q8. r 3J Jr r 37 3 r t \ 23. t.t73 r r52! t tJ( 3, / tF /23u0 0 t ? t, R/ I r ed6!
0ATA TT /',29tj r r t J3: r r I Jl J' t' 4?3', t I q7J'. , 

")231 

, | 5l Jt /
D0 5 Itlr50

5 AflN( I )=.FAL5E.
RLAD (5r1OOU)LL

1000 F0RrlAT( A6 )
REA0( 5' 1('0 I )LXDAT XMIN

l00l FTJRMAI(2Flo,o)
Ir-t't=INT((2*Lx0x + L)/5 + 0r99)
HtAD(5r I002)( (CC( I tJ)t J=1r1a)r l=!14)

10oA FURMAT(taF5r3)
NIiITE(6r?000)

2000 FoRMAT(r1t1
2001 IURMAT(/////)

tittiTE(6tl00Z)
?OO2 FtJRDIAT( 2\I'SPLc IES'r 3Xr'TYPE I r5x, I FXEE L.T,IERGY ?5C,, T 4f,T

I tfNTRiJpy Z5c1 tltr'cp( rl)rrgxrrcp( t?)r16xrf Cp( r3)'r6xr
2 TACTtVITy'/ )

C.R[AU OIRECT 6 V5r T VALIJES
c

I S= 1

7 tJ H E ,\ 0 ( 5 r 1 0 0 4 ) S l, E C ( I 5 ) r I S C ( I S ) r ( 6 ( I T r I S ) , I T = L t 7 ) e A ( I S )
1004 F0RMAT( n 6r aXt IZt 3Xr 11g l5.0 / it-Ilt0tZ3XtF.rpr 0 )

IF( ISC( IS)rELlr0)b0 Ttr lu
f^{RIIE (6t'?005) 5pr:c ( I s ) r 1 ypE( Jsc( ts) / Lo) r,.r( lr l$) r A( I5)

2005 FtlRf'!AT( i xr Aor.rX r A l0r F L15,61 6UXr [ 15 r 6 )
tg=lg+l
GU TU 7O

c
C 08TAIN DATA F 0R EACrt SFgC IE5
c

t0 READ( 5r 1003)sPEC( IS) r i5C( l5)rSrG( 1r IS)r ( CP( I )r I=lr 3)rA( I S)
1003 F0RMAT( A(rr 4X t IZtF6, frr 5ElZ,0)

I F ( A ( I5 ) . f u r 0 ) a r I S ) a I
If(ISC(lSlt20t6>rZ0

20 If (CP(i)rNEr0n0)GU TU S0
c
C CNLC FREE tI.IFRGY FOX ITINIC SPECIES
c



50 Ct'(7)=CP(?)*l.f-3
g.p(3)=CP(3)*1.E>
il R I r E ( 6 t ? 0 0 4 ) S p E C ( I S ) I T y f i: ( I 5 C ( i S ) / I 0 ) ' b ( t r l 5 ) r 5 r ( c p ( I ) r I = 1 r

l rA(Is)
2004 FUHMAI'( lx tAbtttXrAl0r6f l)r6)

00 60 if=lcl
DT=T(IT)-T(l)

60 G(ITrI5)=G(lrIS) - S*tlI + CtJ(1)*(DT'T(lT)*ALOG(I(IT)/T(l))) '
I CP\2)*0T**tl2t + Cp( 3)*(2t/T(1)-T(IT)/T(l)*r2-lrlT( IT)r/?
IS=ISrt
G0 T0 10

c
C 0UTPUT G VSr T TAtrtE
c

186

f{fiI TU( 6r ?0u.J )5'rLC( I1, ).. T Yt'}l( j,SC ( 1 S )/ i(])ru( lr lS)e$rn( lS)
2003 Ftttil'tAT( I I t t\(tt Q (e A lUr i;t.1) e 6r tlgA ' t- 15r 6 )

Uu 30 lJ=lrI
30 S5( l l')"CC( Is(( I5)-I(1, i T ) + b*C0( iSC( IS)-10r lT+7)

0U 40 Il:i, r 7

40 G(ITTIS)=(;(1rI5) + Str(1J'tl(l)' 5S(lT)fr(IT) +

I (S$(IT) - bS(I))*(t'(Ir)' T(I))/ALUG(|(I1)/T(t))
I5=lS+1
GU TU IO

c
C CALC FREE ENERGY F.I]d NON.IOTIIC SPECIES
c

65 I5=IS-l
IhITf(6r2001)
tlrlITE(6r2000)TT

2006 F0til,rAT(lxr'l''R[.E Et.tEHGY V5. TFMPEp6IUHE"/70XrrDEu Kfr-vltl'/1]X
1 f(13X'A3)/)

HHI IE( 6e 2()J | ) ( I r SPEC ( I ) r ( G( Jr I ) r.J= | tT ) t I= 1r I S)
2OO7 FURMAT( 1X t I2rbXrA6r i{Xe 7t- lbr6 )

c
C READ AND '{ii I TE HIAC T I UNS
c

IlHITE(6r?001)
l{RIT[(or20od)

4008 F0Rt'1AT( IXr' |rF-ACI IUNSr / )
IR=l

90 READ( 5r 1005 ) Ir(S( I R ) r NH( I R ) r Nl-l( I rl)r r\tH2( fx )r I t'5( I x) r Nr'( I R ) r
I Nfi20( IR)rPrtz( ld)

1005 F0RMAT( 7I5r JUXrLl0r0)
IF(IRS(Irr).Eur0)fiO r0 3u0
IF(PHz( IR)rE(,t.0. )['HZ( lR)=1 rrJ

.l"{HITE(6r200v)i|(
2009 FURMAI(/lXrI2tt | | I

I PP=- 1

IF(t{t{( IK) ) 1 10r I10.. 100
100 cnuL f{ITt(
110 If (NH(lR))

PPrNR( IR)TSPLC( IttS( tR)) )

.tOr 1J0r 120
120 cALL RI rt:( It'PrNd( Irt)r SPrC( t ) )
I 30 tF( NHz( IR) ) l5ur 15or lrlt)
140 cALL qITt-( IPP.rr'ln2( Id),sr'tc(l) )

150 Il'(tlP( IR) )ltrOr I /0r I /0
1o0 CALL RI Tt:( IPP.'-ivP( i rt) r.5/EC( I PS( lR ) ) )
170 I f- ( Nft2u( I H) ) lrJ()r 1,)0, tc'()
180 CALL RITE( IrPr'trlH/U(tH)r$PEC( 3) )
190 cALL AiiRr)',.1( IPP)

IPP=-!PP-l
IF(NR( Irr) )2u0r210 t?10
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?O0 CALL l?l Tt( IPPr-rtri( Irl )rstJf c( lrls( Irl) ) )
2l0 IF( l,l|'r( I fr J )'2?$ t rtj0r 2 Jr)
?.?A CALL liITl ( lrPr-;,llir Irl)rsl/t.C( I ) )
?30 If ( Ni12( IR ) )'/ 4rtt 15t)r 250
240 cALL RITr( IPPr-,JH2( IR)r5r)eC(2) )

2r0 IF ( t{P( ir{) )Z/t) | ? | \)r 2b0
260 cALL fl t T[( IPPr r'{P( .l H ) r 5Pt-C( IPS( IH) ) )
270 tf (NHZtl( It<I )2eQo?.tr0r2rl0
260 CALL RIIt( IPPrnlitZti( IR)rrPIC(3))
290 I R= I it+ I

G0 T0 e0
c
C CALC FREE INERGY tJF I(I:AC][Dr,I
c

300 IR=IR-l
IF(IR nLE. O) GU TO 650
fIRITL(trr'l0(,lI)
fiRITE(rrr?010)TT

2010 FURMAT( I Xr'f f.l-E IfiIRGY uf REACTIgN Vb, TEFTPURATuR[, /
1 6 B X r I D E G K E L V I l'r | / / X r r H L A C T f 0 ht ' r 6 X e A .t r o ( 1 j X r A J ) / )
0U J?0 Jt?= 1, 1*
00 310 IT=Lrl

310 0U(ITTJR)=NP(JR)*C(iTrlrS(Jx)) + NHZ0(Jil)*G(ITrJ) -
I NR(Jk)rG( I Ir IRS(JR) ) - r{H(JR)*C( ITr l) - Nr-12(.rHlrr.r( iTrZ)

3?0 f{liITE(6e ?01 I )Jr?r (DG( Ir Jx)r I=1e7)
201 I F0RMAT( I oxr L?.r 3xt7[. 10.6)

c

C REAO SOLIJBILITY InFUIIMATION
c

D0 gZ5 l=tr?0
325 R E A 0 ( 5 r I 0 0 6 r E N lJ = 3 2 6 ) I s S ( I ) r f,t R S ( I ) I ( I S R t I I t I ) t I I ts I r r,lr( S ( I ) )

l00s F0RMAT( l6I5)
3?6 NSS=I-1

IF(N$S.LE.O)GO TO 328
D0 3ZT l=trNSS
DO 327 II=1eNd5(I)

327 ARN( i SR( I I ' I ) )=. TlrUf r
3?E Du 640 IT=lrZ

c
C CALC PH CJR PtrTErvTInr- EUUATIuN CuEl'FtCtErrtlS
c

flRITE(6r?000)
hRI TE( 6t?012 )Etr TT( II )

2Al?.FURMA.T(lXr'l'0T['rTInL-PH E(TUATITJruS f 0{ KEACTIUTIS 0f' 'rAt0r' Al
I A3rr DE(i Kt//lxr,rtLAcTl0t{r/)
D0 350 Jrt=leIrr
Z=?,rtvHZ(Jr{)
IF( Z) 330r 3/{0r 3.J0

330 C(JRr 1)=-0G( ITrJR )/ (7-*F)
C( JR t?)=-?.303*rt*I ( I T )*i'rP( JH ) / (1"*f )
C( JRe 3 )=?. 303*rir T( I l' ) *Nr( ( Jil.) / ( l*7 7

IF( IRS(JR) - i )3J6r.j'35t J)tt
335 C(JHrq)=-6(JRr3l

C(JRr3)=0r0
GU Ttr 337

3 36 C ( JRr 4 ) = -?. 30 3r x* T ( I T ) r ( I'Jft ( JH )+Z> / | l*F )

3 3? h R I I L( 6 t ? 0 I 3 ) J t1 r 1 1 ( I l' ) , t ( J K r 1 ) r C ( J R t 2 ) t 5 P E C ( I P S ( J t1 ) I r C ( J'rt t 3 ) t
I SPtC ( IRS( Jit ) ) r C( Jxr a )

2013 FURhIAT(4XrI'?,rttxrrtl(rrA3"r) ='rlil?.5rr + rrEL?r5r'(LUtr('rA!0r
I t)) r rrtLt,br'(1u6(trnl0rr)) + rrtl2.5rt(t'fl)')

GO TU 350
340 C(JRr I )=-flti( I lrJH) / (2,3ij3*RrT( IT) )
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f{HI t;-i r,r 20 1.4 )Ji{r iiil( Jtt ) r L( ,JFlr i ) r rrR( Jt()r 5P[C( lf{*\( uH ) ) rfrp( JR )
I sPEC(lPS(Jn))

2Cl4 F0RMRT(,i\rL'lr l(', r(i'ir) E'r!Ii/.4rr +' rIZr'(LUG(frAl0r r))'
L I?rr(LllG('rAlLlr I I )' )

350 CUNTIFITJL
c
C CALC ACTIVITY V5r PII r./HtP1. APPLICAI'tE
c

00 610 JR=lr lK
545 lF( rlrilT.AFN(JR) )Gu T0 6lu

IF(A(IF5(JR)) rLrie 1.0 rAr,tt), e(IFS(Jtt)) rE0. tre)00 T0 610
IF(A( liiS(JR) ) - I r )560t\7(tr560

560 l'1::-Nl( ( JH )
NAM=SptC( I riS( JR ) )
GU T0 5tJo

570 r'l=NP( JR )
NAM=SPEC ( IPS( JR ) )

580 tiH I TL( or 2015 )
?OLs FORMAT(/I'

ilH I T E( 6 t 20 I 6) Jrt r rriA rl
e0l6 F0RMAT(16r't(EACTIDN srriJrlJXr'ACTIVIII'rAlLtr' VSr pt|' //LXt

I 5(t PHrrlOXrrArrluI))
00 600 ILI''t=lrIUrvr
D0 590 IPH=lr5

l,

PHA( IPH)=X,'11N + 2, j* ( iLlN-1 ) + 0r5t(
590 AA( IPH)=lu**( (-rG( ITrJR) /\2,303*H*T(

L Z* ALnG t 0 ( r,r.t2 ( Jrt ) ) / ? ) / M )
}{RITE( 6r 2ot7 ) ( PftA( I )r AAr I ) r t= I r5)

?0l7 f- 0 R M A T ( I X r 5 ( r ( | r F' /i r t e ' ) ' r f 1 q r 6 r 5 X ) )
IF((nA(5).LE.1 tE-?'-r rANrJ. Arr(1) rLT.

I 1.E25 rAFtUr AA(5) .GT. AA( i ) ) )G0 T0
6OO CUruT I NUE
6IO CONTINUE

IPrl-1)
iT,) - NIHIJX)*PHA(IPII} +

AA(1))
olu

r0R. (AA(5) rGEr

c
c
c

CALC TOTAL SOLUTJ I LI IY V.9r Prt 4rlLflE RE0UIi{r-r,r

IF(l'lSS .LE'r 0)Grl T0 6q0
0u 635 rrls=lrlr5S
If(IS5(NS) ,EUr 0)Grr T0 bJ5
l{RITE(bt20l5)
iiRITE(orZ01d)SPLC( ISS(ntr) )r( ISd( I Irhls)r lt=lrNxS(NS) )

20lE F0RMAT( I xr'TttTAL SULUfiILI TY I r Al0r' VS. PH f RU'q RtACTI0NST r
IIHITE(6r2020)

2020 F0RMA'|(//1Xr5(r PHtrl0I'rAtrluX)).
D0 630 ILIiralrItr,r
D0 67-? I PH= 1r 5
AA( IPH)=0
PHA(IPH)= XMIII + 2,5r(IrIN-t) + 0.5t(IrH-1)

15T5

DU 6?l 1=1ri,lrt5(rJS)
616 If'( ISS( t{5 ) - IRJ( I5E( I r r,rS) ) ) 6l7r 618 t6Ll
617 M=-NR(ISR(IrNS))

GU TO 6I9
618 M=r,rP( ISd( trfiS) )
619 AP=(-D{i( I Tr iSr{( Ir NS ) )/ (lt Jgl*li*T( I I ) ) ' NH( ISR( lrlrS) )rPHA( Il"H

1 t,ltlU( ISR( Irrrrs) ) *ALt,r(.rl 0( Pt12l LSH( 1rN5) ) ) ) / tti

IF (AP .LE. -25. )GtJ Tt'l 621
It(AP rhEc 25,)uU I['i 63u
AUD=10**AP

620 AA(IPH)=AA(IPH) + AIJO
621 CUNTIT'rui
62? CONT I NdE
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ilH I TEa b r ?01 | ) ( PdA ( u ) r Rl ( I ) r Je t r 5 )
IF(AA(5) .Ltl. lrE-25 .tJrir AA(5) rGEr 1.La5)60 Tu 015

630 CUNTINUE
615 CUNl INt,lE
640 CUNT INUE
650 r{l{ I l'E I 61 26t}d )

CALL EXIT
TND

SUtsR0UTtrNE ltITE( Irrlr r\,t.Aul'
c

SIGN=t+l
IF(l rLE. tr)SI0:'l=' I

1;IABS(I) + I
J=I-I
GU T0 ( l0r2vt 30r40r5Cr6u)eJ

t0 l{R I IE( 0r I000 ! 5I ssl.r trrr NnM
10,00 FOIiMAT(i+f rJXrAlr I3r t( rrA6r r )' )

RT- T URN

20 htH I I E( 61 1 O0 I ) 5I rr'frlr l'{r NAitl
l'001 FUAf,iATI t+rrZtlXrA!r I,3r r( trA6r' ) I )

RE TURI-J
30 l{ft ITE( 6r l0-02 ).SI dN:r trrr NAi4

t002 FURMAT(r+r t lTXrAlrl3rf ( rrA6ri) r)
RET{JRNi 4r0 llRtrTE(or lO03)tiI,iNrNrllAil

1003 F0RMI.T( t+rrFqlrr/{l tIStt( f rA6e|) r)
RT. T URfI

50 Nil t TE( 6r 100a ) 5I iiNr Nr NA{
1004 FtlRt-lAT( r+tr71r tI,Lr I3r f ( f rA6rr ) il

RE TURN
60 N'FI TE ( 6 t lO05 ) 5I riNr Nr NAfo,

1005 FURMATC'+rrBoXr*1eI3r t(rrA6efJ t)
RETURI.I
END

SUf'ROUTINE ATTROO(I)
c

GU T0 (e0r30r40r50)rI-l
20 rflrITE(cr1000]

1000 F0R't'lATI t+|l20Xr | ----"rar---r'> r,
RE TUIIN

. 30 l{RIrE(6rl00l}
100[ FURnIAT(t+rr37Xr r r----r--r-'--B] r )

RET URIN

40 t{R I TE( 6r tr 002 )
1002 FCItiMAT( t+rr5rlXe Li--'-r-3rrrlrr;r' | )

RETUR]N
l0 t{ftITE(6r1003)

1003 FURt4ATC r+lr I lxtr -r---.--rr|---) r )
RE T URN
ENO
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' {Irpendix 2

(hlculation of ,a Redluction Potential

Oonsider the haLf-cell reaction

lgO-+2H++e=Ag+II2O

If the reduction potential is measured witJi !€eDEc€ tq the SIIE, the cell
reaction is

tAgo- +.2g+ * E2 = 2Ag + Zgro

A caleulation of ff,r, tor this reactj.on wil.l b,a performed using the
uethod prognsed by l{acdoaald (see seetion 2.2.2, . trhe fl.rst step is to

-mevaluate Airr,rnt for sach specles. trhe follorping data Ls availabl,e for *gr

S = 2+.30+8.54xr0-3! + L.5trx1o5r-2 o K'I mol-l

€b, = 42'55 r K-l !no1-1

Or6rr=skJrruel-l

sLnce ai t*. known, equatLron 3 may be used:

a[r",*ut = auelo - €", (r-z-eel - *fi, ar * fl ce dr (3)
'29e P

Sttbstituttng the agrpropriate v,alues yXel"ds

alll,** = o -, 42.ss,(423-2es) -4.o I;: tar-.s,q3g.s4,*,lo-3r+l-5r*iolr-2) .E

- d;; (21,3o+B,saxr0-3r+r.5rxr05r-2t dr

(1)

(21

6
f

s -8.56 k,I [bl *
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A. heat calracl,ty fruretLon f,or AgO is Rob ava:i.lable *U AIrr,rGa for
this species nus€ be evaluated. from equation 4r

nlrr,rc* = A16, - rr{ - zesqea) - G#ffi q - {es) (4)

A vaLue .t tig,, Ggq-t has not been reportecl but lt nray, be dleteained fron
tlre equation of Connick and Powell:

sP= I8a,o-1e4.e tlzl - 0,.28 no) (s)

Fof AgO-r ttre nurber of onygen atorns, uo=l and tlra cirargie, Z= -1. an.d

tlre:refore 5+ = 41,9 J K-l nol-l. To use t!,ris valge tn tlre Gtiss and

CobbLe equation (?), ge mrrst be converted to the a.bsolute scatre.

S€(absoLute) = Se(conventi.onal.l - 2A.g Z

= 62.'8 ,t t'l rrrot-X

Ehe eonstants, a E4dl b, in the Criss andl Coblrtre equati.on

S=.*F!e,
-1 - r: for o:<1,aaions ati 4?3 K are -2g0.5 J t't Inel-' and 2.02O (dimensionlessl ,

resBectl.vellr.

herefore sizg = -280.5+2.02CIx62.8

= -I53.? .T fl nol-l

gubstLtuLLon of Elris value and Ar{ru (= -23.1 to rcI,-l) into equatlon 4

y.$'eJ.ds

alll,rtraso-! ,= -?310o - [azg(-rsg.fl - zes(6e.8)l

* 17?,;=',?9=, (-1s3 .7-62.81' Ln(473/2e81

-13.? k,t nnl-l.

(61

(71
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A v.alue of A:.11 ,a* fon E* has been evaluated lueviousl,y ry ,!{aedonaLil
2.9,8,

(gee sectLein 2.4.3), vrhLle the conresXlonding values for Il, asrdl Hro rnay

be de errn:ined usinE equat[on 3.

ts?feetnr) = 0 + r,30.524,(4?3-298):

Olllt*,orol = .237183

- 47,t f,, 
z 3 (22. zs+3. zgxrq-3Tfo . Eqxtos'l2l . dr'zgg T

tlr?3+ t ;; (2?.28+3 
" 
eENro-3r+Q. s0 ,x l05r-2) dr

= -24.12 tr.r grot-l

+ 6s.sz(423:-2981 - Avs 1rhro 
zs'4gr at

rll?9* Jrr. (75'29r) dE

= -7152.69 k*I nol-l

trhe free energy ehauge for reactii"on 2 may now be evaluated.

Aee = 2 x alll,restAg) +, * 
^;;:,rG*(uro), 

- z x ulll,rn'taso:)

- z x AsT3 reetn+) - o;;;,reotur)

= -465.8 l<"T"

[s obtain t*re rseduction potbntial aL 473 K as a figrct-Loo of grlt,

equation 9 is aonsidered.

_a^e
Er = + - aP [uros a" - aros oo! - # pH (e't

Slnce' a(IIrO) and a(Ag) are both assignred as unityr and for reaotion 1,

ttre nUnber of, hyelregen ions, rr=2 alrd tie eharge transferred, n-1,, tt'r€n

E4zg = 2-4L + 0.094 lsg[a(]so-ll - o'trgg FE-

(8)
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Appendix 3

p{ffuEion f,rom a C5,tiudrical, $urface

:f{re proUteng of, cylJ.ndrieal.I &i.fftrtsion can be tteatedl ln terms

of lfuiear dlf,fusion wder sertain conditions (166). provided that the
foltrowing c.otilditLou holdE

93. J sxro-3'
xE

where D is the d,iff-nston coeff,icientr T Ls the tiure eJ.apsed 6,iirce the
beginalng sf eleotrolysis and r Ls the radi.us of the elestrode, the
error ln calcu.l,ating the caurent in ttle inittal stage of an electnolysis
at s-an€tant potential from the equati.on f,or linear diff,usi,on is less
.than 5t, Taking o = l0-5 *2 "-I and r = 0.25 cm, the error does not
exeeed 58 if t i.s less than 19 seconds, lfhe time oorresponding to

, tr. asc€tding hranrc.*r of a peak in cycllc voltametry is gene:ca1ly

less ttran l0 s fof thLs work and @nseguently' the tseatqent for !.inear

dlffusion can be regarded as a good approxirnation for eylLndrical
di.ffusion.
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Appendix 4

Chilculatlon of \ usinS the Nernst-E{nEteia Equation

rlre dif,fnsion coef icient, Dl of err ton nay be obtained from

the, Nernst-Einstein equation (L67 t204l

D =Ffll
zg?

8. 314x295x 1. e4xlo-ll

(1!

where I ls the ruolaar conductivlty of the ion and, z Ls Lts charge,

If Ag+ ions are assumed tq be tl,re eharge @rfiegs, then a ccmponent

of Lonic c--onduetivl,ty corresponding to migrcation of af fot. nay be

estinated froqr ttte eon€trreti.vL€y of A92o, tO-6 s n-l (1zO),

From equatLon 2

Ites+l = K x v
m
2

(2)

where rc is the ioniE conduetivity, 10-6 S dl, and V* Ls the trslar
vohLne ,o:f Ag-o, 34.? cn3 nol-l (see sestLon 8.4.2),
l(ag+) = l.G4xlo-xt s rnz rnc,L-l. Itsiag this valrre ef l(Ag+),
D, for af o"- 29,5 K.gray be catcul.ated f,ro.m eguiation 1,1

DF=
lx 19.65x104) 

2

= 4xlo-r8 12 "-r.
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